2176778 18/07/2011
WABCO EUROPE BVBA
CHAUSSEE DE WAVRE 1789, B-1160 BRUSSELL BELGIUM
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION UNDER THE LAWS OF BELGIUM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA.
103-104, ASHOKA ESTATE 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 1.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PARTS OF VEHICLES AND APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY-LAND, INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS, IN PARTICULAR AIR BRAKES AND PARTS THEREOF, AIR SUSPENSIONS AND PARTS THEREOF, AIR DRYER DEVICES FOR REMOVING WATER, OIL AND CONTAMINANTS FROM COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS OF VEHICLES, DESICCANT CARTRIDGES FOR AIR DRYERS (PARTS OF AIR SYSTEMS OF VEHICLES).
2981902  10/06/2015  
SANJAY SRIVASTAV  
trading as ;S.K INDUSTRIES  
2926 GALI NO 1, DHARAMPURA, GANDHI NAGAR DELHI 110031  
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS  
Used Since :01/04/2013  
DELHI  
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND , AIR OR WATER
CARPLAY

2983109  10/06/2015

APPLE INC.
One Apple Park Way, Cupertino, California 95014, USA

Manufacturers
A CALIFORNIA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; consoles being parts of vehicle interiors; dashboards; automotive interior trim and interior trim parts of automobiles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; bicycles; golf carts; wheel chairs; air pumps being vehicle accessories; motor cycles; parts for all the aforesaid goods.
JAGPREET SINGH
trading as ;JAGPREET SINGH
3053, GALI KALYAN SINGH, RAM BAZAR, MORI GATE, DELHI -110006.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/05/2015

PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES AND AUTOMOBILES INCLUDING CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, QUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD, BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U, J, CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS, LEAF SPRING, AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, 'LIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS OF DESCRIPTIVE NATURE.
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Manufacturers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Motor cycles, scooters, motor land vehicles including parts, fittings and accessories falling in class 12.
MAATTA
3035109  18/08/2015
KAMAL JEET DATTA
trading as ;RAJ TRADING CO.,
3412, RAM BAZAR, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI - 110006.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/04/2015

DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12 FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES AND AUTOMOBILES INCLUDING CLUTCH PLATE, PRESSURE PLATE, CLUTCH LEVER KITS, CLUTCH FACING, BRAKE LINING, BRAKE DISC, FRICTION PAD, BRAKE PAD, FRICTION MATERIAL, BRAKE PLATE, BRAKE PARTS, CROSS, U. J. CROSS, FILTER, GASKET, OIL SEAL, BEARINGS, CHASSIS PARTS, PROPELLER SHAFTS, BUSHES, AXLES, SPRINGS, LEAF SPRING, AND BRAKES; STEERING AND SUSPENSION COMPONENTS, BUSHING KITS, SHAFT COMPONENTS, TIE ROD END, JACK RODS, SPRING LEAFS, SPRING PINS, KING PINS, SPIDER KITS, U-BOLTS, CENTER BOLTS.
3157766    12/01/2016  
M/S NEEDLE EYE PLASTIC IND. PVT. LTD.  
trading as ;M/S NEEDLE EYE PLASTIC IND. PVT. LTD.  
B-1, C-1, C-3, BAZPUR ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA,BAZIA DAULAT ROAD, BAZPUR-262401, U.S. NAGAR, UTTRAKHAND.  
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO  
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com  
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866  
Used Since :08/04/2011  
To be associated with:  
3078448, 3131604  
DELHI  
E RICKSHAW , BATTERY OPERATED VEHICLE AND E-CART, PARTS AND FITTINGS IN CLASS-12
3195778  25/02/2016
ANOOP CHOPRA
trading as ;JAY KAY SALES CORPORATION
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE MALERKOTLA-148023
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.
Used Since :06/05/2005
DELHI
Cycle & Cycle
3200405 02/03/2016
M/S. SWASTIK UDYOG
Mr. Ravinder Kumar
Mr. Parveen Goyal
trading as ;M/s. Swastik Udyog
C-77, Sector-10, Noida-201301, (U.P)
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI
Auto Accessories & Car Accessories

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "SWASTIK ".


OMG
3204082  07/03/2016
MADAN KAPOOR
trading as ;M/S. KAPOOR INDUSTRIES
GALI NO.-8, PLOT NO.-16, NEAR DESU OFFICE, CEMENT ROAD, ANAND PARBAT, DELHI-110005
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/2016

DELHI
AUTO PARTS AND AUTO ACCESSORIES
U & R EXPORTS
3213915 18/03/2016
HARPREET KAUR
trading as ;U & R EXPORTS
19/174, IST FLOOR, SARAI ROHILLA, OLD ROHTAK ROAD, DELHI-110035.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.L. BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOB PLAZA (OPP. MCDONALD'S) P-2 SEC-18 NOIDA-201301 NCR DELHI
Used Since :03/09/2013
To be associated with:
2590397, 3213914
DELHI
AUTO CONTROL CABLES & AUTO PARTS INCLUDING IN CLASS 12
U-NEX

3215953  19/03/2016

SHIV KUMAR
trading as ;M/S LAXMI ACCESSORIES
10920, MANAK PURA, DORI WALAN, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Manufacturer & Traders
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
GRIP COVERS FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 12

YOGESH trading as; THE AUTOPAL SPARES
PLOT NO-2, HOSHNAK RAI COMPOUND DHARAM KANTA ROAD MUJESAR, FARIDABAD, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/03/2013

DELHI
CRANE SPARES PART AND AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (GENUINE CRANE PARTS).
3222457  30/03/2016

YOGESH

trading as ; THE AUTOPAL SPARES

PLOT NO-2, HOSHNAK RAI COMPOUND DHARAM KANTA ROAD MUJESAR, FARIDABAD, HARYANA

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.

Used Since :01/03/2013

DELHI

CRANE SPARES PART AND AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (GENUINE CRANE PARTS).
3222516   30/03/2016

GAUTAM NARANG
trading as ;NARANG PIPES INDIA (REGD.)
1089/1 SHIV MOTOR MARKET, KASHMERE GATE DELHI 110006
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

Used Since :12/08/2014

DELHI

AUTOMOBILE SPARE PARTS, MOTOR PARTS, FUEL INJECTION PARTS, POWER STEARING PARTS, DIESEL PARTS, BRAKE PARTS, TURBO PARTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 12
3226114  02/04/2016
ANUPAM SINGHAL
88-A, SUNLIGHT COLONY, II DDA FLATS, ASHRAM, NEW DELHI-110014
merchants and manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Door visor, wiper and automobile accessories

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
3227186 04/04/2016
MOHD SHADAB
B-352/3, GALI NO.20, B-BLOCK, SUBHASH MOHALLA, NORTH GHONDA, DELHI-110053
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :02/04/2016
DELHI
SIDE MIRRORS AND SPARE PARTS OF VEHICLES
3231867 08/04/2016
PRESTOLITE OF INDIA LIMITED
43 PUSA ROAD, REAR SIDE, 8A, BLOCK LANE, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :01/01/1962
DELHI
PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILES
NBR

3234718  18/04/2016
NITIN BINDLISH
trading as ;NATIONAL BRAKE RUBBER CO.
295 D.A. BLOCK, SHISHMAHAL APPT. SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI-110088
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
AUTOMOBILE SPARE PARTS.
3240278    21/04/2016
SUKUNN AUTOMOTIVE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SUKUNN AUTOMOTIVE PVT. LTD.
B-137, SECTOR-65, NOIDA-201 301, DISTT. GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR (U.P.).
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANDISE
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :09/07/2004
To be associated with:
1297522
DELHI
AUTO PARTS INCLUDING BRAKE LINING.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
REVERO
Priority claimed from 04/04/2016; Application No. : 86963873 ;United States of America
3241964    23/04/2016
KARMA AUTOMOTIVE LLC
3080 Airway Avenue, Costa Mesa, California 92626, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A Delaware limited liability company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Automobiles and structural parts therefor.
PLATINE

3245639  27/04/2016

RENAULT S.A.S
trading as; RENAULT S.A.S
13-15 quai le Gallo - 92100 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT – FRANCE
Manufacturer & Merchant
Limited Liability Company organized under the Laws of France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Used Since :27/04/2016

CHENNAI

Vehicles; parts and accessories thereof in respect of Four Wheeler’s.
BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED
trading as M/s BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, 21/14A, PHASE-2, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since: 01/04/2015
DELHI
VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER
SAS
SARBESTOS AUTO SPARES

3264862  20/05/2016
M/S. SARBESTOS AUTO SPARES PVT. LTD.
27/4, DILSHAD GARDEN, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MAIN G.T. ROAD, NEAR HERO HONDA SHOWROOM, DELHI-110095
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since: 01/01/2004
DELHI
AUTO PARTS AND AUTO ACCESSORIES
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
TEXTAR
3264863  20/05/2016
M/S. SARBESTOS AUTO SPARES PVT. LTD.
27/4, DILSHAD GARDEN, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MAIN G.T. ROAD, NEAR HERO HONDA SHOWROOM, DELHI-110095
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Auto parts and auto accessories
3278222  07/06/2016
RAJESH TREHAN
trading as ;TONY BIKE CENTRE
1749/55, HARI SINGH , NALWA STREET KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ALLIANCE
A-414, DEFENCE COLONY NEW DELHI-24
Used Since :24/02/2016
DELHI
MOTORCYCLE AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE IN MOTORCYCLE
3336068  16/08/2016
PARSHOTTAMBHAI RAGHAVJIBHAI HINGRAJIA
SOBHANABEN PARSHOTAMBHAI HINGRAJIA
MAYURBHAI PARSHOTAMBHAI HINGRAJIA
trading as ;SOBHA HYDRAULICS
A-902 DREAM HILL APARTMENT, AMIN MARG, NEAR GANGA HALL, BANSI PARK, RAJKOT - 360005 (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TRACTOR AND TRUCKS TROLLEY HYDRAULIC JACKS INCLUDED IN CLASS-12.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN and GUJARAT only.
M/S W M INDUSTRIES
trading as ;M/s W.M.INDUSTRIES
B-12/5, JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110095.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KINGSINGH LEGAL CONSULTANTS
3 VEER SAVARKAR MARKET, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI -110031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND INCLUDING ACCESSORIES FOR THE TWO WHEELERS LIKE LEG GUARD, STEEL BIDING GUARD SET, FOOT REST, SIDE STAND, SEAT COVER, GRIP COVER, SAREE GUARD, BODY COVER.
OMTEK
3476163  07/02/2017
AKASH BHARATBHAI DHARAIYA
184, LAXMINAGAR, NR. SPORT COMPLEX, SIDSAR ROAD, ADHEWADA, BHAVNAGAR - 364 002. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Manufacturer/Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AUTO LPG & CNG GAS KIT AND ITS PARTS, VEHICLES, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS-12.
3537599  29/04/2017
PREMIER ENGINEERING
Premier engineering, 8 Umakant udyognagar, Opp. Autotech fasteners, Mahadev wadi corner, Mavdi plot, Rajkot, Gujarat - 360004
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R. SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Used Since : 24/07/2014
AHMEDABAD
Hydraulic couplings for land vehicles, Hydraulic connectors for vehicles
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. Sale of goods is restricted in the state of Gujarat only.
3566612  08/06/2017
SUNNY RAMESHCHANDRA MARVANIA
PLOT NO. 2504 + 2502/A, ROAD NO. H, OPP. EVEREST WAFERS, GIDC METODA, LODHIKA - 360 025, DIST. RAJKOT (GUJARAT)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TRACTOR PARTS, STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILES INCLUDED IN CLASS-12
3579766  28/06/2017
PANDURANG RAJARAM CHAVAN
trading as ;SPARCO PRODUCTS
65-A, BOMBAY TALKIES IND. COMPOUND, OPP. ANJALI KITCHENWARE OFFICE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI- 400 064
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :30/09/1987
MUMBAI
VEHICLES, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER, PARTS AND FITTINGS FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND
VEHICLES, AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING RUBBER BUSH, BIDDINGS, WIPERS, AUTO ELECTRICAL
ACCESSORIES AND PLASTIC PARTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
MR. SANDIP AGARWAL TRADING AS: M/S. RYAN AUTO AGENCIES.
2, GIBSON LANE, KOLKATA-700069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
TRACTORS & PARTS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATE OF INDIA.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
CLUBBER
3617451   21/08/2017
BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED
Mumbai Pune Road, Akurdi, Pune 411 035
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Automobiles, land vehicles, motorcycles, two wheelers, three wheelers, four wheelers, commercial vehicles, scooters, mopeds, engines, parts and components thereof; engines for motorcycles, parts and accessories thereof in class 12.
3622977   29/08/2017
AGRAWAL PAPAD PVT. LTD.
244, Hukumchand Colony, Panchkuiya Road, Indore (M.P.), Pin-452002, India
Company Incorporated under Indian Company Act, 1956 through Director
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI,
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Automobile Accessories, Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3769859  05/03/2018
ANAND PATEL
2-A ELECTRONIC COMPLEX, PARDESHIPURA, INDORE, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AUTOMOBILES, VEHICLES; APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR, SPACE OR WATER AND ELECTRIC BIKES, ELECTRIC SCOOTERS, ELECTRIC CARS, E RICKSHAW, ELECTRIC THREE WHEELER S, BATTERY CARS, BATTERY BIKES, BATTERY SCOOTERS AND PARTS THEIR OF INCLUDED IN CLASS 12

Area restricted to the state of M.P..
3824693    05/05/2018
KCHARATHILAL VIJAY KUMAR
3 - 4 - 107 / 1 / A, Ramkote, Hyderabad - 500029
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
3829588  10/05/2018
PIAGGIO VEHICLES PRIVATE LIMITED
E-2, MIDC Area, Baramati, District, Pune Maharashtra 413 133
a private limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PADMJA VIJAY KHANDGE
Adv Padmaja Khandge-Pathak L1, 103, Amrut Ganga, Sinhagad Road, Pune 411041

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Vehicles, commercial vehicles, utility vehicles, land vehicles, land automotive vehicles, industrial vehicles, Vehicles;
Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; trucks, transportation trucks, industrial truck; van, automobile bodies,
commercial vehicles, automobile engine; Special vehicles for transportation purposes, transportation trucks,
transportation machines, light trucks, pickup trucks, industrial trucks, dump trucks, automobile motors, automobile
bodies, goods vehicle, motor vehicles,

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3830272.
3831452  12/05/2018
LATHA R TRADING AS BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
No. 1044, 16th B Cross, Sector B, Passage Road, Yelahanka Upanagara, Bangalore – 560 064
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Automobiles.
MAK
3901233 28/07/2018
MAK CONTROLS AND SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
7/41-B, AVINASHI ROAD, CIVIL AERODROME POST, COIMBATORE-641 014, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :23/03/1994
To be associated with:
3605084
CHENNAI
AIRCRAFT PROPELLERS; AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR WHEELS; AIRCRAFT CARRIERS; AIRCRAFT TYRES; AIRCRAFT UNDERCARRIAGES; AIRCRAFT WINGS; BODIES FOR AIRCRAFT; EJECTOR SEATS FOR AIRCRAFT; ELECTRICALLY POWERED AIRCRAFT; FUEL TANKS FOR AIRCRAFT; INNER TUBES FOR AIRCRAFT TYRES; LANDING GEAR FOR AIRCRAFT; PROPELLER BLADE PROTECTORS FOR AIRCRAFT; PROPELLERS FOR AIRCRAFT; STRUCTURAL PARTS FOR AIRCRAFT.
3989283  01/11/2018
ASHOK MEHTA
176, Sector 7, Panchkula
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAV BHARTI
# 404, GH-14, MDC, Sec 5, Panchkula, Haryana
Used Since : 28/10/2015
DELHI
Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
4006293    23/11/2018
M/S. SHREE AMBEY UDYOG
C-2/7, IIND FLOOR, SECTOR-11 ROHINI, DELHI-110085
THE PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
I-4/21, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Used Since :21/06/2014
DELHI
AUTOMOBILES PARTS, TYRES & TUBES.
4013381  30/11/2018
SEAPLAST (INDIA) PVT LTD
B-402, DEV AURUM, ANANDNAGAR CROSS ROAD, PRAHLADNAGAR, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHWARDHAN NAVINCHANDRA JOSHI, ADVOCATE
FLAT NO. 204, BLOCK O2, ADANI PRATHAM, BEHIND NIRMA UNIVERSITY, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD 382481,
GUJARAT

Used Since : 18/10/2016

AHMEDABAD

Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water
KING ROOF INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No.77, Ln. 100, Shuitou 1st Rd., Waipu Dist., Taichung City 438, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
A company of Taiwan (R.O.C.)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
4159649   27/04/2019
KOHINOOR INDIA PVT. LTD.
Basti Bawa Khel, Kapurthala Road, Jalandhar-144021, Punjab State, India
Body Incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-407, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR-143001, PUNJAB
Used Since :01/04/1998

To be associated with:
588386, 770133

DELHI
TYRES and TUBES of all kinds included in class 12
4161880  30/04/2019
ELECTROMECH MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEMS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.1 GAT NO.316 AT POST KASAR AMBOLI TAL. MULSHI PUNE 412111 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
Used Since :31/12/2018
To be associated with:
1661520
MUMBAI
APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, WATER
UNIBON

4162787   30/04/2019
MR. AMIT SATIJA TRADING AS:- UNIBON INDIA
A-61/4, GT KARNAL ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110033
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
I-4/21, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Used Since :06/07/2015

DELHI
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES.
4168892  07/05/2019
ROVER CYCLES PVT. LIMITED
B-9, 2ND FLOOR, KAILASH COLONY, NEW DELHI - 110048
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
544982
DELHI
Bicycles, Structural parts for bicycles
FIREFOX ADVENTRON

4173789  11/05/2019
FIREFOX BIKES PVT. LTD.
2A-1001, 10th FLOOR, TWO HORIZON CENTRE, SECTOR-43 DLF, PHASE-V, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122002
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1330746, 1348324

DELHI
Electric Land Vehicles (Including Battery/Electrically Operated Vehicles), Parts, Fittings and Accessories Thereof, Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts, Fittings and Accessories thereof.
4173839  11/05/2019
KUMARI VERSHA SHARMA
1836-37, Block H-4, Jahangir Puri, Delhi-110033
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMEET KAUR
C-56, MAIN KANTI NAGAR, DELHI-110051.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Seat Covers & Accessories For Vehicles & Automobile Parts, Fittings & Daccessories, Auto Parts & Spare Parts, Automobile Parts Including Brake Shoes, Brake Pads, Clutch Sets, Excels, Steering Systems, Brake Drums For Vehicles, Spokes & Nipples, Chain Covers, Mudguards, Seat Plates, Chains, Spockets, Main Tube, Swing Arms For Motorcycles, Parts Of Motorcycle, Scooter, Three Wheeler, Bicycle Namely Clutch Cable & Brake Cable, Rubber Mats, Mat Carpet, Steering Cover, Car Perfume, Disc Pad Bearings and all other articles as Covered Under Class 12.
Valec

4173975  11/05/2019
GURDEEP KUMAR ALWADHI
189/6 prem gali, punja sharif, Kashmere gate delhi-6
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Auto parts
4173981    11/05/2019
MR. SANJEEV KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S APPLE CYCLE INDUSTRIES
Singla Colony, Jaspal Bangar Colony, Near Jaspal Dharam Kanda, Dhandari Kalan, Ludhiana (Punjab)
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/06/2018
DELHI
Bicycle Structural Parts, Bicycles, Bicycles for Children, Tricycles, Electric Bicycles, Sports Bicycles and Air Pumps for Bicycles, Inner Tubes for Bicycles and Tyres for Bicycles
4173993    11/05/2019
MR. JAY RAM SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S JAY AUTO INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO-77, BHIM COLONY, NEW PALAM VIHAR, GURUGRAM - 122017, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Automobile Parts and Accessories thereof
SNAKER

4174243    11/05/2019

VIKRAMJEET SINGH PROPRIETOR OF NOOR CYCLE INDUSTRIES
795, Tagore Colony, Gill Road, New Cycle Market, Ludhiana-141003

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, KIDS CYCLE & PARTS THERE OFF INCLUDING TYRES & TUBES
Frackson

4174489   13/05/2019
ALEXVYAN BROTHERS
A-1308, First Floor, G.D. Colony, Mayur Vihar Phase 3, Delhi - 110096
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Structural parts for automobiles.
MERAK
4174552   13/05/2019
ONE3 VENTURES
30, MUNRO ROAD, AGRA CANTT, AGRA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARPIT SURI
31/323,A-2,PROFESSOR COLONY,KAML NAGAR, AGRA-282005
Used Since :01/05/2019
DELHI
ALL MOTOR VEHICLES AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
ONE3 VENTURES
30, MUNRO ROAD, AGRA CANTT, AGRA-282001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARPIT SURI
31/323,A-2,PROFESSOR COLONY,KAMLA NAGAR, AGRA-282005
Used Since :13/11/2018
DELHI

ALL MOTOR VEHICLES AND PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
4174695  13/05/2019
HITESH CHOPRA PROPRIETOR OF SAI EXIM
202, 2ND FLOOR, BUILDING NO-2502, GALI NO-8, NAIWALA ESTATE, BEADON PURA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
TRAVERELLER MONOBUS

4174732  13/05/2019
FORCE MOTORS LIMITED
MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, AKURDI, PUNE - 411 035
BODY INCORPORATED INCLUDING LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1188732

MUMBAI
LAND VEHICLES, TRACTORS, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND AND POWER DRIVEN LAND VEHICLES
4174733 13/05/2019
FORCE MOTORS LIMITED
MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, AKURDI, PUNE - 411 035
BODY INCORPORATED INCLUDING LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1188732
MUMBAI
LAND VEHICLES, TRACTORS, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND AND POWER DRIVEN LAND VEHICLES
DARIUS
4174798  13/05/2019
RISSALA DECOR PRIVATE LIMITED
537-1 SHIVAM KUNJ, KHERA DEVAT RAOD GURGAON HARYANA 122001
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES FOR LAND INCLUDING ELECTRONIC VEHICLES AND PARTS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF.
EVOLET
4174849  13/05/2019
RISSALA DECOR PRIVATE LIMITED
537-1 SHIVAM KUNJ, KHERA DEVAT RAOD GURGAON HARYANA 122001
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES FOR LAND INCLUDING ELECTRONIC VEHICLES AND PARTS AND COMPONENTS THEREOF.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 12

ANKUR BHATIA
B 6/5 Vasant Vihar New Delhi 110057
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA BHARDWAJ&CO
30 Brich Street, Malibu Towne, Sector-47, Gugurgram-110018

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Vehicles and conveyances
4175553  14/05/2019
RAJATDEEP OVERSEAS PRIVATE LIMITED
179-A, LIG FLATS, YELLOW APARTMENTS, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI - 110027
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063
Used Since :22/03/2007
To be associated with:
923810
DELHI
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES, PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF
REVIVO
4175564 14/05/2019
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (ALSO TRADING AS TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan
A Corporation organised under the laws of Japan.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Automobiles and structural parts thereof.
4175604   14/05/2019
YASH PAL BAJAJ
I-45, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Suspensions for vehicles, Suspension struts [vehicle parts], Automotive suspension springs, Friction clutch driven plates for land vehicles, Automobile parts, Bicycle parts, Tractor units, Hitches for tractors, Mobile railcar movers, Clutches for motor vehicles, Clutch levers for land vehicles, Clutch mechanisms for automobiles, Brake levers, Disc brakes, Brakes for automobiles, Gearboxes, Gear shifts, Gears for vehicles, Wheel bearings for motor vehicles, Axle bearings for motor vehicles, Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
4176374    14/05/2019

BIDYUT PRABIR RANJAN BASU
555, 4th Floor, Orm-B Wing, Royal Palms, Goregaon (East), Mumbai - 400065
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Electrically powered scooters [vehicles], Electric vehicles.
DINESHBHAI DEVJIBHAI MEGHANI PROPRIETOR OF BAPA SITARAM DUMPER & HYDRAULIC
AHMEDABAD HIGHWAY, NEAR SAT HANUMAN, SOKHDA ROAD, B/H. JALARAM TRANSPORT, RAJKOT, GUJARAT – INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :11/10/2017

AHMEDABAD
DUMPER BODIES FOR TRUCKS, DUMPER TRUCKS, HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES IN CLASS 12
CZAR

4176502  14/05/2019
RAJESH SHARMA PROPRIETOR OF RAJESH MOTOR PARTS
836, ST. NO. 6, JANAKPURI, LUDHIANA-141003
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PARTS & FITTING FOR USE IN MOTOR LAND VEHICLES
EDISON ELECTRA-NEW YORKER

4176576  15/05/2019
M/S. EDISON ELECTRA PRIVATE LIMITED
NIHARIKA EXOTICA, B-BLOCK, FLAT 216 KHAJAGUDA, GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA- 500082, INDIA.
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3848301, 3848304

CHENNAI
AUTOMOBILES AND AUTOMOBILE PRODUCTS.
4176819  15/05/2019
SHEMA E VEHICLE & SOLAR PVT. LTD.
13 CROOKED LANE, 5TH FLOOR ROAD NO – 501, HARE STREET, KOLKATA – 700069, WEST BENGAL
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA,NEW TOWN,KOLKATA 700 157,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
VEHICLES OR APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER INCLUDING ELECTRIC VEHICLES SUCH AS ELECTRICALLY POWERED SCOOTERS, RICKSHAWS & MOTOR VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 12
4176880  15/05/2019
TOYOTA KIRLOSKAR MOTOR PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No 1, Bidadi Industrial Area, Bidadi, Ramnagara District, Karnataka- 562109
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
DONIL

4177191  15/05/2019
MOHD. WASEH TRADING AS M/S GRAND TYRES
SHADE NO. 08 & 09, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BACHHRAWAN, RAEBARELI, U.P.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :17/09/2018

DELHI

Tyres, Automobile tyres, Inner tubes, Inner tubes for tyres, Vehicles; Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water.
ANAND BROTHERS
STREET # 6, TEJ MOHAN NAGAR, BASTI SHEIKH ROAD, JALANDHAR-144002 (PUNJAB
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :01/01/2019
DELHI
BICYCLE AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 12.
4177807  15/05/2019
TUBA N CO., LTD
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Republic of Korea.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Boats; Automobiles; Trolleys; Pushchairs; Children's safety seats for cars; windshield wipers; Bicycles; bicycle bells; Tires for vehicle wheels.
4178960  17/05/2019
AARON INDUSTRIES
A-1,BLOCK SANJAY NAGAR,MACHHALISHAHR,JAUNPUR,UTTARPRADESH-22143
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTHI A.C.
B 160, Sector 44, Noida -201301,(U.P)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles (Electric -);Electric land vehicles;Electrically powered scooters; Folding electric bicycles,Parts and fittings for land vehicles included under class 12
4178961  17/05/2019
AARON INDUSTRIES
A-1,BLOCK SANJAY NAGAR,MACHHALISHAHR,JAUNPUR,UTTARPRADESH- 22143
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTHI A.C.
B 160, Sector 44, Noida -201301,(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vehicles (Electric -);Electric land vehicles;Electrically powered scooters; Folding electric bicycles,Parts and fittings for
land vehicles included under class 12
4179254   16/05/2019
VARCAS AUTOMOBILES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT No.10, 8-2-269, Lumbini Jewel Mall, Road No. 2, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana- 500034, India
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEERENDRA BABU BETHA
DNO.76-5-30,JAGANATH TOERS S1,DANAVAIPETA Ganugu Veedhi,RAJAHMUNDARY,ANDHRA PRADESH-533103
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Manufacturing of automotive Vehicles, two wheeler, four wheeler, three wheeler, scooters, Bicycles, tricycles, parts, fittings and accessories thereof and all other type of vehicles.
4180635  20/05/2019
MR. SOURABH JAIN
C-9/147-148, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, NORTH WEST DELHI-110085
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PARTS FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILES
4180636   20/05/2019
MR. SOURABH JAIN
C-9/147-148,SECTOR-7,ROHINI,NORTH WEST DELHI-110085
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PARTS FITTINGS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE IN AUTOMOBILES
4180811  20/05/2019
MR. MANOJ KUMAR TRADING AS MMTECH INDUSTRIES.
A-58, PATEL NAGAR-II, GHAZIABAD-201001, U.P.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Parts And Fittings Included In Class 12 For Use In Motor Land Vehicles And Automobiles.
3225617   31/03/2016

U. BALAMURUGAN
NO. 11E, CHAIRMAN NKR PERIYANNAN STREET, VILAMPATTI ROAD, SIVAKASI-626 123, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI FIREWORKS
3567206  09/06/2017
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10th Floor, B Wing, The Capital, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai- 400 051.
A company incorporated under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Firearms, ammunition and projectiles explosive substances; fireworks being goods included in class 13.
TAURUS ARMAS S.A.
Av. São Borja, 2181 – São Leopoldo - Estado do Rio Grande do Sul - BRAZIL
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Brazil.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Firearms.
4175013  13/05/2019
ANKUR Bhatia
B 6/5 Vasant Vihar New Delhi 110057
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA BHARDWAJ&CO
30 Brich Street, Malibu Towne, Sector-47, Gugurgram-110018

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Projectiles
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019  Class 13

4178169  16/05/2019
DOME ENTERTAINMENT PVT LTD
Eldora Apartments, Juhu Church Road, Juhu, Mumbai – 400 049
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :28/10/2014
MUMBAI
Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fire works
VISHAL ALIAS AJAY DEVGAN
CHALET AMAR, 1ST FLOOR, BEHIND CRITICARE HOSPITAL, PLOT NO.41/43, GULMOHAR ROAD NO.1, JVPD, MUMBAI 400049 MAHARASHTRA INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSN LEGAL ASSOCIATES
Adv. Shrinivasan Mudaliar, Flat No.203, 2nd Floor, Sai Balaji Complex, Morivali, B-Cabin Road, Ambernath (East), Thane Dist 421501

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FIREARMS; AMMUNITION AND PROJECTILES; EXPLOSIVES; FIRE WORKS
PAMP
606643  13/09/1993
PAMPS A.,
6874 CASTEL S. PIETRO, SWITZERLAND.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELLERY ARTICLES, NAMELY FINGER RINGS, BRACELETS, EARRINGS, CUFFLINKS, BROOCHES, CHAINS, NECKLACES, MEDALS; TIMEKEEPING INSTRUMENTS, NAMELY CHRONOMETERS, CLOCKS, SMALL CLOCKS AND ALARM CLOCKS; PRECIOUS AND SEMIPRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS IN STRIPS, BARS, SHEETS, THREADS, INGOTS, PLATES, POWDER, RIBBONS AND TUBES; CURRENCIES;
2792106  16/08/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Jewellery, precious metals and stones.
2821148    07/10/2014
TRANSFORMING RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
2716, BANK STREET, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELLERY & PRECIOUS METALS & STONES.
3004892  09/07/2015
VIKAS CHAIN AND JEWELLERY PVT. LTD.
1157/1124, 2nd floor, Kucha Mahajani, Chandni Chowk, Delhi - 110006, India.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADER RETAILER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JEWELLERY GEMSTONES, PEARLS. PRECIOUS METALS & THEIR ALLOYS, GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, IMITATIONS THEREOF; STATUES, FIGURINES & OTHER ARTICLES OF PRECIOUS METALS, PRECIOUS STONES, IMITATIONS THEREOF MADE OF OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS METALS OR STONES; ORNAMENTS MADE OF OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS METALS OR STONES, OR IMITATIONS THEREOF; COINS AND TOKENS; WORKS OF ART OF PRECIOUS METALS, KEY RINGS, TRINKETS OR FOBS; JEWELLERY BOXES, WATCH BOXES; HOROLOGICAL & OTHER CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
JEWELS GALOD

3008292  14/07/2015

VIKAS JAIN
5143/E RUI MANDI SHIV MARKET SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 13/07/2015

DELHI
JEWELLERY, ORNAMENTS, PRECIOUS & SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., “JEWELS” and “MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE”.

SANGITA CLOCK
3027020 06/08/2015
PUROHIT SATRARAM MONAJI
trading as ;LATHA CLOCK INDUSTRIES
6, Lati Plot, Morbi, Rajkot 363641, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Horological and chronometric instruments, clocks, watches, Wall Clock, Wall Clock Cabinets, Alarm Piece and Time Piece.
3088218 28/10/2015
MOHD. IMRAN AND MOHD. GULFAM
1727, GALI TEHSILDAR, PATAUDI HOUSE, DARYAGANJ, DELHI-110006
Manufacturing & Trading
JOINT APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/10/2015
DELHI
WATCHES INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
Sakhi
Priority claimed from 12/10/2015; Application No. : 62462 ; Switzerland
3091188 02/11/2015
S. MALHOTRA & CO. GMBH
Haldenstrasse 5, CH-6340 Baar, Switzerland
Merchants and Manufacturers
A Swiss Limited Liability Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Watches, clocks, timepieces, horological and other chronometric instruments, including movements, accessories and parts for the aforesaid goods.
3127810  15/12/2015
HONEY TIMES
DEEPAK CHANANA
PUNEET CHANANA
trading as ;HONEY TIMES
96 A, NEW LAJPAT RAI MARKET, DELHI-110006
Manufacturing & Trading
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/05/2014

DELHI
Wrist Watches, Clocks and Watches, watch springs, watch glasses / watch crystals, watch chains, watch bands / straps for
wristwatches / watch straps, movements for clocks and watches, watch cases, cases for watches [presentation],
chronographs [watches], clocks and watches
MANOJ B.K. GUPTA
24, COMMUNITY CENTER, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
JEWELLERY INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY,GEMS, DIAMONDS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, CUFF LINKS, TIE PINS, WATCHES AND WATCH STRAPS.
MANOJ B.K. GUPTA
24, COMMUNITY CENTER, EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES,
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
JEWELLERY INCLUDING ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, GEMS, DIAMONDS, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, CUFF LINKS, TIE PINS, WATCHES AND WATCH STRAPS.
3186505  16/02/2016
MRK FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MRK FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 1402, Raj Classic, Yari Road, Versova, Andheri (West ), Mumbai, Mumbai City, Maharashtra, India, 400061
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, CLOCKS AND WATCHES, CUFF LINKS, DIAMONDS, EARRINGS, FIGURINES AND STATUETTES OF PRECIOUS METAL, GOLD, SILVER, HAT ORNAMENTS OF PRECIOUS METAL, INGOTS OF PRECIOUS METALS, IRIDIUM, IVORY JEWELLERY, JET ORNAMENTS, KEY CHAINS, TRINKETS AND FOBS, JEWELLERY LOCKETS, BOXES FOR JEWELRY, PRESENTATION AND WATCHES, TIE CLIPS, TIE PINS, WATCH HANDS, WATCH BANDS, STRAPS CHAINS, SPRINGS FOR WATCHES AND CLOCKS AND CASES FOR ORNAMENTS, JEWELLERY, WATCHES AND CLOCKS.
3214717  19/03/2016
MEDALLIOUS BUSINESSES PRIVATE LIMITED
305, SECTOR-15/A, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.), INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since : 10/07/2012
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, jewellery, watches, precious stones, horological and other chronometric instruments.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
Kaashvi

3237092  18/04/2016
SACHIN JAIN
trading as ;M/S. KEWAL GENERAL STORE
5140, RUI MANDI, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, RAKHI, PRECIOUS METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES
3265765  21/05/2016
JOHNSON WATCH CO.PVT.LTD.
trading as ;JOHNSON WATCH CO.PVT.LTD.
C-16 CANNAUGHT PLACE NEW DELHI-110001
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKHAR GARG & SWATI GARG
GARG LAW FIRM, C-16, Lower Ground Floor, East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065, INDIA
Used Since :31/03/2008

DELHI
Watches And Chronological Instruments.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER..
3272532  31/05/2016
HARBINDER SINGH PUREWAL
MANJOT SINGH PUREWAL
trading as ;P.A TIME INDUSTRIES
KASAULI ROAD DHARAMPUR, DISTT-SOLAN, H.P.-173209
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
WRIST WATCHES, HOROLOGICAL & CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, PARTS THEREOF AND ACCESSORIES THEREFORE BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
"Mangal May"
3279965 09/06/2016
MRS. POONAM RANI
trading as ;MITTHU & SONS
124A/159, GOVIND NAGAR, KANPUR U.P.
TRADING & MANUFACTURING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DINA NATH GUPTA, ADVOCATE.
53/1, NAYA GANJ, KANPUR - 208 001.
Used Since :01/06/2015
DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHROMIOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
PINKY ARTS

3301371  04/07/2016
NENARAM GANESHARAMJI PRAJAPATI
trading as ;M/s. PINKY ARTS
25, Laxmi Narayan Building, 1st Floor, Shop No. 10, Maruti Lane (phool Galli), Bhuleshwar, Mumbai - 400002, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Imitation jewellery
3327656  04/08/2016
VIMAL JAIN
trading as ;POOJA JEWELLERS
4-5,MUKUND APARTMENT,MANPADA ROAD,DOMBIVALI (EAST)-421201
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Used Since :10/01/1991
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF GOLD SILVER AND DIAMOND JEWELLERY AND RELATED ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
JAYESHBHAI CHANABHAI MENDPARA
trading as ;HARIOM SALES
SANT KABIR ROAD, OPP. SARDAR SCHOOL, POPATWALA BUILDING, RAJKOT- 360 003
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANU N SONI
H/203, RADHEY RESIDENCY, NR. LALGEBI CIRCLE, HATHIJAN, AHMEDABAD - 382445 GUJARAT (INDIA)
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
IMITATION JEWELLERY INCLUDING IN CLASS 14.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 14

**EESHA ZAVERI**
5, Nirmal Nagar, 1st floor Behind Akota Stadium, Akota Vadodara - 390020
Manufacturer And Trader

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

**Used Since :04/10/2014**
**AHMEDABAD**
Costume jewellery.
VS
3470760   31/01/2017
G. LADULAL JAIN
trading as ;MEGHA JEWELLERS
#145/11, 1ST FLOOR, RANGANATHAN MANSION, AVENUE MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE-560 002, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :26/01/1995
CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; ARTICLES OF JEWELRY; BEADS FOR JEWELRY; CASES ADAPTED TO CONTAIN
ITEMS OF JEWELRY; CHAINS [JEWELRY]; CHILDREN'S JEWELLERY; COMPONENT PARTS FOR JEWELLERY; CUSTOM
JEWELRY; EAR ORNAMENTS IN THE NATURE OF JEWELRY; GOLD JEWELRY; DIAMOND JEWELRY; JEWELLERY
BOXES; JEWELLERY MADE OF SILVER, BRONZE, PLATINUM; JEWELLERY ORNAMENTS; GEMSTONES; IMITATION
STONES FOR MAKING JEWELRY; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; SYNTHETIC PRECIOUS
STONES.
subject to the mark should be use within the state of Karnataka.
3528074  18/04/2017
BHAWNA JEWELLERS
46, NEW MARKET, BEHIND VIMAL SARI EMPORIUM,
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM PROPRIETOR: GHANSHYAM DAS SONI
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
103, LABBAIG, REGENCY 4/2 OLD PALASIA, INDORE-452001.
Used Since : 10/04/2001
MUMBAI
GOLD, SILVER AND IMITATION JEWELRY, JAMS, PRECIOUS STONE
SUBHASH A MONPARA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KVS COMPANY
319- MARUTI CHEMERS-2, OPP- SARASWATI SCHOOL, A.K ROAD, SURAT-395008, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :02/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
DIAMONDS, GEMS, PRECIOUS STONES, UNWROUGHT, JEWELS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word COMPANY.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF BY FILING A REQUEST ON FORM TM-16..restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
3584778   05/07/2017
JIGNESH B. SONI
trading as ;BABUBHAI JEWELLERS(PANETHAWALA)
LG- 5/6, Concorde Complex, R.C.Dutt Road, Alkapuri, Vadodara- 390 007, Gujarat, India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Used Since :13/04/1994
AHMEDABAD
GOLD, SILVER ORNAMENT, DIAMOND ORNAMENT, PLATINUM ORNAMENTS INCLUDING IN CLASS 14.
CHETTY & CO

3629152   07/09/2017

C. KRISHNIAH CHETTY & SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
The Touchstone, 3rd Floor, 2 & 2/1, Main Guard Cross Road, Bengaluru – 560001
an Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments
3659176   17/10/2017
ADITYA BIRLA FASHION AND RETAIL LIMITED
7th Floor, Skyline Icon, 86/92, Near Mittal Industrial Estate, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri (East) Mumbai - 59
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3654315, 3659155, 3659162, 3659168

MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3654315,3659155,3659162,3659168..
HTC
3736777  25/01/2018
MANOJ KUMAR AGARWAL
4, KINGSTON, SHASHINAGAR, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 053.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHURI ANANT AMARE
603, KRISHNA PALACE, SECT. NO. 5, CHARKOP, KANDIVALI, MUMBAI- 400067.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MECHANICAL WATCHES WITH MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC WINDING ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC WATCHES, CASES,
DIALS, WATCH BRACELETS, WATCH PARTS, DIVERS, WATCHES CHRONOMETERS, CHRONOGRAPHS, TABLE CLOCKS,
ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC OR MANUALLY WOUND ALARM CLOCKS, TRUE AND FALSE JEWELLERY WATCHES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
3769858  05/03/2018
MANOJ LAXMIPRAKASH KEDIA
Room No.3, Balaji Rahivashi Mandal, Pratap Nagar, Kurar Village, Malad East, Mumbai-400097
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS.
VISION
3792857  30/03/2018
BOROSIL GLASS WORKS LTD.
CRESCENZO, 1101, 11TH FLOOR, G BLOCK, PLOT NO. C 38/39, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI – 400051.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3778607

MUMBAI
Watch glasses / watch crystals
3829080    10/05/2018
ANSHU GARG TRADING AS EL REGALO
35A, Shop No - 5, Maragonahalli Main Road, Maragonahalli, Post K.R. Puram, Bangalore - 560036
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/12/2016

CHENNAI
Artificial jewellery, Imitation jewellery.

Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation and Subject to restriction with in Karnataka only.
3831211  12/05/2018

DHARUV GOLD SILVER AND DIAMOND
flat no. 22, mahavir Residency, sr.no 584, plot no. 8, near Pune Adventist Hospital, Salisbury park Pune
partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PADMAJA VIJAY KHANDE
Adv Padmaja Khandge-Pathak L1, 103, Amrut Ganga, Sinhagad Road, Pune 411041

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Ornaments and jewellery made of gold, silver, diamonds, platinum, pearls, iridium, rodium and any other precious metal;
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; Precious stones, semi precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; Ornamental pins, necklaces Chains, charms, cufflinks, diamonds, earrings, figurines, gold jewellery, silver jewellery Ingots of precious metals & Bracelets;
3835244  17/05/2018
M/s. T.T. Devassy Jewellery
Calicut Road, Kunnamkulam, Thrissur District, Kerala State, India
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.RADHAKRISHNAN NAIR
DR NO. 33/3033 A, “SIVASAKTHI” VENNALA P.O., COCHIN - 28, KERALA
Used Since :03/11/2003

CHENNAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and other chronometric instruments
Subject to association with application no:1623254.
DeAaaStyle
3837424  19/05/2018
ASHA ENTERPRISE
E3 35, Nirmal Township, Sasane Nagar, Kale Padal Road, Hadapsar, Pune -28
Selling imitation jewellery online
Individual
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Imitation Jewellery
3838522    21/05/2018
ELEPHANT PARADE INTERNATIONAL B.V.
NEW YORKSTRAAT 3-7 1175 RD LIJNDEN THE NETHERLANDS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BRACELETS [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)]; BROOCHES [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)]; CHAINS [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)]; CHARMS [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)]; CLIPS (TIE ---); FIGURINES [STATUETTES] OF PRECIOUS METAL; NECKLACES [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)]; EARRINGS; CUFF LINKS; CLOCKS; KEY RINGS [TRINKETS OR FOBS] OF PRECIOUS METAL; ORNAMENTAL PINS; STATUES OF PRECIOUS METAL; RINGS [JEWELLERY, JEWELRY (AM.)]; WATCH BANDS; WATCH CHAINS; WATCH STRAPS; WATCHES; WORKS OF ART OF PRECIOUS METAL
3850564  02/06/2018
M/S. MANOJ ORNAMENTS PVT. LTD.
107, SHYAM KAMAL, 'C' WING, AGRAWAL MARKET, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057, MAHARASHTRA
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, jewellery, precious stones, horological and other chronometric instruments
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF MAHARASHTRA.
3850565  02/06/2018
M/S. MANOJ ORNAMENTS PVT. LTD.
107, SHYAM KAMAL, 'C' WING, AGRAWAL MARKET, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057, MAHARASHTRA
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, jewellery, precious stones, horological and other chronometric instruments
3854453   07/06/2018
OM JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED.
Shop No.2,3,4 & 5, Shangrilla Apt.,L.T. Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai- 400 092.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2013

To be associated with:
1516360, 2613669

MUMBAI
Jewellery; diamond, silver & platinum jewellery; precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; gold & diamond studded jewellery; cufflinks; watches; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; watches; key rings and key chains, and charms; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof being goods included in class 14.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1516360 and 2613669.
3854455  07/06/2018

OM JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED.
Shop No.2,3,4 & 5, Shangrilla Apt.,L.T. Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai- 400 092.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :01/01/2013

To be associated with:
1516360, 2613669, 3854453

MUMBAI
Jewellery; diamond, silver & platinum jewellery; precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; gold & diamond studded jewellery; cufflinks; watches; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; watches; key rings and key chains, and charms; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof being goods included in class 14.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019   Class 14

3854457  07/06/2018
OM JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED.
Shop No.2,3,4 & 5, Shangrilla Apt.,L.T. Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai- 400 092.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Jewellery; diamond, silver & platinum jewellery; precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; gold & diamond studded jewellery; cufflinks; watches; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; watches; key rings and key chains, and charms; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof being goods included in class 14.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1516360 and 2613669..
OM JEWELLERS PRIVATE LIMITED.
Shop No.2,3,4 & 5, Shangrilla Apt., L.T. Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai- 400 092.
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Jewellery; diamond, silver & platinum jewellery; precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; gold & diamond studded jewellery; cufflinks; watches; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; watches; key rings and key chains, and charms; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof being goods included in class 14.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. app.no.1516360 and 2613669.
3856662    11/06/2018
M/S SWEEKAR ARTS, A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN, THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR MR. VIPUL HARAKCHAND GANGAR
304, Sai Place Co-operative Society Limited, Pushpa Park, Near St. Joseph High School, Malad (East), Mumbai - 400097
Proprietorship concern

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT K. TRIVEDI
B 63/64, ASHOK SAMRAT, DAFTARY RD., MALAD EAST, MUMBAI-400 097
Used Since :01/06/2018

MUMBAI
Earring support patches, articles related to Imitation Jewellery and Imitation Jewellery
The Applicant claims the color combination and styling as shown in the application.
GRT JEWELLERS WEDDING & CELEBRATION COLLECTION

3887462  13/07/2018
GRT JEWELLERS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 21, COATS ROAD (NORTH USMAN ROAD), T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600017, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :01/04/2014

CHENNAI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; ARTICLES OF JEWELRY; BEADS FOR JEWELRY; CASES ADAPTED TO CONTAIN ITEMS OF JEWELRY; CHAINS [JEWELRY]; CHILDREN'S JEWELLERY; COMPONENT PARTS FOR JEWELLERY; CUSTOM JEWELRY; EAR ORNAMENTS IN THE NATURE OF JEWELRY; GOLD JEWELRY; DIAMOND JEWELRY; JEWELLERY BOXES; JEWELLERY ORNAMENTS; GEMSTONES; ImitATION STONES FOR MAKING JEWELRY; SYNTHETIC PRECIOUS STONES; WATCHES.

mark is associated with the registered trade mark no. 3108842 and subject to no exclusive right over the descriptive matter appearing on the label except GRT.
3887464    13/07/2018
GRT JEWELLERS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 21, COATS ROAD (NORTH USMAN ROAD), T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600017, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/2014
CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; ARTICLES OF JEWELRY; BEADS FOR JEWELRY; CASES ADAPTED TO CONTAIN
ITEMS OF JEWELRY; CHAINS [JEWELRY]; CHILDREN'S JEWELLERY; COMPONENT PARTS FOR JEWELLERY; CUSTOM
JEWELLERY; EAR ORNAMENTS IN THE NATURE OF JEWELRY; GOLD JEWELRY; DIAMOND JEWELRY; JEWELLERY
BOXES; JEWELLERY ORNAMENTS; GEMSTONES; IMITATION STONES FOR MAKING JEWELRY; SYNTHETIC PRECIOUS
STONES; WATCHES.
No separate claim over descriptive words except as shown in the form of representation.
SILVESTO INDIA
3996530  13/11/2018
RITU AGARWAL
1096, GOPALJI KA RASTA, JOHARI BAZAR, JAIPUR
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
51/346, SECTOR 5, PRATAP NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
JEWELLERY
4115793 13/03/2019
M.V. GOLD
C/39,40,41, SHREE BELIRAM IND ESTATE, 5TH FLOOR, S.V.ROAD, DAHISAR EAST, MUMBAI- 400068
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIPIN KUMAR SINGH
F-28, ZOOM PLAZA,NEAR GORAI BUS DEPOT, BORIVALI(WEST), MUMBAI-400092.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS GEMS, JEWELRY MADE IN GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, DIAMONDS, GEMS AND IMITATION JEWELLERY INCULDING IN CLASS 14
TENX

4157718    25/04/2019

ABS INDIA
114, THIRD FLOOR, DSIDC Complex, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I
Unregistered Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANANT BHUSHAN, ADVOCATE
CH.NO.325,WESTERN WING,TIS HAZARI COURTS,DELHI 110 054,INDIA.

Used Since :16/04/2019

DELHI

HOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS; TIMEPIECES OF ALL KINDS; DEVICES FOR KEEPING TIME INCLUDING WATCHES, CLOCKS, CHRONOMETERS AND OTHER RELATED DEVICES PERFORMING SUCH FUNCTIONS.
4157923  25/04/2019
MANOJ KUMAR S/O LALTA PRASAD (TRADING AS I.P. INDRA BANGLE STORE)
TOWER WALI GALLI, I.F. GATTA FACTORY, RAMESHWAR GATE, FIROZABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, 283203
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
precious metals and their alloys precious and semi-precious stones horological and chronometric instruments in class 14.
4159902    27/04/2019
SUBHARUN DAS PROPRIETOR OF CANDALINA ENTERPRISE
525/3 ASHOKNAGAR, PO PS ASHOKNAGAR, NORTH 24 PARGANAS, PIN 743222
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Imitation Jewellery
4160885  29/04/2019
SREEKANTH.D
trading as ;NARTHAKI DANCE COSTUMES
MARKET ROAD, NILESHWAR, KASARAGOD, DIST, KERALA-671314.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :03/04/2018
CHENNAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES, IMITATION ORNAMENTS,IMITATION JEWELLERY.
ZYROS

4162784   30/04/2019
SENSE INTERNATIONAL DWC LLC
BUSINESS CENTER, DUBAI WORLD CENTRAL, DUBAI SOUTH DUBAI, PO BOX 390667, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

WRISTWATCHES; MOVEMENTS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES; WATCHES; CLOCKS; CLOCKS AND WATCHES, ELECTRIC; PRECIOUS STONES; SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; CHAINS [JEWELLERY] / CHAINS [JEWELRY]; WATCH CHAINS; WATCH BANDS / STRAPS FOR WRISTWATCHES / WATCH STRAPS; ALLOYS OF PRECIOUS METAL; CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 14

KANISK JEWELLERS AND BULLION PRIVATE LIMITED
2ND FLOOR, 158/A, RISHTA, BIDHAN PARK, KOLKATA, PIN:- 700090, WEST BENGAL
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.

Used Since: 25/05/2015
KOLKATA
JEWELLERY

Kaanisk JEWELLERS
4171123  08/05/2019
MULJIBHAI BAVALAL PADIA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. BHAVNA PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
4, VAID WADI, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT. INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
904, 9th Floor, BVR-1, Near, Westend Hotel, Near, Inder Residency, Gujarat College, Ellisebridge, Ahmedabad.380006
Used Since :28/04/1975
AHMEDABAD
GOLD, SILVER, JEWELLERY OF ALL KINDS, ORNAMENTS, Imitation Jewellery; Precious Stones, Cases and Containers made of Precious Metals and their Alloys, Utensils and other Articles made of Precious Metal and/or Precious Stone being Goods Included in Class 14.
4171570   09/05/2019
HASMUKH SORATHIYA
173, VANMALI PARK ROW, HOUSE, PUNAGAM, CHORYASI, BOMBAY MARKET, SURAT, GUJARAT, 395010
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Watches
FORCE TRACK

4171589  09/05/2019

MAHBOOB ALAM
Patre Wali Galli, Navpada, Near National Girls High School, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400051, Maharashtra
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Watches, chronometric instrument
Joytek
4172349  10/05/2019
JOYTEK ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED
418/3, FIRST FLOOR, ESPLANADE ROAD, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110006

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Watches, Clocks, Time Pieces, Horological and Chronometric Instruments, its accessories and parts thereof, Gold & Silver jewellery and Imitation jewellery
ABHISHEK RAMISETTY
Zuci Creations, opposite Royal Complex, Nutan Bazar, Singur West Bengal - 712409
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
No.C-1, 5th Block, 1st-floor, Pari Salai, Mogappair East, Chennai–600037
Used Since :05/10/2014

KOLKATA
Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments
4173074   10/05/2019
MS. SUJATA CHANDRAN.
A-6 Krishna, Juhu Road North, Juhu P.O. Mumbai 400 049.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cuff links; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; watches, clocks, time pieces, table clocks, wall clocks, kinds of horological instruments; diamonds, gold, platinum & silver jewellery, precious jewellery in the form of diamonds studded on gold, silver & platinum; precious & semi-precious stones studded on jewellery; colour stone studded jewellery, jewellery & imitation jewellery, electroformed jewellery being goods included in class 14.
4173473  10/05/2019
SHARDA KASERA TRADING AS ELEGANCE
19 Ballygunge Circular Road, Sukshiti Apartment, 10th Floor, Flat No. 10B, Kolkata-700019, West Bengal, India.
AN INDIAN SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXMOTION
APPAYAN APARTMENT,GROUND FLOOR,FLAT-GC,108/11/(50),PURBACHAL ROAD (NORTH),HALTU,KOLKATA 700
078,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3973511
KOLKATA
Jewels, Jewellery, Diamond Jewellery being included in class 14.
M/S. MOHAN JEWELLERY  
NO.142, ROYAPETTAH HIGH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600004  
NA  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
S.RENUKA  
BALAJI APARTMENT, FLAT A-2, A-BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, NO.38, PARANAGASUPURAM STREET,  
KODAMBakkAM, CHENNAI - 600 024  
Used Since :15/11/1961  
To be associated with:  
575226  
CHENNAI  
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals coated therewith jewellery and diamonds
M/S. BHAGWANTI DIAMONDS
# 5TH FLOOR, AW-5042, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, OPP NABARD HEAD OFFICE, NEAR ICICI BANK HEADQUATERS, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASTRA
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY ITEMS, GEMSTONES, PEARLS AND PRECIOUS METAL, AND IMITATION THEREOF, JEWELLERY, OTHER ARTICLES OF PRECIOUS METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES, AND IMITATIONS THEREOF, ORNAMENTS, MADE OF OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS METALS OR STONES, OR IMITATIONS THEREOF, DIAMONDS, DIAMOND JEWELRY, GOLD, GOLD JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY MADE FROM GOLD
4173710  11/05/2019
M/S. BHAGWANTI DIAMONDS
# 5TH FLOOR , AW-5042,BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, G BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, OPP NABARD HEAD OFFICE, NEAR ICICI BANK HEADQUATERS, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASTRA
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PRECIOUS JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY ITEMS, GEMSTONES, PEARLS AND PRECIOUS METAL, AND IMITATION THEREOF, JEWELLERY, OTHER ARTICLES OF PRECIOUS METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES, AND IMITATIONS THEREOF, ORNAMENTS, MADE OF OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS METALS OR STONES, OR IMITATIONS THEREOF, DIAMONDS, DIAMOND JEWELRY, GOLD, GOLD JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY MADE FROM GOLD
4173711  11/05/2019

M/S. BHAGWANTI DIAMONDS

# 5TH FLOOR, AW-5042, BANDRA DIAMOND BOURSE, G BLOCK, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, OPP NABARD HEAD OFFICE, NEAR ICICI BANK HEADQUATERS, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASTRA

A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA

16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PRECIOUS JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY ITEMS, GEMSTONES, PEARLS AND PRECIOUS METAL, AND IMITATION THEREOF, JEWELLERY, OTHER ARTICLES OF PRECIOUS METALS AND PRECIOUS STONES, AND IMITATIONS THEREOF, ORNAMENTS, MADE OF OR COATED WITH PRECIOUS OR SEMI-PRECIOUS METALS OR STONES, OR IMITATIONS THEREOF, DIAMONDS, DIAMOND JEWELRY, GOLD, GOLD JEWELLERY, JEWELLERY MADE FROM GOLD
4174012  11/05/2019
PARTH ORNAMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
"PARTH HOUSE", B/H. BHAVANI TEMPLE, MATAVADI, L.H. ROAD, VARACHHA, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT.INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
904, 9th Floor, BVR-1, Near,Westend Hotel, Near, Inder Residency, Gujarat College, Ellisebridge, Ahmedabad.380006
Used Since :24/07/2012

AHMEDABAD
GEMSTONES, DIAMOND, GOLD, SILVER, PEARL, PLATINUM, PRECIOUS METAL AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; ORNAMENT; JEWELLERY; WATCH; COINS; IDOL, PLAIN AND STUDDED; IMITATION JEWELLERY; AS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 14.
4175273  13/05/2019
VRUSHABH MAHENDRA GANDHI
202/B, NAVKAR SOCIETY, PREM NAGAR, MARKET YARD, PUNE SATARA ROAD, PUNE – 411 037
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUSHAN SOHANLAL KOTECHA
10, D WING, SECOND FLOOR, KK MARKET, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043.
Used Since : 13/07/2017
MUMBAI
GEMS AND JEWELLERY.
JALIL RIZWAN DIVKAR
H.no 217/2 Gali no1 Ground Floor Koter Gate Near Lakhpati Building Bhiwandi Dist Thane 421302 Maharashtra. In
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA JAISWAL
17/165, TOP FLOOR AMRIT PURI EAST OF KAILASH, NEAR ISCON TEMPLE, NEW DELHI-110065.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments
DARSHIL MEHTA
4175322    13/05/2019
401, SAGAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PRABHAT INDUSTRIAL AND RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, DAHISAR (EAST), MUMBAI- 400068

The Trademark Act of 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VRIJ KISHORE CHOUDHARY
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019  Class 14

4175522  14/05/2019
KARAN JAIN
trading as ; HOPE ENTERPRISE
B-136, ORCHID COMPLEX, OPP. HDFC BANK, PHIROJ PURA ROAD, CHHAPI 385210
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PRECIOUS STONES INCLUDED IN CLASS – 14.
4175582  14/05/2019
KACHHADIYA ASHISH KANTIBHAI
trading as ;KHODAL FASHION
42, KRISHNA ROW HOUSE, SARATHANA JAKATNAKA, SURAT, GUJARAT - 395006
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF WATCHES AND CLOCKS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 14.
TUBORG

4175739  14/05/2019

NAMAN BHATIA.
E-54, PREET VIHAR, DELHI-110092.
INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Radisson
4175925  14/05/2019
RAHUL GARG
T-840, MANGOL PURI, DELHI - 110083.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JATIN NANDA
WZ -139/4, GALI NO. 02, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, NEW DELHI -110018.
Used Since :01/04/2018
DELHI
WATCH AND BRACELETS
FIT SHADOW

4175989  14/05/2019
RAJIV SHARMA
RZ-44B, OLD RAJAPURI, VISHWAS PARK, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CLOCKS AND WATCHES
ADIYA

4176324  14/05/2019
ASHMIKA GUPTA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SUNITA GUPTA
3rd Floor, Rain Basera, Gulmohar Road, Near Pitambari's Sarees, Juhu, Mumbai - 400049, Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals, jewellery
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 14

MR. KALUBHAI RAMJIBHAI DHAMELIYA TRADING AS M/S. FOTOABLEARC
15 Harikrishna Soc., near Boarda Farm, Punatalav, Punagam, Surat.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NILESH DEOKAR
S-14,Heta Complex,Nr.L.P.Savani School, Honey Park Road, Adajan,Surat(Gujarat)

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
WATCHES, WAL-CLOCK, DIGITAL WATCHES, STRAPS FOR WATCHES, DIAMONDS JEWELLERY, IMITATION JEWELLERY, IMITATION PEARLS, PRECIOUS STONES, GEMSTONES, BARCELETS(JEWELLERY), CHAINS (JEWELLERY), CUSTOM JEWELLERY, KEY CHAINS, PARTS FOR CLOCKS, PENDANTS.
4176921  15/05/2019
KRITAGYATA MANI PRIVATE LIMITED
A/92, Ganjawala Apt., Mandpeshwar Road, Borivali West, Mumbai-400092, Maharashtra
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :08/03/2019
MUMBAI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
SAIDU ATHIYATHIL KARATTIL
ATHIYATHIL KARATTIL HOUSE, PAN BAZAR, TIRUR-676101
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY R KAMATH
Kamath Legal, EVRA-55, Jagathy, Thycaud, PO, Thiruvananthapuram-695014

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WRIST WATCHES, WATCHES AND THEIR PARTS, BRACELETS, DIALS, CASES, TIMEPIECES, SPARE PARTS, CLOCK, TIME PIECES THEREOF INCLUDING LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER, METAL WATCH STRAPS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 14.
4177995  16/05/2019
SHIVANGI SHARMA
26-BODADHAM, SURYA NAGAR, FIROZABAD - 283203, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
PROPRIETOR-A & S ENTERPRISES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
KARFA
4178022    16/05/2019
KARTIKEYA GOEL MINOR THROUGH HER MOTHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN MRS. MONILA GOEL
D-6/5, Vasant Vihar New Delhi-110057.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Jewellery of all kinds, pearls, articles of jewellery, fashion jewellery, gold jewellery, articles of jewellery coated with precious metals and their alloys, pearls, diamonds and other precious stones and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, pearls and stones not included in other classes; gold-plated and artificial jewellery including jewellery sets, necklace set, jhumka, bracelets, chains, ear tops, ear rings, bangles, pendants.
4178023  16/05/2019
KARTIKEYA GOEL MINOR THROUGH HER MOTHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN MRS. MONILA GOEL
D-6/5, Vasant Vihar New Delhi-110057.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Jewellery of all kinds, pearls, articles of jewellery, fashion jewellery, gold jewellery, articles of jewellery coated with precious metals and their alloys, pearls, diamonds and other precious stones and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, pearls and stones not included in other classes; gold-plated and artificial jewellery including jewellery sets, necklace set, jhumka, bracelets, chains, ear tops, ear rings, bangles, pendants.
THE LADY EARTH COLLECTION

4178219  16/05/2019

VERIGOLD JEWELLERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
901, Notan Heights, Gurunanak Marg, Bandra West, Mumbai – 400 050
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK JHAVERI ADV
91 Shalimar G Road Marine Drive 5th Floor Mumbai 400002

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; Lifestyle products and fashion accessories such as Gems and Diamond Jewellery; Fancy and artificial ornaments, watches and other products made out of precious or semi-precious metal and/or stone.
THE CIRCLED COLLECTION

4178223   16/05/2019
VERIGOLD JEWELLERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
901, Notan Heights, Gurunanak Marg, Bandra West, Mumbai – 400 050
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK JHAVERI ADV
91 Shalimar G Road Marine Drive 5th Floor Mumbai 400002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; Lifestyle products and fashion accessories such as Gems and Diamond Jewellery; Fancy and artificial ornaments, watches and other products made out of precious or semi-precious metal and/or stone.
THE SKYWARD BOUND COLLECTION

4178225   16/05/2019
VERIGOLD JEWELLERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
901, Notan Heights, Gurunanak Marg, Bandra West, Mumbai – 400 050
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK JHAVERI ADV
91 Shalimar G Road Marine Drive 5th Floor Mumbai 400002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; Lifestyle products and fashion accessories such as Gems and Diamond Jewellery; Fancy and artificial ornaments, watches and other products made out of precious or semi-precious metal and/or stone.
THE CHROMO COLLECTION

4178228  16/05/2019
VERIGOLD JEWELLERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
901, Notan Heights, Gurunanak Marg, Bandra West, Mumbai – 400 050
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK JHAVERI ADV
91 Shalimar G Road Marine Drive 5th Floor Mumbai 400002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; Lifestyle products and fashion accessories such as Gems and Diamond Jewellery; Fancy and artificial ornaments, watches and other products made out of precious or semi-precious metal and/or stone.
THE ILLUMINAIRE COLLECTION

4178229   16/05/2019
VERIGOLD JEWELLERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
901, Notan Heights, Gurunanak Marg, Bandra West, Mumbai – 400 050
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK JHAVERI ADV
91 Shalimar G Road Marine Drive 5th Floor Mumbai 400002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; Lifestyle products and fashion accessories such as Gems and Diamond Jewellery; Fancy and artificial ornaments, watches and other products made out of precious or semi-precious metal and/or stone.
THE INTERLACE COLLECTION

4178230  16/05/2019
VERIGOLD JEWELLERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
901, Notan Heights, Gurunanak Marg, Bandra West, Mumbai – 400 050
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK JHAYERI ADV
91 Shalimar G Road Marine Drive 5th Floor Mumbai 400002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; Lifestyle products and fashion accessories such as Gems and Diamond Jewellery; Fancy and artificial ornaments, watches and other products made out of precious or semi-precious metal and/or stone.
4178403  16/05/2019
RUCHITA KRUNAL VASOYA, PROP. OF M/S. AURELIUS ACCESSORIES
B-602, SHANTINIKETAN AURUM, KALAWAD ROAD, RUDA-3, RAJKOT
Single Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.D. SHINGALA.
Sumit, Shri Ram Park Main Road, Opp. Atmiya College, Kalawad Road, Rajkot 360 005.
Used Since :21/01/2019
AHMEDABAD
JEWELRY AND ORNAMENTS INCLUDING IMITATION JEWELRY
4178461   17/05/2019
MAHESHBHAI RAJABHAI GOYANI
64 SURYODAY ROW HOUSE NR. LAXMIBA SOCIETY, PUNAGAM, SURAT-395010
SINGLE FIRM
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WATChES AND IMITATION JEWELLERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 14
4178556   17/05/2019
DAXA PRITESHKUMAR SANGHANI
10, Shiv-Shakti Soc, Punagam To Bombay Market Road, Surat-395010, Gujarat
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
4178919  17/05/2019
MEENAKSHI RATHORE
5126/2, 2ND FLOOR, HARPWOOD SINGH BUILDING, SABZI MANDI, CLOCK TOWER, DELHI-110007, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GEMS
Se.Sha

GURPREET SINGH SAHNI
B-110, Second Floor, Chander Nagar, Janak Puri, New Delhi, Janakpuri B-1, West Delhi, 110058,
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JABRA RAM CHHAGNA RAM MANUVER
Office No.303, 3rd floor, PP Trade Centre, Netaji Sibhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi-110032.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
stopwatches, watch bands, straps for wristwatches, watch straps, watch chains, watch springs, watch glasses, watch crystals, watch cases, watches, pendulums, clocks
SWADIAMOND

4179151  17/05/2019

ABDUL GAFUR ANADIYAN
Anadiyan House, Near. Old Bus Stand, Kottakkal Post, Malappuram District, Kerala, India PIN 676503

Properitor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUHAMMED BASHEER NV
Naduveettil Modern Bazaar (NH 212) Koduvally PIN 673572 Kozhikode - Kerala

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Diamond jewellaries
4179259  16/05/2019
SHRI NITIN MITTAL S/O SHRI RAJESHWER PRASAD AGARWAL
90, BASANT VIHAR, KAMLA NAGAR, AGRA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAYAL, CHAINS BRACELETS, SILVER ORNAMENT
CRM

4179261  16/05/2019
SHRI SANDEEP MITTAL (HUF)
M/S VIJAY SILVER ART, F-245/9, KAMLA NAGAR, AGRA (U.P.)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :01/03/2019

DELHI
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
**Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019**

Class 14

---

**4180358  20/05/2019**

RAJESH KUMAR S/O RAMESH KUMAR SHARMA
H.NO. 39, MOHALLA NO. 16, WARD NO.2, JALANDHAR- II, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB- 144005
SINGLE FIRM

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

**Proposed to be Used**
DELHI
precious metals and their alloys precious and semi-precious stones horological and chronometric instruments in class 14
4180484  20/05/2019
KAKDIA KAJALBEN JAYESHKUMAR
trading as ; R C ENTERPRISE
HARIDARSHA ARKED, P - 1P SHIVAM PARK, 4TH FLOOR SHOP NO. 409, KOTHARIYA ROAD, RAJKOT, GUJARAT 360002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
JEWELLERY MADE FROM PRECIOUS METALS AND ARTICLES MADE FROM GOLD, SILVER, DIAMOND AND PRECIOUS METAL
TWEN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
102, IST FLOOR, KOHAT ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
BODY-INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Precious stones, Jewellery stones, Diamond jewelry, 3D wall art made of precious metal, Action figures (Decorative) of precious metal, Agate as jewellery, Agate [unwrought], Alloys of precious metal, Amber pendants being jewellery, Amulets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)], Anklet chains; Anklets [jewellery].
4180827  20/05/2019
EDDY FASHION PRIVATE LIMITED.
315, 1ST FLOOR, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Watches, Clocks and Accessories thereof, Jewellery included in Class 14.
BREDA
4181232  20/05/2019
SANJAY GARG
804-A, MANJUSHA BUILDING, 57 NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
an Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments
Crispy
4181338  21/05/2019
MR. MOHD. IRSHAD AHMED KHAN
23-3-818, SULTAN SHAHI, CHARMINAR, HYDERABAD - 500002, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WATCHES; WRISTWATCHES; CASES FOR CLOCK- AND WATCHMAKING; CASES FOR WATCHES [PRESENTATION];
CHRONOGRAPHS [WATCHES]; CLOCK HANDS [CLOCK- AND WATCHMAKING]; CLOCK CASES; CLOCKWORKS;
MOVEMENTS FOR CLOCKS AND WATCHES; WATCH BANDS; STRAPS FOR WRIST WATCHES; WATCH STRAPS; WATCH
CHAINS; WATCH SPRINGS; WATCH GLASSES; WATCH CRYSTALS; WATCH CASES; ALARM CLOCKS; CLOCKS;
CLOCKS AND WATCHES, ELECTRIC; STOPWATCHES; JEWELRY; BEADS FOR MAKING JEWELLERY; EARRINGS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019           Class 14

KESHAVA C SHET
CHANDRAHAS AND SONS JEWELLERS'S OPP KARIYANNA BUILDING ,100 FT ROAD VINOBANAGAR SHIMOGA-500201,KARNATAKA
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments

Transliteration: Anandapura
OMEGA SA (OMEGA AG) (OMEGA LTD.)
Jakob-Stämpflistrasse 96, 2502 Biel/Bienne, Switzerland
a Company duly organized under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :01/01/1910

To be associated with:
99932, 646752, 1041647

CHENNAI
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.
CUTIEANS
4182225  21/05/2019
CV2K ENTERPRISES
7/102, Ground Floor, Subhash Nagar, New Delhi-110027
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KUMAR & CO.
G.F., D-248/10, BALAJI COMPLEX, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Jewellery, Precious Metals and Ornaments made thereof, Precious and semi-precious stones & Imitation Jewellery included in class 14
4182576  21/05/2019
VIKAS GUPTA
5240, Kolhapur House, Kamla Nagar, Delhi-110 007
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SACHIN GUPTA & ASSOCIATES
A-1, VASANT KUNJ ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110070.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Jewellery including bangles, rings, necklaces and anklets
4183042  22/05/2019
TARA CHAND SAINI
440, VIVEK VIHAR, NEW SANGANER ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR - 302019
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bangles, Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments
ROCHET

4183273  22/05/2019

ROCHET GROUP
Parc Altaïs, 6 rue Saturne, 74650 CHAVANOD, France
a simplified joint stock company with a single shareholder organized under the laws of France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since: 14/02/2007

DELHI
Jewelry boxes; jewelry, precious and semi-precious stones; watches; watch bands; watch chains; wristwatches; jewelry watches; buckles for watch bands; horological and chronometric instruments; paste jewelry (costume jewelry)
4184004  22/05/2019
RISHABH KASTIYA TRADING AS : KASTIYA JEWELS
P NO. -1, TAKHTE SHAHI ROAD, NEAR RBI, JAIPUR-302004, RAJASTHAN
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 14/11/2014
AHMEDABAD
PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES; HOROLOGICAL AND
CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS
SONA HI SONA JEWELLERS (GUJARAT) LIMITED
7, MILLENIUM PLAZA, OPP. SWAMINARAYAN MANDIR, MANSI CROSS ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since: 15/05/2018
AHMEDABAD
Precious metals and their alloys; Jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; Horological and chronometric instruments
4185501  23/05/2019
BHAVESH JOSHI
BNB Marketing, A-3/227, Sector-8, Rohini, New Delhi 110085
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Earrings, Necklaces, Bracelets, Jewellery, imitation jewellery, precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, ornaments, badges of precious metals; Watches, Watch straps, Watch crystals, Watch chains, Watch springs, Watch glasses, Watch bands, Watch hands, Watch cases [parts of watches]
4186246  24/05/2019
PARAMMAL AMBADI MUSTHAF
trading as ;PAMCO TROPHIES AND MEMENTOS
KP VIII/562, 563, 564, TOWER 17, CALICUT ROAD, KONDOTTY, MALAPPURAM - 673 638. KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH INCLUDING PRECIOUS METAL TROPHY COLUMNS AND MEDALS.
4204508    12/06/2019
LOTUS JEWELLERY CREATION
"Shanta Sadan" 1/5, Vardhman Nagar, Behind Jain Derasar, Palace Road, Rajkot 360001, Gujarat, India.
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Jewellery, Articles of Jewellery, fashion Jewellery, gold Jewellery, articles of Jewellery coated with precious metals, pearls, man-made pearls, cultured pearls, Gold Forming Jewellery, Gold Ornaments, Silver Ornaments, Diamond Ornaments, Diamond Imitation Jewellery. Jewellery fashioned of cultured pearls, precious metal and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; precious stones.
3130749  18/12/2015
MAHINDER PARKASH VIJAY
trading as ;SHREE BALAJI ENTERPRISES (INDIA)
PLOT NO.-20 A, JAIN COLONY PART-1, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110059
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
MUSICAL HORNS FOR USED IN E-RICKSHAW INCLUDED IN CLASS 15.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.No 1. Mark shall be used as represented...
PUNAM

3270845    29/05/2016
MAHESH CHAND GUPTA
trading as ;M/S PUNAM AGENCIES
C-2/82-C, LUXMI NIWAS, LAHURABIR, VARANASI (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
4173896  11/05/2019
M/S. RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4th Floor, ‘Infiniti’, Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri, (West), Mumbai – 400 053
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098
Used Since :14/01/2019
To be associated with:
3432045, 3432902
MUMBAI
Musical instruments; music stands and stands for musical instruments; conductors' batons
4179190  17/05/2019
GAGANDEEP SINGH SURI
B-402 IVORY TOWER SECTOR 70 MOHALI PUNJAB-160071
An Indian Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Musical instruments; electronic musical instruments; cases, boxes and bags for musical instruments; chinrests for violins; keyboard for musical instruments; perforated music rolls; mouthpieces for musical instruments; turning apparatus for sheet music; kettledrum frames; bass drumsticks; pedals for musical instruments; reeds; strings for musical instruments; musical boxes; stands and mounts for musical instruments; bridges for musical instruments; tuning forks; tuning hammers; conductors’ batons; keys for musical instruments; valves for musical instruments; keyboards, with or without sound generating capacity; synthesizers; pianos; grand pianos; digital pianos; accordions; woodwind and brass musical instruments; classical guitars; double basses; cellos; violins along with all kind of indian musical instruments.
4182078  21/05/2019
VISHAL ALIAS AJAY DEVGAN
CHALET AMAR, 1ST FLOOR, BEHIND CRITICARE HOSPITAL, PLOT NO.41/43, GULMOHAR ROAD NO.1, JVPD, MUMBAI
400049 MAHARASHTRA INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSN LEGAL ASSOCIATES
Adv. Shrinivasan Mudaliar, Flat No.203, 2nd Floor, Sai Balaji Complex, Morivali, B-Cabin Road, Ambernath (East), Thane Dist 421501

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
BACHAO

4182820  21/05/2019

MS. SUJATA CHANDRAN
A-6 Krishna, Juhu Road North, Juhu P.O., Mumbai 400 049.

Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Musical instruments; Music stands and stands for musical instruments; Conductors' batons being goods included in class 15.
1655825  20/02/2008
PETER ENGLAND FASHIONS AND RETAIL LIMITED
# 110, 4TH CROSS, 5TH BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560 095. KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ARTIST’S MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTER’S TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
2531051   15/05/2013
PALAASH VENTURES PVT. LTD.
1st FLOOR, 38, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE - III, NEW DELHI - 110 020
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEY & KUMHAR CO.
T-62, LGF, BHOGAL ROAD, BHOGAL JANGPURA, NEW DELHI-110014 (INDIA).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Printed promotional materials like visiting cards, pamphlets, brochures, letter heads, magazines & catalogue
2819425  29/09/2014

TULU HALDER
trading as :HARODEV PLASTIC WORKS
VILL-SHIBANIPUR,P.O.FATEPUR,DIST.24 PARGANAS (S),WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR BEING INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since :27/12/2012

KOLKATA
Pen & Pen Accessories

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
2870153    26/12/2014
DIPESH MEHTA
MRS. JEANNETTE ANAND
LALIT AGARWAL
VIKRAM MALIK
MRS. BINAIFER JANI
MRS. MARION PANJWANI
SUNDIP MEHTA

trading as : BREACH CANDY SWIMMING BATH TRUST

66, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUSTS ACT, 1950

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHETAN SHANTILAL PARMAR
3/22, MAYOR BLDG., PARMAR SADAN 210, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG DADAR, MUMBAI - 400 028.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); ; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS AND ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2897045  10/02/2015
MR. ANSHUL GOEL
A-22, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI 110007
MANUFACTURER AND RETAILER
Used Since: 01/01/2014
DELHI
PAPER OR PLASTIC PACKAGING FOR FOOD PRODUCTS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; BROCHURES, HOARDINGS, VISITING CARDS; PAPER CARTONS, PRINTED MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; DECORATIONS AND ART MATERIALS; BAGS AND ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, WRAPPING AND STORAGE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD OR PLASTICS; DISPOSABLE PAPER PRODUCTS; AND PARTS AND FITTINGS OF ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS.
FICTION TODAY

2919391    11/03/2015
LIVING MEDIA INDIA LTD.
K-9, CONNAUGHT CIRCUS, NEW DELHI-110001.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWARAM & CO
408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3

Used Since :20/02/1994

DELHI
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED MATTER, PERIODICALS, BUSINESS PAPERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS.
ICL

2983611   11/06/2015
STAAR SURGICAL COMPANY
1911, WALKER AVENUE, MONROVIA, CA, USA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :31/12/2010

DELHI

PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS, NAMELY, CHARTS, BOOKS, MANUALS, BOOKLETS, PAMPHLETS, AND BROCHURES FEATURING INFORMATION REGARDING REFRACTIVE SURGICAL PROCEDURES
3002916  07/07/2015
M/S. JAAPYAROSE INDUSTRIES PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO.-199, SECTOR-56, PH.-5, HSIIDC, KUNDLI, HARYANA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
tissue paper, soft tissue paper, precious tissue paper, toilet paper, paper hand towel, kitchen paper towel and paper
serviettes
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
3004950  09/07/2015
VIKAS CHAIN AND JEWELLERY PVT. LTD.
1157/1124, 2nd floor, Kucha Mahajani, Chandni Chowk, Delhi - 110006, India.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER & RETAILER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BROCHURES, HOARDINGS, FLYERS AND INFORMATION BOOKLETS; ENVELOPS VISITING CARDS; OFFICE REQUISITES; PAPER, CARDBOARD & GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; BAGS & ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, WRAPPING & STORAGE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD PLASTICS; DECORATIONS & ART MATERIALS & MEDIA; WORKS OF ART, FIGURINES OF PAPER & CARDBOARD.
INSTRUCTIONAL TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); ADHESIVE PACKAGING TAPES & LABELS; PLASTIC & PAPER MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; TISSUES, TOWELS, NAPKINS & OTHER DISPOSABLE PAPER PRODUCTS;
Sultana Uphaar

3004961  09/07/2015

VIKAS CHAIN AND JEWELLERY PVT. LTD.
1157/1124, 2nd floor, Kucha Mahajani, Chandni Chowk, Delhi - 110006, India.
Manufacturer, Trader, Retailer and Service Provider
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3004950

DELHI

BROCHURES, HOARDINGS, FLYERS AND INFORMATION BOOKLETS; ENVELOPS VISITING CARDS; OFFICE REQUISITES; PAPER, CARDBOARD & GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; BAGS & ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, WRAPPING & STORAGE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD PLASTICS; DECORATIONS & ART MATERIALS & MEDIA; WORKS OF ART, LIGURINES OF PAPER & CARDBOARD. INSTRUCTIONAL TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); ADHESIVE PACKAGING TAPES & LABELS; PLASTIC & PAPER MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; TISSUES, TOWELS, NAPKINS & OTHER DISPOSABLE PAPER PRODUCTS;
3024746  05/08/2015
EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES PRIVATE LIMITED
A/201, Balleshwar Square, Opp Iskon Temple, S.G highway, Ahmedabad-380015, Gujarat, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 19/07/2008
AHMEDABAD
PUBLICATION AND BOOKS OF ALL KINDS INSTRUCTIONAL, TEACHING MATERIALS, PAPER AND PERIODICALS INFORMATIVE, BOOKLETS, EDUCATIONAL BOOKS GUIDES NOTES, PRINTED MATTER PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES STATIONERY AND ALL TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL STATIONERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-16.
3026688 06/08/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Manufacturers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks.

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
3044707    31/08/2015
BIRLA SUN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
One India Bulls Center, Tower 1, 16th Floor, 841, Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400013
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :04/02/2014

MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials including badges and cards, printed awards, printed matters including advertisement boards of paper or cardboard, newspapers, newsletters, catalogues, periodicals, journals, publications, posters, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, descriptions, books and writing pads, calendars, diaries, albums, advertisement sheets, printed forms, document files, paper covers, envelops, pictures, paper bags, graphic prints, wrappers of cardboard or paper, engravings, stationery, bookbinding material, adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers type; printing blocks
3109716    27/11/2015
MR. NAVEEN KUMAR S/O. MAHIPAL SINGH
2C/1979 PUNJABI BAGH SAHARANPUR PIN 247001 UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MERCHANTS
An Individual and Citizen of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Used Since :21/11/2015
DELHI
BOOKS AND MAGAZINES, COMPETITION BOOKS AND MAGAZINES, STATIONERY ITEMS, NAMELY, BOOK, SYLLABUS, CURRICULUM, TEACHING MATERIAL, BROCHURES, PUBLICATIONS, WEBSITE EXTRACTS, PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL, PROFILE INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
EBD EDUCATIONAL PVT. LTD.
trading as ;EBD EDUCATIONAL PVT. LTD.
15, RAJPUR ROAD, DEHRADUN-248001 (UTTRAKHAND)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/1986
DELHI
MANAV RACHNA
3203636 07/03/2016
MANAV RACHNA VIDYANTARIKSHA PVT. LTD.
OFFICE-5-E-1A, B.P., NIT, FARIDABAD
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :09/02/2010
To be associated with:
2166896
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS" TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL, JOURNALS,
NOVELS, MAGAZINES, ASSIGNMENTS, PAMPHLETS, DIRECTORIES, NEWSLETTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2166896.
3210808    16/03/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :09/03/2016
DELHI
PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS; CARDBOARDS: ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL
PAPER/ PLASTIC BAGS;BLUEPRINTS; CALENDARS; CATALOGUES;CLIPBOARDS;GRAPHIC
PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; GREETING CARDS; INDEX; MAGAZINES; MANUALS; MODELLING
MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS); NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL; PACKING PAPER;
PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER SHEETS, PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS,
PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY ;
TEACHING MATERIALS
3217867   22/03/2016
HIRA ROLLER & FLOUR MILL PVT LTD
37-A, Rajaspura Peth, Satara - 415002, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Printed promotional materials like visiting cards, brochures, stationery, pamphlets, carry bags of paper, paper and paper materials, packaging material, plastic materials for packaging not included in other classes
LIVING ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.
ESSEL HOUSE B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :03/02/2016

DELHI
2 PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS; ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER/ PLASTIC BAGS; BLUEPRINTS; CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CATALOGUES; CLIPBOARDS; GRAPHIC PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS; GREETING CARDS; INDEX; MAGAZINES; MANUALS; MODELLING MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS); NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL; PACKING PAPER; PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS; PAPER SHEETS, PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY ; TEACHING MATERIALS
045

3221575    29/03/2016

Luxembourg Brands S.a.r.l.
412F, route d"Esch, L-2086 Luxembourg

Manufacturers & Merchants
A SIMPLIFIED JOINT STOCK COMPANY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF FRANCE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Used Since: 01/01/1986

To be associated with:
869117

DELHI
Writing instruments, pens, ball-point pens, pen refills
REYNOLDS

3221576  29/03/2016

Luxembourg Brands S.a.r.l.
412F, route d’Esch, L-2086 Luxembourg

Manufacturers & Merchants

A SIMPLIFIED JOINT STOCK COMPANY ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF FRANCE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Used Since: 01/01/1986

DELHI

Instruments for writing, drawing, colouring, sketching, painting, marking, highlighting, correcting, covering up and erasing; pens and refills therefor; ball-point pens and refills therefor; fountain pens, and refills therefor; ink and ink cartridges; porous-tip and fibre-tip pens and refills therefor; fineliners and refills therefor; markers and refills therefor; rolling ball markers and refills therefor; erasers, including liquid ink erasers and dry erasable ink markers; highlighters; pencils; mechanical pencils and refills therefor; correction products in liquid, solid, film, paper, tape or any other form; paint boxes (articles for use in school), glue in liquid or solid form for stationery or household purposes; stationery; crayons, pen cases, pencil sharpeners, rules, stencils, art materials.
CREATIO
3221899  29/03/2016
VIDYA DARSHAN RANA CHARITABLE TRUST
57 QUTAB VIEW APARTMENTS OPP QUTAB HOTEL SHAHID JIT SINGH MARG NEW DELHI 16
Manufacturer and Merchant
Charitable Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since : 28/05/2012
DELHI
Printed matter.
3221900   29/03/2016
VIDYA DARSHAN RANA CHARITABLE TRUST
57 QUTAB VIEW APARTMENTS OPP QUTAB HOTEL SHAHID JIT SINGH MARG NEW DELHI 16
Manufacturer and Merchant
Charitable Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :20/03/2013
DELHI
Printed matter.
Color claimed is a feature of the mark...
DORCO
3228854  05/04/2016
DORCO CO., LTD.
(Golim-Dong,) 350 Kyungahnchoen-Ro, Cheoin-Gu, Yongin-Si, Kyunggi-Do, Republic of Korea
Manufacturer and Merchant
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of Korea
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :01/12/1997
DELHI
Paper knives (letter openers); Paper knives (office requisites); Paper cutters (office requisites); Utility knives (stationery).
AADI

3232295  11/04/2016

BHARAT BHUSHAN KHURANA

trading as ;K. B. PAPER PRODUCTS

417/1, SAINIK COLONY, BEHIND INVITAION GARDEN, ROHTAK-124001 (HARYANA).
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

INDIA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
VAKILON WALI GALI, UDMIPURA, (NEAR SHANT MAI HOTEL), ROHTAK -124001. (HARYANA)

Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
EXERCISE NOTE BOOKS, BOOKS, COPIES, STATIONERY
3233700  12/04/2016
MR. MANISH SEHGAL
trading as ;M/S STUDIO SIGNAGE
A-2, Lower Ground Floor, 11/56, Pal Mohan Plaza, D.B. Gupta Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDIP & ASSOCIATES,
BUILDING NO. 945, GALLI NO. 3, ( F.F ), NAIWALA, FAIZ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110 005
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
FLOW SIGN BOARDS, LED BOARDS, STRUCTURES, FLEX BOARDS, FLEX PRINTING, VINYL BOARDS, LED SCREEN BOARDS, OFFSET PRINTING, PRINTED MATTERS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS, ADVERTISING AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS, PUBLICITY MATERIALS, SIGN¬BOARDS, BANNERS AND HOARDINGS ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
3235095   13/04/2016
ASHA MATHUR
trading as ;M/S. UNIVERSAL PLASTICS
PLOL NO.-2, LANE NO.-3, SHALIMAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, VILLAGE SHALIMAR, DELHI-110088
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1990
To be associated with:
3235093
DELHI
Plastic material for packaging; plastic film and sheet for packaging (not included in other classes)
Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

3239655  21/04/2016

KABUSHIKI KAISHA PILOT CORPORATION (ALSO TRADING AS: PILOT CORPORATION)
6-21, KY0BASHI 2-CH0ME, CHUO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A Japanese Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :31/12/2002

DELHI

FOUNTAIN PENS; BALL POINT PENS AND REFILLS THEREFOR; MECHANICAL PENCILS; MARKING PENS AND OTHER WRITING INSTRUMENTS; STATIONERY.
3241961  22/04/2016
SHASHANK GOEL
Near narain tower gandhi gali Golghar gorakhpur
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ATUL TRADE MARK CO.
2483, IIND FLOOR, SHRI RAM PLACE, CHOWK TELIWARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Used Since :01/01/1987

DELHI
PENCIL, SHARPENER, ERASER, SCALE, GEOMETRY BOXES, ROLL COVER, COLOUR PENCILS, WAX CRAYONS, TUBE GUMS, STAPLER PINS STAPLER WOODEN PENCILS, POLYMER PENCILS DRAWING PAD EXAM PAD CLIP BOARD NOTE BOOK AND PRACTICAL FILE EXERCISE NOTE BOOKS DRAWING COPIES SKETCH PAPERS, DUSTER, WATER BOTTELS, PENCIL BOXES, LUNCH BOXES
3242939  25/04/2016
WHITE ARTISANS PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 2609, 15th Main, 9th Cross, 'E' Block, Sahakara Nagar, Bangalore-560092, Karnataka, India.
Goods manufacturers
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Posters, photos and postcards, pens and pencils, Key holder, bag holder (made of paper and plastics), paper weight, Calendar, re-usable bags (made of paper), exam board, stationery, book marks.

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3253090 07/05/2016
MR. ANAND PRAKASH GUPTA
trading as ;M/S. ALLIANCE BRUSH WORKS
205-B, SHRI RAM NAGAR, GRAND TRUNK ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/03/1939
To be associated with:
2472893
DELHI
PAINT BRUSHES, PAINTING ROLLER & PAINTING ARTICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS-16
3260189    16/05/2016
LIVING ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.
trading as : LIVING ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.
ESSEL HOUSE B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER/ CARDBOARD ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS; ALBUMS: ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CONICAL PAPER; PLASTIC BAGS; BLUEPRINTS: CALENDARS; CARDBOARDS; CATALOGUES; CLIPBOARDS; GRAPHIC PRINTS/REPRESENTATIONS/REPRODUCTIONS: GREETING CARDS; INDEX: MAGAZINES; MANUALS; MODELLING MATERIALS; MODELS (ARCHITECTS): NEWSLETTERS, NEWSPAPERS, PACKAGING MATERIAL: PACKING PAPER; PAMPHLETS: PAPER; PAPER RIBBONS: PAPER SHEETS. PHOTO-ENGRAVING, PHOTOGRAPH STANDS, PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; PLASTIC FILMS; POSTERS: PRINTED PUBLICATIONS: PUBLICATIONS: STATIONERY : TEACHING MATERIALS
Priority claimed from 29/04/2016; Application No. : 51413 ; Trinidad and Tobago
3260875   16/05/2016
QUINTS LLC
103 Foulk Rd, Suite 202, Wilmington, DE 19803, United States of America
Manufacturer and Merchant
a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper napkins; disposable napkins; trash can liners; paper coffee filters.

*color claimed is feature of the mark.*
3260940    17/05/2016
AMIT CHAND BOTHRA
trading as ;KIRAN SUPPLIERS
3088, BAHADURGARH ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
GEOMETRY BOX, SYNTHETIC GUM, SELF ADHESIVE TAPE ERASER, SHARPNER, FOOT RULER, ADHESIVE ITEMS, GUM TUBE, PENCIL, PENCIL BOX, WHITE ADHESIVE, MATHEMATICAL DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, COMPASS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-16
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
3260941    17/05/2016

AMIT CHAND BOTHRA

trading as ;m/S KIRAN SUPPLIERS,
3088, BAHADURGARH ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

GEOMETRY BOX, SYNTHETIC GUM, SELF ADHESIVE TAPE ERASER, SHARPNER, FOOT RULER, ADHESIVE ITEMS, GUM TUBE, PENCIL, PENCIL BOX, WHITE ADHESIVE, MATHEMATICAL DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, COMPASS, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3261918  17/05/2016
BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED
trading as ;M/s BHAGWATI PRODUCTS LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, 21/14A, PHASE-2, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110028
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
PRINTED MATTERS, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; PRINTED ADVERTISEMENT MATERIALS, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
3276937 06/06/2016
TAHILIAI DESIGN PVT. LTD.
708, SECTOR 37, PACE CITY-II, GURGAON, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TANDON AND CO
X-3 GREEN PARK MAIN NEW DELHI-110016

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2805841

DEHLI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS" TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
PAUL WALKER
3280088  08/06/2016

PW IV LEGACY, LLC
112 E. Victoria Street, Santa Barbara, California 93101
Manufactures & Traders
a California Limited Liability Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Used Since :06/06/2003

DELHI

DECALS, STICKERS, POSTERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GREETING CARDS, PLAYING CARDS, POSTCARDS; PICTORIAL PRINTS; PENS, PENCILS; STATIONERY; BOOKS; CALENDARS; PAPER GOODS
3299966 04/07/2016
ARVINDKUMAR HANSRAJHBHAI DHAMI
NIRMALABEN MANSUKHLAL SOJITRA
trading as ;EMPIRE POLY PLAST
(Old Precision liners) Nr. Olympic pipe Street, Nr. Goldcoin Form, Plot no.1/2, Survey No.84, Shaper, Dist. Rajkot. Gujarat(India).
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANU N SONI
H/203, RADHEY RESIDENCY, NR. LALGEBI CIRCLE, HATHIJAN, AHMEDABAD - 382445 GUJARAT (INDIA)
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
STRIPS MADE OF PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING INCLUDING IN CLASS-16.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in India except West Bengal.
3334672  11/08/2016
RAJESH SHARMA
Yash Agarwal
trading as ;NUCLEUS
A 1107, SIDDHI VINAYAK TOWER, NEAR KATARIA MOTORS, MAKARBA, OFF S G HIGHWAY,AHMEDABAD- 380051,
GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :11/11/2009

AHMEDABAD
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS) INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
3357230 07/09/2016
ASTORMUELLER SHOES PRIVATE LIMITED
# No.2, Ground Floor, Thavarekere Main Road, S G Palya, Dharmaram College Post, Bangalore - 560029, Karnataka
Manufacturers & Merchants
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3357229

CHENNAI
Printed vouchers; Gift bags; Gift cards; Gift wrapping paper; Business cards; paper tags; advertising signs of paper or cardboard; banners of paper; paper bags for packaging; plastic bags for packing and packaging; printed advertising boards of paper or cardboard; printed matter, brochures, reports, catalogues, paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials not included in other classes; photographs, office requisites (except furniture) and stationery
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3358351   08/09/2016

V. LAKSHMI PRIYA

trading as ;VIJAY BRUSH WORLD

PLOT NO. 10, P.M. NAGAR, TNSTC DEPOT BACK SIDE, JAIN SCHOOL ROAD, PASUMALAI, MADURAI-625 004, TAMIL NADU.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PAINT BRUSHES FOR SALE IN TAMIL NADU ONLY.
subject to sale of product in the area of Tamil Nadu only.
A69

3368966  21/09/2016
M/S. PARTH LIFE CARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 321, SCH NO. 31, TRAFFIC ROUTE NO. 6 & 7, PROFESSOR COLONY, BHAWARKUA MAIN ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since : 08/09/2016

MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), printers’ type and printing blocks
SHOPPERS STOP LIMITED
Umang Towers, 5th Floor, Off New Link Road, Near Inorbit Mall, Malad (West) Mumbai - 400064
Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES
2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI
Paper And Paper Articles; Cardboard And Cardboard Articles; Paper And Cardboard Material For Packaging; Printed Matter; Newspapers, Magazines, Newsletters, Periodicals, Books; Book-Binding Material; Photographs; Albums, Scrapbooks; Musical Greeting Cards; Stationery; Adhesive Materials For Stationery Or Household Purposes; Artists’-Materials; Paintbrushes; Typewriters And Office Requisites (Except Furniture); Instructional And Teaching Material (Except Apparatus); Plastic Materials For Packaging; Printers’-Type; Printing Blocks
MyBollywood
3436452    16/12/2016
BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, WADEJA HOUSE, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD 7, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI - 400 049.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :19/02/2016
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWS BULLETINS; ENTRY TICKETS, PRINTED TICKETS; PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTED COLUMNS AND ARTICLES; PRINTED SCREEN-PLAYS, SCRIPTS; POSTERS, CLIPBOARDS, ADVERTISEMENT FRAMES, ADVERTISEMENT AND PUBLICITY LITERATURE; LETTER HEADS, CALENDARS AND DIARIES; STATIONERY AND OTHER REQUISITES OTHER THAN FURNITURE; COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS, PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES; PRINTED GIFT VOUCHERS; PRINTED COUPONS; PICTURES; CARDS OF ALL TYPES AND DESCRIPTION; ALBUMS; MANUSCRIPTS, JOURNALS, TRANSPARENCIES.
Daily Social
3472572    02/02/2017
BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BIGTREE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, WADEJA HOUSE, GULMOHAR CROSS ROAD 7, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI - 400 049.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :07/10/2016
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWS BULLETINS; ENTRY TICKETS, PRINTED TICKETS; PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTED COLUMNS AND ARTICLES; PRINTED SCREEN-PLAYS, SCRIPTS; POSTERS, CLIPBOARDS, ADVERTISEMENT FRAMES, ADVERTISEMENT AND PUBLICITY LITERATURE; LETTER HEADS, CALENDARS AND DIARIES; STATIONERY AND OTHER REQUISITES OTHER THAN FURNITURE; COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS, PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES; PRINTED GIFT VOUCHERS; PRINTED COUPONS; PICTURES; CARDS OF ALL TYPES AND DESCRIPTION; ALBUMS; MANUSCRIPTS, JOURNALS, TRANSPARENCIES.
3475086  03/02/2017
MAA HOSPITALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s MAA HOSPITALS PRIVATE LIMITED
#6-3-1092/S1 & S2, Shanti Sikhara Complex, Somajiguda, Hyderabad-500082, Telangana State, India.
Manufacturers, Traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Used Since :01/11/2004

CHENNAI
Printed matter; Printed Journals Published matters, Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, Printed Gift articals, drawing materials; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Visiting cards, Letter heads, Brochures,
3479169  10/02/2017
DR. PARTH GOL
trading as ;SPANDAN TRUST
PARTH 119, HOUSING PLOT, G.I.D.C. WADHAWAN, OPP. MILK DAIRY SURENDRANAGAR, PIN CODE: 363035 DISTRICT - SURENDRANAGAR, STATE: GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING
Used Since :20/06/2009
AHMEDABAD
PAPER, ITEMS MADE OF PAPER, STATIONERY ITEM.

Trade Mark: SPANDAN WITH WORD CONNECTING CREATIVE DOCTORS
3486973   18/02/2017

M/S. VARMORA GRANITO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; M/S. VARMORA GRANITO PRIVATE LIMITED
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, AT DHUVA, TAL: - WANKANER DIST MORVI
MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR Y. PAREKH, ADVOCATE
SF/ 203, ANGAN APARTMENT, OPP. JALARAM MANDIR, NEW SAMA ROAD, VADODARA - 390 008

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
GIFT ARTICLES AND MODELS.
3499926  03/03/2017
M/S. AMRUT INFOMEDIA LTD.
101-SANDHIYA BUILDING, ABOVE HDFC BANK, NIRMALA CONVENT ROAD, RAJKOT - 360007
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMAL N. SHAH, ADVOCATE
A/404, AMRAPALI-1, BEHIND KASTURI COMPLEX, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 15 - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
STATIONERY ITEMS, PRINTED MATTER, ARTISTSS MATERIALS, OFFICE REQUISITES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, PRINTING BLOCKS, ETC INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
ANJANA GUPTA
70, RAMNATH PURI, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR
Manufacturing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITENDRA JANGID
46, KUMAWAT COLONY, AJMER ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR, RAJ-302006
Used Since : 01/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
BOPP Self Adhesive Tape Role, Labels, Stickers and related items.
3549895    16/05/2017
CARING WITH COLOUR, A MANASI KIRLOSKAR INITIATIVE (TRUST)
Embassy Star, No 8, Palace Road, Vasanthnagar, Bangalore 560 052.
Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :02/02/2006
CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists” materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers” type; printing blocks.
3549915  16/05/2017
ADSUM SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, RAJA COMPLEX VIJAY CHAR RASTA, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD GJ 380009 IN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAVIN RATANGHAYRA
106, Samrat complex, Near choice restaurant, C.G.Road, Navarangpura, Ahmedabad-380009.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TRADING OF OXO BIODEGRADABLE PLASTIC PRODUCTS CLASS 16.
PALLAVI GUPTA
605, Vinayak Residency, Keshav Nagar, Udaipur
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITENDRA JANGID
46, KUMAWAT COLONY, AJMER ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR, RAJ-302006

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Decorative paper, Centre pieces, Decorations of cardboard for foodstuffs, Decorative objects [ornaments] made of cardboard, Decorative objects [ornaments] made of paper, Decoration and art materials and media, 3D wall art made of card, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes
3575742  21/06/2017
SHRIPAD MOTIRAM MITKAR
SHRIPAD BUNGLOW, DEEP BUNGLOW CHOWK, MODEL COLONY, SHIVAJINAGAR, PUNE-411 016, MAHARASHTRA
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; PRINTED MATTER; PRINTED BOOKS IN THE FIELD OF SPIRITUAL; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; BROCHURES; CATALOGUES; ADVERTISING PAMPHLETS, POSTERS AND BOARDS.
Metropolitan Stock Exchange

3575927    21/06/2017
METROPOLITAN STOCK EXCHANGE OF INDIA LIMITED
4th Floor, Vibgyor Tower, Plot No. C-62, Opp. Trident hotel, Bandra East, Mumbai- 400 098
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :28/04/2016

MUMBAI
PRINTED SHARE CERTIFICATES AND SHARE APPLICATION FORMS; PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTER PARTICULARLY THOSE RELATING TO SECURITIES AND FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS (PRINTED), COMPUTER PRINT OUTS, PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS; MANUALS, BROCHURES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS) RELATING TO SECURITIES AND FINANCIAL PRODUCTS AND FINANCIAL OR TRADING SERVICES; BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO SECURITIES AND FINANCIAL PRODUCTS; CARDS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; CHARTS, FORMS, CIRCULARS, INVOICES, LABELS, PAMPHLETS; DIARIES, FILES, ENVELOPES, WRITING PADS, HOLDERS AND FOLDERS; DRAWINGS, ENGRAVINGS; LETTER-HEADS, NEWS- LETTERS AND NEWS BULLETINS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION, ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; INDEX CARDS AND INDEX ARTICLES.
3577815   23/06/2017
ARUN LOKESH VYAS SOLE PROPRIETOR OF SIDDHI FLEXIPACK
3, Laxmi Narayan Industrial Estate, Kachigam, Daman (U.T.)
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since :01/04/2009
AHMEDABAD
Garbage Bags of paper or of plastics, Silver Paper, Wrapping Paper, Packing Paper, Book Covers, Stickers, bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging
ANKIT MOHANLAL LALWANI, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. MORYA PACKAGING
1301/A/6, G. I. D. C. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DIST.: PANCHMAHAL, HALOL-389 350, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN

3585791  06/07/2017

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.

Used Since: 16/02/2017

AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC PICK-UP BAGS, HM HDPE POLY BAGS, HM PICK-UP BAGS, D CUT BAGS, PLASTIC POLY BAGS AND CARRY BAGS, PLASTIC SHOPPING BAGS
3585793    06/07/2017
GAURAV GAUTAMCHAND LUNKAD, KARTA OF GAURAV GAUTAMCHAND LUNKAD (HUF), OF M/S. KODAL INDUSTRIES
SURVEY NO. 25 PAIKI 10, OPP. UNITED BANK OF INDIA, TAL.: HALOL, DIST.: PANCHA Mahal, DUNIYA-389 350,
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-
380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :03/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC PICK-UP BAGS, HM HDPE POLY BAGS, HM PICK-UP BAGS, D CUT BAGS, PLASTIC POLY BAGS AND CARRY
BAGS , PLASTIC SHOPPING BAGS
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN AND GUJARAT only.
DILIP KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;ARIHANT PRINTERS
PLOT NO. 67, UDAYAN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 3, PAGLADANGA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700015,
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS, EXPORTER & IMPORTER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DIARY, NOTEBOOK BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-16.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
3586793  07/07/2017
GOOD MAN (P&D)
Goodman House, Baripath, Langartoli, Patna-800004, Bihar, India.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.
Used Since: 19/12/1997
KOLKATA
PRINTED EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3586792.
3593657    18/07/2017
MILI TRADING PVT. LTD.
16 OM NIWAS, 2ND PANJRAPOLE LANE, MUMBAI-400004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINTBRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING; PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS, ADDRESS STAMPS, VISITING CARDS, BOXES OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, STATIONERY COVERS/WRAPPERS, ENVELOPES, LEDGERS BOOKS, MANUALS, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES, SEALS.
KLIA

3596806   21/07/2017
TRENT HYPERMARKET PRIVATE LIMITED
Taj Building, 2nd Floor, 210, Dr. D.N. Road, Fort, Mumbai-400 001
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

"Paper tissues; Garbage bags of paper or of plastics; Cling film plastics for packaging."
3598390 24/07/2017
SHANTILAL BHAVARLAL SHAH, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. VITU ENTERPRISE
K-1, 2115/5, G. I. D. C., DIST:- PANCHMAHAL, HALOL-389 350, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since: 24/05/2017
AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC PICK-UP BAGS, HM HDPE POLY BAGS, HM PICK-UP BAGS, D-CUT BAGS, PLASTIC POLY BAGS AND CARRY BAGS, PLASTIC SHOPPING BAGS
SUTVA

3599530  26/07/2017

CRAFTSVILLA HANDICRAFTS PVT LTD
E-1501, 15th Floor, Lotus Corporate Park, Goregaon East, Mumbai-400063

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
Agnihotri & Jha Associates®; A-27, Gr. Floor, Ram Kutir Bungalow, Pushtikar Society, Jogeshwari (W), Mumbai- 400102

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
clothing patterns; Patterns for making clothes; Embroidery designs [patterns]; Patterns for dressmaking; Engravings; Etchings; Photo-Engravings; Graphic Prints; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; Graphic reproductions; Lithographic works of art; Photographs [printed]; Boxes for pens; Paper boards; Composing frames [printing]; Brochures; Diaries; Calendars; Catalogues; Pamphlets; Handbooks; Manuals; Labels; Pictures; Portraits; Posters; Printed Matter; Printed Publications and all other related goods included in class 16.
3603497  01/08/2017
VIVEK GOEL
trading as ;AYUDH
HOLY COW ENTERTAINMENT, 101 MIHIR TOWER, SECTOR-6, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMIC BOOKS

Trade Mark: ayudh
3608395    08/08/2017
AMIT PRAGJIBHAI BARASIYA
trading as ;FORTUNE PACKAGING
BALAJI ESTATE, PLOT NO.51, NEAR ARRO INDUSTRIES, MANDA DUNGAR, RAJKOT 360003.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMITA I. PARMAR, ADVOCATE
V.S.CONSULTANCY, H/203, RADHEY RESIDENCY, NEAR LALGEBI CIRCLE, S.P. RING ROAD, HATHIJAN, AHMEDABAD - 382 445, GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PACKGING MATERIAL MADE OF STARCHES, PACKGING CUSHIONING, STUFFING MATERIALS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD, CARDBOARD WOOD PULP PAPER, WRAPPING PAPER/ PACKGING PAPER INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
DILIP KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as : PREETI PAPERS
218/172, SHIVAJI ROAD, KHAL PARA, SILIGURI, PIN-734005, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Used Since: 12/02/2013

KOLKATA
EXERCISE BOOKS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-16.
FOR PROVIDING SERVICE/GOODS IN THE STATES OF EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY.
JAHNAVI PUBLICATIONS

3641312  22/09/2017
T. KRISHNAVENI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS JAHNAVI PUBLICATIONS
47-12/1, Sai Nilayam, Sri Sai Colony, Chintal, Balanagar, Hyderabad - 500037, Telangana

Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016
Used Since : 20/07/1996

CHENNAI
Printed matter
3658909  17/10/2017

RAHUL AHIR
B/4, NEW EMPIRE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KONDIVITA ROAD, J. B. NAGAR, MAROL, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 059
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TISSUE PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS
3666772  31/10/2017
RETECH SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
No 31,1ST FLOOR, ALAGESAN STREET, TAMBARAM WEST, CHENNAI – 600 045, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARmenian STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIkAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS, CHENNAI - 600001.

Used Since :17/07/2014

CHENNAI
PRINTS [ENGRAVINGS], ENGRAVING PLATES, PHOTO-ENGRAVINGS, CREDIT CARD IMPRINTERS, NON-ELECTRIC, PRINTERS' REGLETS, 3D PRINTER INCLUDING IN CLASS 16

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3670946   06/11/2017
M/S. DAINIK SAGAR
SAGAR COMPLEX, MUMBAI - GOA HIGHWAY, CHIPLUN, RATNAGIRI – 415605, MAHARASHTRA
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :07/10/2004
MUMBAI
NEWSLETTER, NEWSPAPERS, PAPER ARTICLES; PRINTED MATTER; NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, BOOKS; PHOTOGRAPHS
3678262  14/11/2017
INORBIT MALLS (INDIA) PVT. LTD
Raheja Tower, 4th Floor, Block “G”, Plot No.30, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400 051
A Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since : 18/08/2017

MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing materials; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks
3679653   16/11/2017
LALJI DAYARAM SONKAR
trading as ;ASIAN BRUSH CO
A/5, DUBEY BHAVAN, SRP MARG, J.M.ROAD, NEAR ABHYUDAY BANK, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/04/1998
MUMBAI
PAINT BRUSH AND ROLLER, ART BRUSH, BRUSHES FOR MACHINERY
MAYUR PRINTERS
3679956  16/11/2017
RAJU SAJANDAS FATEHCHANDANI
BARRACK NO 951 ROOM NO 25 SECTION 21 STATION ROAD NAR NARAIN JAGYASI HOSP ULHASNAGAR 421003
MAYUR PRINTERS
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE in the the State of Maharashtra only.
3681967  20/11/2017

VIANI PRINTINGS
a unit of M/s ERNAKULAM ARCHDIOCESAN PUBLICATION TRUST,LISIE HOSPITAL ROAD,P.B.NO.3062,ERNAKULAM DISTRICT,KERALA STATE,PIN-682018,INDIA

Trust

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ANZAR M A
LAW DESK INDIA,GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH,ERNAKULAM,KOCHI,KERALA,INDIA,PIN-682 018

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

NOTE BOOKS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
3691316 30/11/2017
NIHILENT LIMITED
trading as ;NIHILENT LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, WEIKFIELD IT CITI INFOPARK, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411014, MAHARASHTRA.
Manufacturer
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; POSTERS; PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES; PRINTED
MATTER; GRAPHIC PRINTS AND REPRODUCTIONS; BOOKS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; STATIONERY; MAGAZINES;
ALBUMS; CARDS; ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS; CALENDARS; DIARIES; CATALOGUES; CLIPBOARDS; MANUALS;
TELEVISION PROGRAM GUIDES; NEWSLETTERS; PAMPHLETS; PHOTOGRAPHS; PICTURES; TEACHING MATERIAL
[EXCEPT APPARATUS].
3705404       18/12/2017
VINTECH POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED. 
P-273, MANIKTOLLA MAIN ROAD, SCHEME-VI-M, KOLKATA-700054, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.  
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Manufacturer & Merchant of PRINTED MATTER & PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
JAGADISH LADAWA
Flt no: 1, S.no 97/6, Plot no: 132, Sujeet Residency, Right Bhusari Colony, Paud Road, Kothrud, Pune 411038
THE TRADEMARK ACT OF 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VRIJ KISHORE CHOUDHARY
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Artists’ and drawing materials; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers’ type, printing blocks
DirectSIP

HDFC SECURITIES LIMITED
Office Floor 8, I Think Techno Campus Building, B-Alpha, Kanjurmarg (East), Mumbai 400 042 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Newsletters, brochures, magazines, books, catalogues, printed matter, pamphlets, publications, research reports related to securities, shares, stocks, bonds, debentures, derivatives, options, mutual funds and other financial instruments and investments.
3729063 17/01/2018
TATA UNISTORE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, EMPIRE PLAZA 2, LBS MARG, CHANDAN NAGAR, VIKHROLI WEST, MUMBAI – 400083, MAHARASHTRA
BODY CORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAVEEN SHREE PANDEY
709,7TH FLOOR, VIKRAM TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND
OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS);
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS);
PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS; TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
3758355  20/02/2018
PRIME BOOKS
# 263, 3RD FLOOR, BEML LAYOUT 3RD STAGE, RAJARAJESHWARI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560098
THE TRADE MARKS ACT ,1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Note Books, Stationery, Paper Stationery, Educational Publications, Educational Books, Printed Educational Materials
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA TO SOUTH INDIA ONLY.
PAPER EYE
3776639  13/03/2018
HARESH NARSHI NAKHUA
3/4, NAVDURGA APARTMENT, OGHADBHAI LANE, M.G.ROAD, GHATKOPAR-EAST, MUMBAI- 400077
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks.
3806331  15/04/2018
TRUST CAPITAL SERVICES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
109 & 110, First Floor, Balarama Premises Co-Op Soc, Village Parigkhari, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East)
Registered Private Limited Company having Registration Number U67120MH1994PTC079072

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL DUTTA
2/11, Vishwas Khand-2, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow-226010
Used Since :09/01/2003

MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.
3824378  04/05/2018
X'CEL HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS
204, J.V. COMPLEX, 2/13 DR. R.S. BHANDARI MARG, RACE COURSE ROAD, INDORE (M.P.), PIN - 452 003
Partnership firm under Indian Partnership Act through Partner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Tissue papers, Tissues, Tissues of paper for cosmetic use, Paper tissues for removing make-up, Bathroom tissue, Toilet tissue & Facial tissue, Napkins of cellulose for cosmetic purposes, Disposable paper napkins, Paper napkins.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
VG

3827670  09/05/2018
SAURABH PRADIPKUMAR DHOOT
DHOOT BUNGLOW, STATION ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS; PAPER AND CARDBOARD BOXES; CARDBOARD CARTONS; PACKING AND WRAPPING PAPER; PLASTIC FILM FOR WRAPPING; STATIONERY; FILES, FOLDERS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS; CARDS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; ADVERTISING MATERIALS, HOARDINGS; OFFICE REQUISITES; CALENDARS, DIARIES, DIRECTORIES; BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS, PERIODICALS; MANUALS, BROCHURES
3849983    02/06/2018
REGROW BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
2-ABC, ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, J B NAGAR, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400059
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PUBLICATIONS; PRINTED MATTERS; PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS; PRINTED PERIODICALS; MAGAZINES; BOOKS; BOOKLETS; LEAFLETS; PAMPHLETS; BROCHURES; NEWSLETTERS; ARTICLES; NEWS BULLETINS; POSTERS; PAPER AND CARDBOARD.

The Trade Mark may be limited to colours under Section 10 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999.
REGROW BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
2-ABC, ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, J B NAGAR, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400 059
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PUBLICATIONS; PRINTED MATTERS; PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS; PRINTED PERIODICALS; MAGAZINES; BOOKS; BOOKLETS; LEAFLETS; PAMPHLETS; BROCHURES; NEWSLETTERS; ARTICLES; NEWS BULLETINS; POSTERS; PAPER AND CARDBOARD.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3792108..
3849989    02/06/2018
REGROW BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
2-ABC, ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, J B NAGAR, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400 059
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PUBLICATIONS; PRINTED MATTERS; PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS; PRINTED PERIODICALS; MAGAZINES; BOOKS; BOOKLETS; LEAFLETS; PAMPHLETS; BROCHURES;
NEWSLETTERS; ARTICLES; NEWS BULLETINS; POSTERS; PAPER AND CARDBOARD.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3792108, 3849987..
HAPPY CARE

3852024  05/06/2018

AKSHAY RAJKUMAR DHOT
DHOOT BUNGLOW, STATION ROAD, BANSILAL NAGAR, AURANGABAD-431001 MAHARASHTRA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS; PAPER AND CARDBOARD BOXES; CARDBOARD CARTONS; PACKING AND WRAPPING PAPER; PLASTIC FILM FOR WRAPPING; STATIONERY; FILES, FOLDERS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS; CARDS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; ADVERTISING MATERIALS, HOARDINGS; OFFICE REQUISITES; CALENDARS, DIARIES, DIRECTORIES; BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS, PERIODICALS; MANUALS, BROCHURES.
SONA
3854713  07/06/2018
RAJESH MAHESHWARI TRADING AS M/S. SONA INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. D-2, SECTOR-D, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SANWER ROAD, INDORE (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
Self adhesive tapes for stationery use
Subject to mark will be used in the jurisdiction of state of "Madhya Pradesh" only.
3863791 19/06/2018
ZHUHAI LINGBIAO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Area C, 6/F, Block 2, No.1, Qianshan Cuizhu 4th St., Zhuhai, Guangdong, China.
Company Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
inking ribbons, inking ribbons for computer printers, typewriters, electric or non-electric, mimeograph apparatus and machines, spools for inking ribbons, rollers for typewriters, typewriter ribbons, Duplicating ink.
BISMI HYPERMART PRIVATE LIMITED
256, A&B, OPPOSITE GEEYM MOTORS, NETTOOR POST, MARADU, KOCHI, ERNAKULAM, DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, PIN - 682040, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANZAR M A
LAW DESK INDIA, GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI, KERALA, INDIA, PIN-682 018

Used Since: 01/09/2014

CHENNAI

NOTEBOOKS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
Okoboji

3866231  21/06/2018
MAHENDRA KUMAR JAIN
79 B-LANE, ANANDARAO EXTENSION, OFF 6TH CROSS ROAD, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA-560 009
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Aגencies address:
SINGHANIA & CO.
204-A MITTAL TOWERS, 6, MG ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER, BOOK BINDING MATERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING, PRINTER'S TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS
3889145  16/07/2018
TRIVANDRUM ACADEMY OF WESTERN MUSIC PVT LTD
5th Floor, Padmanabham, Karyavattom P.O., Technopark Campus, Trivandrum - 695081, Kerala
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
printed matter; paper and cardboard; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printed vouchers; paper bags; gift bags; gift card; business cards; paper tags; advertising signs of paper or cardboard; banners of paper; printed advertising boards of paper or cardboard; News bulletins; photographs; stationery; catalogues, brochures; Event programmes; instructional and teaching materials (other than apparatus); newsletters; books; booklets; music sheets; printed music books
3893332  20/07/2018

MR. MADURI SRINIVAS
M/s Vasu Book Centre; Maternity Hospital Opp Lane, Narayan Naik Complex, Koti, Hyderabad-500095, Telangana State, India.
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Used Since :01/01/2001

CHENNAI
PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, PUBLICATION (PRINTED); BOOKS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 16

4006463 23/11/2018
S.K. JAIN
9, Indian Exchange Place, Ground Floor, Kolkata-700001
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJIT KUMAR JHA
804/2, KALIKAPUR ROAD, KOLKATA-700099
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DECORATIVE STICKERS, ADHESIVE STICKERS, ALBUM STICKERS, BOOK STICKERS
GANGA RAM AMAR NATH & SONS.
5030, RUI MANDI, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/04/2015

DELHI

Paper And Cardboard; Printed Matter; Stationery And Office Requisites, Except Furniture; Drawing Materials And Materials For Artists; Adhesives For Stationery Or Household Purposes; Paintbrushes; Plastic Sheets, Films And Bags For Wrapping And Packaging; Craft Paper; Craft Paper [Arts And Crafts]; Arts, Crafts And Modelling Equipment; Arts And Crafts Paint Kits; Arts And Crafts Clay Kits; Paper Crafts Materials; Party Decorations Of Paper; Paper Bows, Other Than Haberdashery Or Hair Decorations; Stationery And Educational Supplies; Three Dimensional Models For Educational Purposes; Printed Instructional, Educational, And Teaching Materials; Modeling Materials; Artists' Modeling Materials; Wrappers [Stationery]; Printed Stationery; Stickers [Stationery]; Paper Stationery.
4140263  08/04/2019
SHIKSHAN TIRTH EDUCATION TRUST
SOMNATH RUPA NO BUNGLOW, OPP RAILWAY CROSSING, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. DHRUTI A. TRIVEDI
6TH FLOOR, 65, MADHUBAN BUILDING, NR. MADALPUR UNDER BRIDGE, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD-380006
Used Since :01/01/2018
AHMEDABAD
Stationary and teaching materials
4159527  26/04/2019
SRILATHA SYAMAKURI
Plot.No: 35, Flat No:303, Vrushabhadri Nilayam, 4 th Floor, Nizampet, Kukatpally
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEERENDRA BABU BETHA
DNO.76-5-30,JAGANATH TOERS S1,DANAVAIPETA GANUGU VEEDHI,RAJAHMUNDRY,ANDHRA PRADESH-533103
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWS BULLETINS, BUSINESS PAPERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO MEDICAL FIELDS
4169616  07/05/2019

KHUSHABOO KOTHARI
MANGAL BHAWAN, OPP- KATH KI DEVI JI, BANWARI TOLA, SADAR GALI, PATNA CITY, PATNA, BIHAR-800008
SHRISTI PAPER PRODUCTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRINCE KUNAL
MILAN LANE, BEHIND SBI BANK, KANKARBAGH, MAIN ROAD

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Tissue Paper, Napkin Paper, Paper Toilet Rolls, Paper mats for beer glasses, Mats of paper for wine glasses, Aluminum Foils, Drip mats of paper for glasses, Paper Cup, Mats of paper for beer glasses, Mats of paper for drinking glasses,
VIGNETTES

4171560  09/05/2019

RANI BOAZZ
6, Shamrock, 123 Main Avenue Road, Santa Cruz (West), Mumbai 400054.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BOAZZ LAW CHAMBER
405, 4th Floor, Churchgate Chambers, 5 New Marine Lines, Churchgate, Mumbai- 400 020

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Printed publications including Books, magazines, novels.
KALAN

4172070  09/05/2019
K.L.POLY TRADING AS KALAN
KALAN, Nellayi, Thrissur District, Kerala, Pin: 680 305
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA
Used Since :01/01/1937

CHENNAI
PRINTED MATERIALS; STATIONERY; INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
4172074  09/05/2019
MOHD KABIR
GROUND FLOOR, HOUSE NO. 177, BIJAPUR LANDMARK, NEAR CHHOTA PUL, VILLAGE BUDHPUR, NORTH WEST
DELHI, DELHI 110036
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
4172715  10/05/2019
B4U BROADBAND INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 114, Road No. 15, Next to SRL Ranbaxy, MIDC, Andheri (East), Mumbai – 400 093.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3934008
MUMBAI
in respect of Cartoon prints and strips ; newspaper cartoons ; animation cells ; manuals; catalogues ; literatures for the purposes of advertisement ; stationery; printed matter and publication ; folders ; calendars; graphic reproductions and prints ; office requisites and equipment's, instructional and teaching material ; plastic material for packaging (not included in other classes); forms and cards of all types; almanacs, paper and paper articles, advertisement material, transparencies , hoardings,
4173897  11/05/2019
M/S. RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4th Floor, ‘Infiniti’, Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri, (West), Mumbai – 400 053
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098

Used Since :14/01/2019

To be associated with:
3430533, 3430534, 3482663

MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers’ type, printing blocks
ASAP EDU
4174324  11/05/2019
SIDHARTH K GARG
C-703, Taj Apartments, Gazipur Crossing, Delhi 110096, India
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANU SHARMA ADVOCATE
625, SECTOR-5, NEAR HUDA GROUND, GURGAON, HR 122001
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3933604
DELHI
Adhesive note paper; Paper flags; Calendars; Cardboard; Cardboard mailing tubes; Copying paper; Correcting tapes; Desktop organizers; Document file racks; Envelope sealing machines for offices, Envelopes; Erasers; Facsimile transmission paper; File boxes for storage of business and personal record; File boxes for storage of magazines; File pockets; File sorters; Filler paper; Folders; General purpose plastic bags; Glue sticks for stationery or household use; Glue for stationery or household purposes; Glue pens for stationery purposes; Glues for office use; Hanging folders; Highlighter pens; Highlighting markers; Holders for desk accessories; Index dividers; Label paper; Label printing machines; Laminated paper; Letter trays; Notebook dividers; Notebooks; Notepads; Packing paper; Paper; Paper napkins; Pen and pencil cases; Pencil sharpeners; Pencil holders; Pencils; Pens; Plastic bags for packaging; Plastic wrap; Push Writing instruments; Address labels; Corrugated boxes; Desktop business card holders; Electric staplers for offices; Fiberboard boxes; File folders; Filing folders, paper labels; Paper envelopes for packaging; Paper pouches for packaging; Photocopy papers; paper bags for merchandise packaging; Printed novelty paper labels for use on storage containers; Printed paper labels; writing instruments, pens, pencils, erasers, page markers, book markers, highlighter pens, folders, notebooks, paper, Protractors [for stationery and office use], Shipping labels; binders [for stationery and office supplies] and related products covered in class 16.
Frackson

4174492  13/05/2019
ALEXVYAN BROTHERS
A-1308, First Floor, G.D. Colony, Mayur Vihar Phase 3, Delhi - 110096
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Stationery, Paper.
4174953  13/05/2019
SILOEYA OFFICE EQUIPMENTS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO.02, C.T.S. NO.592, KASBA PETH, PUNE, PIN- 411011
Manufacturer & Service Provider
BODY INCORPORATE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 16

4175563 14/05/2019
JYOTI SONI OF SUPREME SYNERGY
175/3, PLOTNO-9, VILLAGE BAROLI, SANWER ROAD, INDORE
OWNER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAT KABRA
12, MADHUBAN COLONY, KESAR BAGH, NR. OLD RTO ROAD, OPP. NEW ANnapurna POLICE STATION, INDORE-452009., MP.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BOOKLETS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, VISITING CARD, PRINTED
PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES, HOARDINGS, PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS PRINTED
4175570  14/05/2019
SANJAY AGARWAL
C/O-Abhay Jain House, Kalawati Trading Co, Behind Telephone Bhawan, Bajarakabati Road, Cuttack-753012, Odisha
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY AND OFFICE
REQUISITES, EXCEPT FURNITURE; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; DRAWING MATERIALS
AND MATERIALS FOR ARTISTS; PAINTBRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PLASTIC SHEETS,
FILMS AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PRINTERS’ TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS, CLIPBOARDS
AVSMCT

4175672  14/05/2019
SHRI AVDHOOT SHIVANAND
D-170, SECTOR 8, DWARKA NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

J F ASSOCIATES
120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI

Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
PRINTED MATTER & PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING BOOKS, BOOKLETS, MANUALS, HANDBOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPER, PERIODICALS, NEWSLETTERS, INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIAL, ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONAL BOOKS, SCRAP BOOKS, STATIONERY, CALENDARS, CARDS, CATALOGUES, ENGRAVINGS, ETCHING, OFFICE REQUISITES, PLASTIC PACKING MATERIAL, PAPER & PAPER PRODUCTS & PHOTOGRAPHS, PAMPHLETS
PAPBOO

4175801   14/05/2019
PAPBOO
49A, First Floor, WP block, Pitampura, New Delhi
Notebook Brand
Partnership

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Designer notebooks with cover
Engaging Journeys, Crafted by Creative

4176264  14/05/2019
CREATIVE TRAVEL PRIVATE LIMITED
27, DDA Shopping Centre, Nanakpura, New Delhi – 110021
A Company duly incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :06/06/2018

DELHI
Paper and cardboard; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing block; travel books, travel guides, travel brochures, printed matters, leaflets, brochures, stationery, publication & printed material, posters and printed advertisements; printed periodicals in the field of tourism; printed advertisements on boards, cardboards, card, paper.
4176590  15/05/2019
M/S., SYNERGY VENTURES
67 - A, Ravindra Nagar, Opposite PWD Office, Indore (M.P.)
Partnership firm under Indian Partnership Act through Partner

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Novel, Books, Magazine and story book, Newspapers, Magazine supplements to newspapers, Daily newspaper,
Magazine supplements for newspapers, Magazines & Magazine supplements to newspapers & Printed matter relating
to health education.
4176776 15/05/2019
G.M. PENS INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
No.2, Janakpuri, Velachery Bypass Road, Velachery, Post Box No. 8280 & 8289, Chennai - 600 042, State of Tamil Nadu, India.
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WRITING INSTRUMENTS; DRAWING RULERS; STATIONERY; STATIONERY AND EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIES; STATIONERY AND OFFICE REQUISITES, EXCEPT FURNITURE; STATIONERY BOXES; STATIONERY CASES; STATIONERY FOLDERS; STATIONERY-TYPE PORTFOLIOS; STATIONERY WRITING PAPER AND ENVELOPES; STENCILS [STATIONERY]; STICKERS [STATIONERY]; PENCILS; PENS; BALL PENS; PEN INK REFILLS; REFILLS FOR BALLPOINT PENS; CALENDAR REFILLS; PENCIL ERASER REFILLS; INK PENS; FOUNTAIN PENS; CORRECTION PENS; FLUID INK ERADICATORS; INK FOR FOUNTAIN PENS; INK CARTRIDGES FOR FOUNTAIN PENS; GEL ROLLER PENS; SKETCHES; SKETCHBOOKS; SKETCH PADS; SKETCHING PADS; PENCIL SHARPENERS; ERASERS; CRAYONS
4177220  15/05/2019
RA TRADERS
NO. 5-111, MAIN ROAD, LEEPURAM, KANYAKUMARI, TAMILNADU - 629702
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers’ type, printing blocks
4177517   15/05/2019
M/S. RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4th Floor, ‘Infiniti’, Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri, (West), Mumbai – 400 053
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098

Used Since :14/01/2019

MUMBAI

Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks
JIWAN

4177595   15/05/2019
SIRMAUR SOAPS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-8, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PARSAKHERA RAMPUR ROAD BAREILLY (U.P.) INDIA -243 502.
BODY INCORPORATED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/1954

DELHI
Paper and cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery and office requisites, except furniture, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, drawing materials and materials for artists, paintbrushes, instructional and teaching materials, plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging, printers type, printing blocks.
4177600    15/05/2019
ORIGAMI CELLULO PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.126/A, 2ND FLOOR, SRI RANGA COMPLEX, 80 FEET ROAD, ASHWATH NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 094, KARNATAKA PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

VEDALAKSHANA

4177720  15/05/2019

SHREE GODHAM MAHATEERTH PATHMEDA LOK PUNYARTH NYAS
C/O : SHREE MANORAMA GOLOK TEERTH NANDGAON, TEHSIL : REODAR : 307512, DISTRICT : SIROHI, STATE RAJASTHAN – INDIA
TRUST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY AND OFFICE REQUISITES, EXCEPT FURNITURE; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; DRAWING MATERIALS AND MATERIALS FOR ARTISTS; PAINTBRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PLASTIC SHEETS, FILMS AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PRINTERS' TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS IN CLASS 16.
4177809  15/05/2019
TUBA N CO., LTD
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Republic of Korea.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; Rubber erasers; Note books; Comic books; Money clips; photographs [printed]; Postcards; tissues of paper for removing make-up; Figures made of paper; writing instruments; modelling clay; books; Toilet paper.
RELIANCE RETAIL LIMITED
trading as ;RELIANCE RETAIL LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, COURT HOUSE, DHOBITALAO, MUMBAI - 400002
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

STATIONERY, PAPER, NOTEBOOKS, PENS, PENCIL SETS, ERASER, SKETCH BOOKS, FOOD WRAPPING PAPER, TISSUE PAPER
4177926 16/05/2019
NEXT EDUCATION INDIA PVT.LTD trading as ;NEXT EDUCATION INDIA PVT.LTD
PLOT NO. 89, MUNCIPAL 8-2-120/76, 1st FLOOR, ROAD NO.2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
STATIONERY, EDUCATIONAL, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, INCLUDING BOOKS, JOURNALS, PERIODICALS, NEWSLETTERS, STUDY MATERIALS, ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND CDS, MATERIALS FOR ACADEMIC COURSES, ACADEMIC TESTS AND EXAMS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 16

4178264   16/05/2019
PRAHALADRAM KHATRI SOLE PROPRIETOR OF BAJRANG BOOK AGENCIES
5-2-663,RISALLA ABDULLA,OSMANGUNJ,HYDERABAD-500095
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
KUMI (KMYA) JPN TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1042, Sector -40, Gurgaon -122001, Haryana
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RATTAN LAL
98/12, JAWAHAR NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141 002 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2017

DELHI
STATIONERY & CARD BOARDS, PAPERS AND ITEMS MADE OF CARD BOARD & PAPER & OTHER STATIONERY ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
4179633   20/05/2019
TEJAS SHIVADAS SHELAR
A/24, CHINTAMANI RESIDENCY, CO-OP, HOS. SOCIETY OPP. LAKE TOWN, BIBVEWADI, PUNE 411037
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Event Programs under class 16
4179914  20/05/2019
HCL CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
44, Friends Colony (East), New Delhi – 110 065
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Used Since : 30/10/2015

To be associated with:
771603, 1183583, 1183585, 1403858

DELHI

Paper, books, journals, periodicals, newsletters, printed magazine featuring sports, cultural events
HCL CORPORATION PVT. LTD.
44, Friends Colony (East), New Delhi – 110 065
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI , MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Used Since :30/10/2015

To be associated with:
771603, 1183583, 1183585, 1403858

DELHI
Paper, books, journals, periodicals, newsletters, printed magazine featuring sports, cultural events
4180013    20/05/2019

SUYASH MITTAL
3, Dalia Bazaar, Malharganj, Indore (M.P.)
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Note Books, Copybooks, Stationery.
4180073   20/05/2019
TRUSHA MODI TRADING AS LAKSHYA ENTERPRISES
SWAMI SAMARTH WAREHOUSE, NEAR LONI TOLL NAKA, KAVADIPATH, PUNE-412308, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER BAGS; TISSUE PAPER; STATIONERY.
4180107  20/05/2019
GVK AIRPORT DEVELOPERS LIMITED.
Paigah House,156-159, S. P. Road, Secunderabad Andhra Pradesh, Telangana 500003.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.
ELKOS QUBIC

4180448  20/05/2019
ELKOS PENS LIMITED.
16, Strand Road, Diamond Heritage, 10th Floor, Office No.: 1015A, Kolkata-700001, West Bengal, India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1204809, 1415090

KOLKATA
Pen, Ball Pen, Sketch Pen, Pencil, Refill & Parts thereof.
SCRIBBLES
4181138  20/05/2019
KING BOOK MANUFACTURERS
No: 451, Avenue Road Cross, Bundimott, Bangalore - 560 002, Karnataka, India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.
Used Since :05/05/2017
CHENNAI
Paper & Paper Products including Note Books and Writing Instruments
AMIT SHARMA
PLOT 2180, SECTOR – 46, GURGAON - 122003

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
DIVYA GUPTA TRADING AS A ASSOCIATES.
107-108/C, 1ST FLOOR, BHAMASHAH NAGAR, HISAR-125001, HARYANA.

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN INDIA/ATTORNEY ADDRESS:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

USED SINCE: 14/05/2019

DELHI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Artists’ and drawing materials; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers’ type, printing blocks.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1729534
MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; NOT PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
Shasn

4182865  21/05/2019

MEMESYS CULTURAL LAB PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat 204, Rajshree Vihar, D-Colony, Chittranjan Nagar, Vidhyavihar East

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND AND ANAND AND KHIMANI
Anand & Anand & Khimani, 703-704, Tulsiani Chambers, Free Press Journal Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Printed matter for use with board games/tubes of paper and plastic for winding on merchandise/printed matter/bookbinding material/stationery and office requisite, cardboard etc.
4182945    21/05/2019
POSHAMPA PAPERS AND STATIONARIES PRIVATE LIMITED
C/o Vidyawati Devi W/o Sri Ramashray, Vill.-Jharwa P.O.-Bargo Ranibagh, Gorakhpur, U.P.-273001
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KUMAR & CO.
G.F., D-248/10, BALAJI COMPLEX, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Paper, stationery; adhesives for stationery
4183190  22/05/2019
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :10/09/2017

To be associated with:
2957797

DELHI
Paper loyalty cards; Stationery and other office requisites other than furniture; letter heads, calendars & diaries; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, engravings, printed matter and publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements to newspapers; screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature.
4183763  22/05/2019
SUNIL GOENKA
Green House, 2nd Floor, Green Street, Fort, Mumbai – 400023.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H.R.GUPTA & COMPANY
OPP.THE PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, OFF. NO.790, S.M.ROAD , ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI - 400037
Used Since :09/02/2019
MUMBAI
All Printing Materials
MAPLEKRAFT

4183912  22/05/2019

Y L HARISH
3036, 5th Main, B.S.K, 2nd Stage, 14th Cross Road, Thyagaraja Nagar, Bangalore, Karnataka - 560070

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paper And Cardboard, Bookbinding Material, Stationery And Office Requisites, Drawing Materials And Materials For Artists.
4183913   22/05/2019
Y L HARISH
3036, 5th Main, B.S.K, 2nd Stage, 14th Cross Road, Thyagaraja Nagar, Bangalore, Karnataka - 560070
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paper And Cardboard, Bookbinding Material, Stationery And Office Requisites, Drawing Materials And Materials For Artists.
Osmi Alloy

4185322   23/05/2019

FLAIR WRITING INDUSTRIES LIMITED
63 B/C Government Industrial Estate, Charkop, Kandivali(W), Mumbai - 400 067, Maharashtra.
An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Writing instruments including fountain pens, ball pens, sketch pens, markers, microtip pens, refills for writing instruments, pencils; Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks.
4186207  24/05/2019
GAUDIUM EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
S.No: 25/A, Velimala Village, Ramachandrapuram Mandal, Sangareddy District, Telangana – 502300
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Used Since :01/07/2015

To be associated with:
2752445, 3208239

CHENNAI
Class 16: Educational publications, namely, printed matter, periodicals, books, book-binding material, hand-outs, workbooks, journals, playbooks, worksheets, activity books, story books, puzzle books, training manuals, cards; stationery, adhesive for stationery, artists materials, paper & paper articles, cardboard and cardboard articles, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material (except apparatus)
BHUPENDRA S. CHAUDHARY
MANOJ M. PANDEY
trading as ;HARDWARE AND BATH DOLUTIONS
SHOP NO. 1 AND 2, TULSINAGAR HOUSING SOCIETY, NEAR. CANARA BANK, BIBVEWADI, PUNE-411037.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FITTINGS, FLEXIBLE PIPES AND TUBES, WATERING HOSE AND ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
SHUBHSHAKTI

2685884   24/02/2014

VED PARKASH GARG
trading as ;SHIV SHAKTI PIPE
I-265, SECTOR-5, DSIDC, BAWANA, DELHI 110039
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2008

DELHI
LD, HD, PP, PVC, RUBBER, SECTIONS, CONDUIT, HOSE, RIGID, PLASTICS, PIPES AND TUBES
AVANTIKA ELCON PVT. LTD.
201, COMPOSITE HOUSE, 170, PRAJPAT NAGAR, OPP. B2 GULMOHAR PARK, NEW DELHI-110049
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since:01/04/2012

DELHI

ADHESIVE, TAPE (ADHESIVE), RE-SEALABLE TAPE, PACKING, STOPPING & INSULATING MATERIALS, JOINT PACKAGING FOR PIPES, PVC SLEEVINGS, LAMINATED SHEETS, BAKELITE SHEETS, INSULATION TAPES, ADHESIVE BANDS, CASING, CAPPING AND OTHER PLASTIC COMPONENTS FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE. .
2870154  26/12/2014

DIPESH MEHTA
trading as: BREACH CANDY SWIMMING BATH TRUST
66, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400026
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUST ACT, 1950

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHETAN SHANTILAL PARMAR
3/22, MAYOR BLDG., PARMAR SADAN 210, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG DADAR, MUMBAI - 400 028.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

RUBBER, GUTTA, PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED
IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND
INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL AND ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
3018984    28/07/2015
MRS. MANJU W/O. ASHOK KUMAR
trading as ;M/s. T.C Industries
I-2286, DSHDC Industrial Area, Narela, Delhi-110040,
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :20/07/2015
DELHI
PVC Pipes
3028438  11/08/2015
BHARGAVE RUBBER PRIVATE LTD
trading as ;BHARGAVE RUBBER PRIVATE LTD
342, MELAKKAL MAIN ROAD, KOCHADA MADURAI - 625 016
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :05/05/2002

CHENNAI
OIL SEALS, O RINGS AND MOULDED RUBBER PARTS, INSULATING OIL FOR TRANSFORMERS, RUBBER SEALS, JOINT
PACKAGING SEALS ALL MADE OF RUBBER INCLUDED

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the states of Tamilnadu and
Karnataka.
MPLMITTAL

3133169  21/12/2015

MITTAL POLYMERS (P) LTD.

trading as ;MITTAL POLYMERS (P) LTD.

G. T. ROAD, SAMALKHA, DISTT. PANIPAT, HARYANA.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2005

DELI

PVC PIPES, HOSE PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES, CONDUIT PIPES, RIGID PVC PIPES, PVC CASING AND CAPPING, PLASTICS PARTS AND PACKAGING, STOPPING & INSULATED MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
INDIGO

3140068  28/12/2015
INDIGO PLAST INDIA (P) LTD.
trading as ;INDIGO PLAST INDIA (P) LTD.
27,28,29/18, SOUTH SIDE, G.T. ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
PVC ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC FLEXIBLE PIPES, HOSE PIPE, HYDRAULIC PIPES, PPR PIPES/PEX PIPES, PVC BANDS, PVC FITTINGS, PVC TAPE, JOINT PACKAGING FOR PIPES, ADHESIVE BANDS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIAL, ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIAL, INSULATORS FOR ELECTRICAL MAINS, ELECTRICAL INSULATION AND SURFACE PROTECTION TAPES, CASING, CAPPING AND OTHER PLASTIC COMPONENTS FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3203232  05/03/2016

ARUNA GUPTA
trading as ;Gaurav Electronics
2712, 1st Floor, Chooriwalan Sadak Prem Narain, Bazaar Sitaram, Delhi 110006
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8
Used Since :01/10/2015

DELHI
Adhesive Tapes for Industrial Purposes; Electrical Insulation Tape; PVC Insulation Tape; Self-Adhesive Tapes for packings.
3212501  17/03/2016
MR. RAJKUMAR PATEL
trading as ;SHRI GANESH ENTERPRISES
MOHAN SARAI, VARANASI 221001 U.P
MANUFACTURER/ TRADERS/ DEALERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since : 20/02/2008

DELHI
PVC Pipe to sale in the State of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar only.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “HIGH-POWER” AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER...
THERMAFIBER

3227858  04/04/2016

OWENS CORNING INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL , LLC
ONE OWENS CORNING PARKWAY , TOLEDO , OH 43659 , U.S.A.

Manufacturers and Merchants
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Insulating material
COSCO

3232294   11/04/2016
PARDEEP SINGHAL
SUNIL KUMAR SINGHAL
trading as ;SHREE BANKEY BIHARI JI INDUSTRY
1882/5, OLD ANAJ MANDI, PECH PARAS RAM, ROHTAK-124001 (HARYANA).
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDIA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
VAKILON WALI GALLI, UDMPURA, (NEAR SHANT MAI HOTEL), ROHTAK -124001. (HARYANA)
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
ADHESIVE TAPES
3236808  18/04/2016
SH.SANDEEP KUMAR
F-108, RAJDHANI PARK, NANGLOI, MUNDKA, DELHI-110041
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :05/03/2016

DELHI
RUBBER PARTS, PVC PIPES, HOSE PIPES, HDPE PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES, ELECTRIC CONDUIT PIPES, PVC BATTEN, RIGID PVC PIPES, PVC SLEEVINGS, PVC CASING AND CAPING, RUBBER MAT, SELF ADHESIVE TAPE INSULATION TAPE, CLOTH TAPE, PVC SLEEVINGS, BAKELITE SHEETS, ADHESIVE BANDS, LAMINATED SHEETS, PACKAGING, STOPPING & INSULATED MATERIAL
PUNAM

3270846    29/05/2016
MAHESH CHAND GUPTA
trading as ;M/S PUNAM AGENCIES
C-2/82-C, LUXMI NIWAS, LAHURABIR, VARANASI (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL.
ACTIVE HYDRA
3272805   31/05/2016
SANDEEP AGARWAL
trading as ;Bolat
A 34, East Of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065, India
Mixtures of Resins
Individual
BOLAT MATERIALS CORPORATION
trading as ;Bolat
2 Robert Speck Parkway, Suite 750, Mississauga, ON L4Z 1H8, Canada
Mixtures of Resins
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTWIRE CONSULTANTS PVT.LTD.
B-10 GROUND FLOOR VISHWAKARMA COLONY, M.B.ROAD NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since :01/11/2014
DELHI
Mixture of resins for use in drilling, mining and tunneling; synthetic resin compositions [semi-processed] used in drilling, mining and tunneling; resin capsules for drilling, mining and tunneling
3276084 03/06/2016
SHIV SHANKAR MISHRA
trading as ;M/s. S.S.M. PRODUCTS
32/102, FIRST FLOOR, STREET No. 10, BHIKAM SINGH COLONY, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110032
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
PVC INSULATION TAPE, SELF ADHESIVE TAPES (ACRYLIC) FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSE, DOUBLE SIDE TISSUE TAPES,
DOUBLE SIDE FOAM TAPE, SINGLE SIDE PAPER TAPE, MASKING PAPER TAPE, BOPP PACKAGING TAPE, BAG
SEALING TAPE, TEFLON TAPE, ALUMINIUM FOIL TAPE, COTTON TAPE, NYLON TAPE
RAJENDRA JAIRAM BHOIR
trading as ;POURNIMA INDUSTRIES
GALA NO. B-14, APURVA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, N. H. NO. 03, MANAS MANDIR ROAD, ASANGAON (WEST), THANE - 421601, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :06/01/2014

MUMBAI
RUBBER, GUTTA PORCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS INCLUDED IN CLASS17
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ECO-FRIENDLY SHEET LINING

3490916    23/02/2017

I.B.RATHOD trading as ;RAJ AGENCY
4-DR. P.G.S. MARG, NEAR MINERVA THEATRE, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2002

MUMBAI

PLASTICS FOR PACKAGING FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, RUBBER, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS THEREOF FOR PACKING OR INSULATING, SHEETS OF PLASTIC, RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND MICA, LOX OF PLASTIC, RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND MICA, BLOCK OF PLASTIC, RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND MICA, SLAB OF PLASTIC, RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND MICA, STRIP OF PLASTIC, RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND MICA, SQUARE FORM OF PLASTIC, RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND MICA, ARTICLES OF PLASTIC, RUBBER, ASBESTOS, MICA FOR REPLACEMENT OF WOOD/ PLYWOOD/WOOD PRODUCTS/ M.S/ STEEL/ ALUMINIUM / STAINLESS STEEL, FRP AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
3500996 03/03/2017
MR. NIRMAL BHATT
trading as: BALAJI FLEX
PLOT NO.51 TO 56, NEAR PAVAGARH MATA MANDIR SUWANA DISST. BHILWARA RAJASTHAN
MANUFETHERER AND MERCHANT
FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
PVC PIPE INCLUDED CLASS-17
3548049  13/05/2017
SMT. CHANCHAL JAIN PROPRIETOR OF CALCUTTA SWITCHGEAR INDUSTRIES.
50, NO. ELRA STREET, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2007
KOLKATA
PVC Electrical Conduit Pipes and Fittings, PVC Flexible Pipes, PVC Bands, PVC Fittings, PVC Tape, Joint Packaging for
Pipes, Adhesive Bands, Packing, Stopping and Insulating Material, Electrical Insulating Material, Insulators For Electrical
Mains, Electrical Insulation and Surface Protection Tapes, Casing, Capping and other Plastic Components for use in
Electrical fittings and Bakelite Sheet included in class 17.
RIGGA

3597523  23/07/2017
RIGGA INDUSTRIES.
VILLAGE JARODA SARAGAON, RAIPUR-493111, CHHATTISGARH, INDIA.

PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PVC Electrical Conduit Pipes and Fittings, PVC Flexible Pipes, PVC Bands, PVC Fittings, PVC Tape, Joint Packaging for Pipes, Adhesive Bands, Packing, Stopping and Insulating Material, Electrical Insulating Material, Insulators For Electrical Mains, Electrical Insulation and Surface Protection Tapes, Casing, Capping and other Plastic Components for use in Electrical fittings included in class 17.
AGRAWAL PAPAD PVT. LTD.
244, Hukumchand Colony, Panchkuiya Road, Indore (M.P.), Pin- 452002, India
Company Incorporated under Indian Company Act, 1956 through Director

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Rubber, gutta percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; Pipe gaskets, Flexible pipes, packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
BHAGWATI POLYTUBES PVT. LTD.
AT-MAKHUNDU, SHIVJI NAGAR, DIGHA, DANAPUR, PATNA-800011, BIHAR
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Used Since: 25/06/2002

KOLKATA

PVCPIPES, FILTERS & FITTINGS
SNPIPES
3709376  22/12/2017
DEVI SINGH TRADING AS JAI AMBE PIPES
no.498,village sunkadakatte sri gandada kaval,yeshwanthpur hobl, banglore
sole proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY J RAJPUROHIT
NO.157, LINGHI CHETTY STREET, 1ST FLOOR,ROOM NO.2, CHENNAI- 600 001
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
pvc pipes and pipes used for electricsl puropose included in class 17
ECO GOLD PIPE INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ECO GOLD PIPE INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
RANI INDUSTRIAL AREA, RANI, GUWAHATI, ASSAM-781131, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/04/2014
To be associated with:
3701484
KOLKATA
UPVC, CPVC, PVC PIPE & FITTINGS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3701484.
3726374  12/01/2018
OM SHREE POLYMERS
No.34/1, 1st Cross, Tulasi Nagar, Hosahalli, Gollarahati, Magadi Main Road, Bangalore-560091
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTHI V., ADVOCATE
NO.90/24,2ND FLOOR, 4TH MAIN, 2ND STAGE, K.H.B.COLONY, BASVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079
KARNATAKA , INDIA
Used Since :28/09/2012
CHENNAI
Mulching Film
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE
RIGHT TO THE WORD OM..
SANI PLAST
3837122   18/05/2018
M/S. GANESH GOURI INDUSTRIES
KH. NO. 55/3, KAMPTEE ROAD, LIHIGAON, KAMPTEE, NAGPUR-441001, MAHARASHTRA
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pipes and fitting (non-metallic)
3838135  20/05/2018
KIRAN UDYOG
Plot No.40, Naubad, Industrial estate, Bidar
Small entity
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMA BHATTAD
214(A), RADHA NIWAS, BIWALKAR LANE, M.G.ROAD, NASIK-422001
Used Since :25/12/2015
CHENNAI
Electrical insulation sleevings, Cords, Electrical Insulation tapes of all types.
3861544  15/06/2018

ALLWIN PIPES
NO.196/1, NAVEETHAN THOTTAM, THOTIPALAYAM ROAD, VIJAYAMANGALAM - 638 056, ERODE DIST, TAMILNADU.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :19/09/2001

CHENNAI

Irrigation hoses, Non-metallic fittings for rigid pipes, Non-metal fittings for rigid pipes, Non-metal elbows for rigid pipes, Couplings, not of metal, for rigid pipes, Plastic plumbing hoses, Flexible plumbing pipes of plastic, Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes, Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes, Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal and Non-metal fittings for flexible compressed air pipes.

*subject to provide services in the area of South India only.*
3902447  31/07/2018
A.SAMINATHAN TRADING AS SIVAKAMI ENGINEERING WORKS
NO.3,176-B, 1ST STREET, JAYAPRAKSH NAGAR, COIMBATORE - 641 006, COIMBATORE DIST, TAMILNADU
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Gaskets, Rubbers rings for Pressure Cookers.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Tamilnadu.
RMSCO

4133693  30/03/2019
RAJASTHAN METAL SMELTING COMPANY
D-80, Near Toyota Showroom, Road No. 7, Vishwakarma Industrial Area, Jaipur – 302013 (Rajasthan)
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NISHA SETHI
28, GROUND FLOOR, JSEL BUILDING, MALVIYA NAGAR, NAIPUR. RAJASTHAN-302017
Used Since :01/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
Rubber Bag and Portable One Man Hapo Chamber Bag made from Rubber which falls in class 17
KOSHER

4163780  01/05/2019
ADVANCE INDIA PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
E-94, SECTOR-01, DSIDC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA, DELHI-110039.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAzi POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAzi, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
4164151  02/05/2019
RAJAT KUMAR NAGWANI
HOUSE NO. - H I G 38, WARD - 07, BHARHUT NAGAR, RAGHURAJNAGAR, SATNA - 485001
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C.TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380, III G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; Packing, stopping and insulating materials; Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal
4168873  07/05/2019
POLYSET PLASTICS PVT. LTD.
901-906, 9TH FLOOR, CELLO TRIUMPH, I.B.PATEL ROAD, GOREGAON (EAST) MUMBAI-400067
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRIPS MANAGEMENT
13, RELE BLDG, 1ST FLOOR, 43, FANASWADI, MUMBAI-400002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL ARTICLES MADE OF PLASTICS MOULDING POWDER AND ELECTRICAL, THERMAL & ACOUSTIC INSULATING MATERIALS AND PLASTICS, BEING FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE IN THE FORM OF SHEETS, BLOCKS AND RODS PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
NY-LOCK CABLE TIES

4170053  07/05/2019

M/S SAMUH INTERNATIONAL
Shubham Poly Plast Shed 1, Ravi Estate, Opposite Trio, Near Kothari Char Rasta, Santecj, Ahmedabad-382721, Guja

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES
HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES 603B CENTRAL BUSINESS SPACE NR.PARTH RESIDENCEY OPP. FORTUNE LANDMARK HOTEL USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Bands Made Of Nylon And Plastics For Holding Electrical Cables, Cable Tie Products And Insulating Products
4170054 07/05/2019
M/S SAMUH INTERNATIONAL
Shubham Poly Plast Shed 1, Ravi Estate, Opposite Trio Near Kothari Char Rasta, Santej, Ahmedabad-382721, Guja
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES
HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES 603B CENTRAL BUSINESS SPACE NR.PARTH RESIDENCEY OPP. FORTUNE LANDMARK HOTEL USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Nylon And Plastics For Holding Electrical Cables, Cable Tie Products And Insulating Products
4171591  09/05/2019
PARVEZ ANSARI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS ZILCA INTERNATIONAL
3-B-42, Highland Narendra Park, Nayanagar, Mira Road (East), Thane - 401107, Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Used Since :19/09/2013

MUMBAI
Hose pipes of rubber, gaskets made of rubber, shock-absorbing buffers of rubber, rings of rubber
4171952    09/05/2019
VIPUL V. PATEL
39/D, JVS COMATSCO INDUSTRIES, J.N. ROAD, GULTEKDI, PUNE-411037, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
UNPROCESSED AND SEMI-PROCESSED RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS; PLASTICS AND RESINS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, TUBES AND HOSES, NOT OF METAL.
MOKO

4172282  09/05/2019

SURESH KUMAR
857, GALI NO. 55, LEKHU NAGAR, TRI NAGAR, DELHI - 110035

INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not metal.
REALFLO

4172447    10/05/2019

M/S. REAL INDUSTRIES
198 SHRI NAGAR, JALESAR ROAD, FIROZABAD 283203 U.P. INDIA

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PANKAJ GUPTE
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PVC PIPES & FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES & FITTINGS, PVC & PLASTIC ITEMS, AGRICULTURE PIPE & FITTINGS, PLASTIC FITTINGS, CIVIL FITTINGS, UPVC & CPVC PIPES & PLASTIC PIPES, ITEMS & FITTINGS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
BUMPON
4172540  10/05/2019

3M COMPANY
3M Center, 2501 Hudson Road, St. Paul, Minnesota 55144, United States of America
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since: 17/12/1999

DELHI

Shaped elastomeric protectors having an adhesive on one side thereof for attachment to various surfaces; self-adhesive protectors of rubber
4172900    10/05/2019
HIL LIMITED.
trading as ;HIL LIMITED.
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO.133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD TELANGANA, INDIA-500032.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ASBESTOS SHEETS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, ROOFING SHEETS, PACKING, STopping AND INSULATING MATERIALS.
BIRLA HIL PIPES

4172903  10/05/2019

HIL LIMITED.
trading as ;HIL LIMITED.
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO.133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD TELANGANA, INDIA-500032.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3548721, 3548725, 3563335, 3563337, 3563339

CHENNAI
RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ASBESTOS SHEETS, FLEXIBLEPIPES, ROOFING SHEETS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS.
4172906  10/05/2019
HIL LIMITED.
trading as ;HIL LIMITED.
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO.133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD TELANGANA, INDIA-500032.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RUBBER,ASBESTOS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ASBESTOS SHEETS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, ROOFING SHEETS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS.
BIRLA HIL PIPES - Most Trusted Plumbing Solution

4172912  10/05/2019
HIL LIMITED.
trading as ;HIL LIMITED.
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO.133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD TELANGANA, INDIA-500032.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ASBESTOS SHEETS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, ROOFING SHEETS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS.
HIL LIMITED.
trading as :HIL LIMITED
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO.133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD TELANGANA, INDIA-500032.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RUBBER, ASBESTOS AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ASBESTOS SHEETS, FLEXIBLE PIPES, ROOFING SHEETS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS.
4173263    10/05/2019
EPSILON TAPES AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
G.I.D.C-2, 281, MODHERA ROAD, MEHSANA - 384002. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF MASKING TAPE FORM TAPE, SELF ADHESIVE TAPE INCLUDED IN CLASS – 17
BLULOTUS
4174776  13/05/2019
SMT. SHIFALI MAHAJAN
trading as ;SHIVAM POLYTECH INDUSTRIES
OLD INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION AREA, HATLI MORH KATHUA J&K
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOMBAY TRADE MARK CO.
NEW RAILWAY ROAD, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE.
Used Since :18/01/2019
DELHI
P.V.C. PIPES & FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
4174910  13/05/2019
RAJI MURALI, W/O SHRI MURALI RAMANATHAN
G-301, CASA GRAND, ESWARAN STREET, KARAPAKKAN, CHENNAI 600097 TAMIL NADU
INDIVIDUAL PERSON
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BEACON LEGAL
53/4 ARYA NAGAR DAYANAND VIHAR DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Electrical Tapes, Electrical Insulating tape, Electrical Insulators, Electrical insulating Rubber Products, Electrical Insulation articles and Materials, Adhesive Tape for Industrial use, Pipe Gaskets, Pipe Insulation, Flexible Pipes, Pine Joint Compounds, Pipe Joint Tape, Pipe Sealing Compositions, Silicon Rubber Pipes, Plastic Hoes, Plastic Seals, Plastic rods and bars, Adhesive Coated Plastic Sheets
4174993  13/05/2019
HINABEN VINODBHAI AKBARI
PL-28T0043 14, SHIVDHARA-2, NR. NANDANVAN-3, MAVDI, RAJKOT, Gujarat, 360004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
NON METAL FITTINGS FOR PIPES, NON METALLIC PIPE FITTINGS, NON METALIC PIPE COUPLINGS, NON METALIC PIPE UNION, NON METALIC PIPE COUPLER, NON METALIC PIPE JOINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
ECEPIC

4175940 14/05/2019
SANDEEP GUPTA TRADING AS J M D VALVES
2826/5, 1ST FLOOR BHAGWATI MARKET PEEPAL MAHADEV HAUZ QAZI DELHI-110006.

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor (including valves), and fittings for rigid pipes, all non-metallic. Fittings (compressed air pipe-), not of metal, flexible pipes, Flexible hose pipes of plastic, Hose pipes made of rubber, Plastic hoses for swimming pools, Plastic hoses for plumbing use, connecting hose for vehicle radiators, Air hoses, not of metal, Water hoses for household use, Flexible plumbing pipes of plastic, couplings (non-metallic -) for flexible pipes, Junctions, not of metal, for flexible pipes, Electrical insulation articles and materials, Electrical insulators, Electrical insulating rubber products; Insulating materials for electrical purposes, Substrates for electrical insulation, Substrates of rubber for use in the manufacture of printed circuits, Polyvinyl chloride compounds [semi-processed], Polyvinyl chloride resins [semi-processed], rigid polyvinyl chloride foamed sheets for use in manufacture, Jackets [insulating] for pipes, Pipe insulation, Pipe insulation materials, Insulation and barrier articles and materials, Insulating boards, Asbestos boards, Asbestos mill boards, Acoustic board for ceilings [insulation], Acoustic insulating boards, Insulation board made from mineral wool, Sound proofing boards for use in building, Plastics materials in the form of boards [semi-finished products], Films and sheets made from plastic for use in the manufacture of circuit boards, Films and sheets made out of resin for use in the manufacture of circuit boards, Films and sheets made out of epoxy for use in the manufacture of circuit boards, Plastics in the form of sheets, films, blocks, rods and tubes, Films and sheets made from semi-processed plastic for use in the manufacture of circuit boards, Films and sheets made out of epoxy resin for use in the manufacture of circuit boards, Plastic composite material in the form of profiles, boards, sheets, blocks, rods, powder, and pellets for use in manufacturing.
RAMAN JAIN TRADING AS PADMAWATI IMPEX
C-10, 1st Floor, Street No. 2, Radhey Puri, Krishna Nagar, Delhi-110051.
Sole proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Lamination (PVC) Pouches of all kinds, Silicone sealants, Masking Tape, Self Adhesive Tape, Foam Tape, Insulation Tape, Re-Sealable Tape, Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal.
STARPLASTO

4177617  15/05/2019
HARIOM PIPE INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 3, Main Road, Lotus Layout, Vanjara, Kamptee Road, Pili Nadi, Nagpur-440017
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PVC pipes for agricultural purpose and fittings thereof
SMARTFLIP

4177697   15/05/2019

RAHUL ANAND, PROPRIETOR OF M/S IMPACT DECOR
C-4F/59, IIIrd Floor, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

an Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
517, Kirti Shikhar, District Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Adhesive Tapes, Strips, Bands and films including Masking Films, Window Making Films, Anti Glare Films for windows (tinted Films); Plastic Films for insulating purposes; Tinted films for vehicles; Polyurethane Films for use in glass laminations included in class 17
SACHIN MAHESHBHAI VASANI
"MANOJ", Kailashdhara Park, Street No. 2, Behind Aalap Green City, Near Rameshwar Hall, Raiya Road, Rajkot – 360005, Gujarat
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHHRUV PRADIP
OM, Tulsi Bungalow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PVC PIPES, U PVC PIPES, C PVC PIPES, H.D.P.E. PIPES, L.D.P.E. PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES NOT OF METAL & PIPE FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
4178109  16/05/2019

ERGONOMIC ENGINEERING
G/520/21/A, KISHAN GATE, G.I.D.C., METODA, DIST. RAJKOT - 360 021 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD – 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PVC PIPES AND FITTINGS, INCLUDING BRAIDED HOSE PIPES.
B.S HANDICRAFTS
4178550    17/05/2019
BALBIR SINGH
#6192/1, ST. NO. 1, GURU ARJUN DEV NAGAR, SAMRALA ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUHANI SIMLOTE
Ebizzfilng India Private Limited, A-1205-1206, Empire Business Hub, Near Water Tank, Science City Road, Ahmedabad-380060, Gujarat.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Finished or semi-Finished goods of materials for Molds, Shock-absorbing and packing materials, vibration dampers, Statues and works of art like Decorative articles e.g. badges, made of mica, Decorative articles e.g. badges, made of rubber, Decorative plastics films being semi-Finished products, Figurine made from rubber, Coverings, Mountings, jointing, connectors and spacers, Membranes and semi-processed synthetic Filtering materials, Adhesive tapes, strips, bands and Films, Clutch and brake linings, Tire restoration and repair materials, Anti-corrosion tape, Foam supports for Flower arrangements, Fusing Film, Glass tapes and strips, Marking tape, Pouches of rubber, Protective rubber articles, Protective shields of asbestos, Rubber bands, Rubber grips and pads, Soldering threads of plastic, Stoppers of plastics.
REPYUD

4179789  20/05/2019

DHARABEN PRAVINBHAI GUNA - M/S RELIABLE IRRIGATION
NO. 1 -A, OPP. KRISHNA PARK, NR.KOTHARIYA RAILWAY CROSSING, GONDAL NATIONAL HIGHWAY, RAJKOT,
GUJARAT,INDIA.

proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANDANA J
C-301, 3rd floor, hub town, gsrtc, gita mandir roda, ahmedabad-380022,

Used Since :03/11/2015

AHMEDABAD

U-PVC PIPE V-PVC PIPE C-PVC PIPE TARPAULINES HOSE PIPE HDPE PIPE FLEXIBLE PIPE PIPE FITTINGS GUTTA
PURCHA INDIARUBBER BALATA ANSUBSTITUTES ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE SUBSTANCE AND NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES MATERIALS FOR PACKING STOPPING OR INSULATING ASBESTOS MICA AND THEIR PRODUCTS
HODE PIPR NON METALLIC RUBBER MATERIAL FOR RECAPPING TYRES RUBER TAPS ADHESIVE OTHER THAN
STATIONERY AND NOT FOR MEDICAL HOUSE HOLD PURPOSES AND CUSHION GUM
4180357   20/05/2019

POONAM W/O LALIT
TOSHAM ROAD, RUDRA COLONY, WARD NO. 28, BHIWANI, HARYANA- 127021
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture packing, stopping and insulating materials flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal in class 17
MR. VINEET MUNDRA, TRADING AS: M/S. LIFESTYLE-YOU.
P-100, BLOCK-A, LAKE TOWN, KOLKATA-700089, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

4181590  21/05/2019

AMBITION PIPES
PLOT NO 11-12-13 SHUBH INDUSTRIAL ZONE KHAMBHA TAL LODHIKA NR MAKHAWAD CHOKDI 360311 RAJKOT
GUJARAT, INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Casings of rubber for pipes, Casings of synthetic rubber for pipes, Flexible pipes, Pipe insulation. Pipe gaskets, Non-metallic flexible pipes, Flexible plastic pipes for plumbing purposes, Non-metallic couplings for flexible pipes, Flexible pipes of rubber reinforced with synthetic fabric, Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal, Flexible pipes of silicone rubber reinforced with fabric, Non-metal fittings for flexible compressed air pipes, Flexible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor (including valves), and fittings for rigid pipes, all non-metallic, Silicon rubber pipes, Non-metallic fittings for flexible pipes, Non-metal fittings for rigid pipes, Non-metallic junctions for flexible pipes, Non-metal elbows for rigid pipes, Non-metallic couplings for rigid pipes, Pipe fittings [junctions] [non-metallic -] parts of rigid water pipes, Pipe connections (non-metallic -) [parts of rigid water pipes, Pipe extensions (non-metallic -) [parts of rigid water pipes], Fittings, not of metal, for rigid pipes, Non-metallic semi-rigid pipes for use with pressurised fluids, exible pipes, tubes, hoses and fittings therefor (including valves), and fittings for rigid pipes, all non-metallic in class-17
BACHAO

4182824  21/05/2019

MS. SUJATA CHANDRAN
A-6 Krishna, Juhu Road North, Juhu P.O., Mumbai 400 049.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; Packing, stopping and insulating materials; Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal being goods included in class 17.
BEAUTEX

4184330  22/05/2019

BEAUTEX INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
'BEAUTEX HOUSE', PLOT # 1/1 OLD ANAND NAGAR, SANTACRUZ (EAST), NEXT TO RELIANCE ENERGY, MUMBAI MH 400055

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; Packing, stopping and insulating materials; Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal
2599091  19/09/2013
BHUSHAN KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;R.K. TRADING CO.
469, BARTAN MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
G-1/35, SECTOR 15, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
Used Since :10/04/2000
To be associated with:
2599089
DELHI
SCHOOL BAGS & SOFA LUGGAGE MATERIAL
2806604  10/09/2014
RAJESH KUMAR MOHAN MIRCHANDANI
5TH FLOOR, C-501, SKY ANCHORAGE, PANCH MARG, OFF YARI ROAD, OPP. PANCHVATI TOWER, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :01/09/2014
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, TRAVELING BAGS, COLLEGE BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS, HAND
BAGS
2984591  15/06/2015
SHRI SANJAY GANGWAL
trading as ;SHRI BALAJI BAG FACTORY
D - 297, GOKUL PURI, DELHI - 110094.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/1990
DELHI
BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, HAND BAGS, WAIST BAGS, PITHOO BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, COLLEGE BAGS, SUIT CASES, BRIEF CASES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 18
3103584 23/11/2015
HATSUN AGRO PRODUCT LIMITED
trading as ;HATSUN AGRO PRODUCT LIMITED
DOMAINE, NO.1/20 A, RAJIV NANDHI SALAI (OMR), KARAPAKKAM, CHENNAI-600097, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
3118736    07/12/2015

MR. KANWARLAL KOCHAR, PROPRIETOR
trading as ;M/S DHIRESH INTERNATIONAL
5925/26, BASTI, HARPPOOL SINGH, SADAR THANA ROAD, DELHI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065

Used Since :02/05/2013

To be associated with:
2523622

DELHI
UMBRELLA AND UMBRELLA ACCESORIES
3125364  14/12/2015
VANESA CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
116 MODEL BASTI,NEW DELHI-110005,DELHI,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
An Indian Company, registered with limited liability, under The Companies Act,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.
Used Since :01/10/2006

To be associated with:
3007202

DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery all being included in class 18

Mark shall be used as substantially represented..
3210428   15/03/2016
V. SENTHAMIZH
trading as ;ARUN LEATHER EXPORT
NO. 50, NETAJI NAGAR, G.S.T.ROAD, URAPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 603 210
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.GANAPATEESWARAN
NO.7/2,1ST FLOOR,MEHTHA HOUSE,KONDI CHETTY STREET,CHENNAI-600001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER PURSES, LEATHER STRAPS, LEATHER POUCHES, LEATHER HANDBAGS, LEATHER BRIEFCASES, LEATHER BELT, LEATHER FOR SHOES, SLIPPERS MADE OF LEATHER, LEATHER JACKETS, LEATHER NOTE CASES, FINISHED LEATHER, LEATHER DIARY COVERS, FINISHED LEATHER.
3220071  26/03/2016
MOHAMMAD JUNAID
C-5, Nizamuddin West, New Delhi 110013,
Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKHAR GARG & SWATI GARG
GARG LAW FIRM, C-16, Lower Ground Floor, East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065, INDIA

Used Since : 21/03/2016

DELHI
Hand Bags, Travelling Bags, Luggage, Suitcases, Trekking Bags and Bags.

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
IR LEATHER MANUFACTURERS PVT. LTD.
6971, STREET NO. 13, MULTANI DHANDA, PAHAR GANJ NEW DELHI-110055
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAGA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
F - 28, MILAP NAGAR, NEAR JAIN MANDIR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 059.
Used Since :18/11/2014

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS INCLUDING LEATHER BAGS & ACCESSORIES, BELTS, WALLETS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3237499   19/04/2016
SMT.MAYA DEVI
trading as ;M.S. VENTURE
V-22, UGF NAVEEN SHAHDARA DELHI 110032
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -I, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :03/05/2009
DELHI
BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, CARRY BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, HAND BAGS, WAIST BAGS, PITHOO BAGS,
SUIT CASES, BRIEF CASES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 18.
3261145    17/05/2016
JAGJEET SINGH
trading as ;J.S. CHANDHOK & SONS
KOT ATMA SINGH, GLAI NO.1, AMRITSAR-143001 (PUNJAB) (INDIA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB)
Used Since :12/05/1991
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS INCLUDING TRAVEL BAGS AND CASES, LADIES AND MENS BAGS, PURSES, BODY BELTS, POCKET WALLETS, ATTACHI CASES, SHOULDER BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, CLOTHING BAGS, LEATHER BRIEFCASES, LEATHER HANDBAGS, LEATHER LACES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
LADY MILLION

3265045  20/05/2016
MR. ADEEP KUMAR PAPNEJA
trading as ;M/S. ANMOL COLLECTION
6425, NABI KARIM, NEW DELHI- 110055
Manufacturing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :04/12/2014

DELHI

VANITY BAGS, PITHOO BAGS & BAGS, TRAVILLING BAGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-18

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3269825 27/05/2016
ATUL BAIJAL
ANIL BAIJAL
ANSHUL BAIJAL
trading as; EXPRESSION INDIA
G-28, GEETANJALI ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110017.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK PROTEC CO.
A - 501, YOUNG AHERIA G.G.H.S. LTD, PLOT NO. 2, SECTOR - 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075
Used Since :31/12/2015
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; TRAVELLING BAGS; HAND BAGS; WALLETS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; INCLUDED IN CLASS - 18
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
EVERYTHING ORGO
Priority claimed from 11/12/2015; Application No. : 86846505 ;United States of America
3280364    09/06/2016
PB PRODUCTS LLC
4260 Van Dyke, Suite 109 Almont Michigan 48003, USA
Manufacturer and Merchant
a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of State of Michigan, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3105345
DELHI
General purpose carrying cases; travel cases, namely, toiletry cases sold empty, vanity cases sold empty.
3439846  23/12/2016
MRS. RUBINA. F. CHOHAN
trading as ;ROYAL ENGLAND TRADING COMPANY
17TH THE GWALIOR HOUSE DARGAH STREET MAHIM (WEST) MUMBAI 400016 .
TRADER, MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :10/12/2016
To be associated with:
3433639
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER GOODS - POCKET WALLET, PURSES, HAND BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS SHOULDER BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, TRAVELLING CASE (LEATHER WARE) BRIEFCASE, KEY CASES, TRUNK AND SUITCASES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019  Class 18

3511084 21/03/2017
ANURAG MUNDRA
H-603, SUMER NAGAR-2, NR. KORA KENDRA GROUND, BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400092. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IN RESPECT OF LEATHER BAGS, LEATHER PURSES, LUGGAGE AND TRAVELLING BAGS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 18.
MOHAMMED IQBAL BATLIWALA
11-B, 1st FLOOR, 282, AGBOATWALA BUILDING, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, RANGARI MOHALLA, MANDVI, MUMBAI-400003
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
LADIES, GENTS, CHILDREN BELTS, DUFFALE BAGS, TRUNKS, TRAVELLING BAGS, SOFT TROLLEY LUGGAGE
HANDBAGS, BACKPACKS, WALLETS, COIN PURSES, KEY CASES, LADIES BAGS, SUITCASES AND ACCESSORIES
THEIROF
_for use in the state of Maharashtra only._
FIREFLY WORLD

3589352   11/07/2017

COX AND KING LIMITED
Turner Morrison Bldg., 16, Bank Street, Fort, Mumbai 400 001

a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Used Since: 15/01/2017

MUMBAI

Leather and imitations of leather, and articles made from these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery
3721362  08/01/2018
VIJAY NIHCHALDAS LULLA
BK. NO. 1167, ROOM NO. 7, BEHIND SHIV MANDIR, PAWAI CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND ImitATION OF LEATHER, SCHOOL BAGS, COLLEGE BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, PURSES AND WALLETS.
POLO HOUSE USA

3724676    11/01/2018
SALEHAIBHAI E. PORBANDERWALA
279, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, MUMBAI-400003
MANUFACTURER TRADER AND MERCHANT
 PROPRIETORSHIP
 Used Since :01/06/2001
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, LUGGAGE, BAGS, BRIEFCASES, TRAVEL HANDBAGS, SCHOOL BAGS SUITCASES, TRAVELLING TRUNKS, TRAVELLING BAGS, VALISES, AIRBAGS, HAND. CARRY BAGS, TROLLEYCASE, IN LEATHER NYLONE AND E V A FABRICS
3780826  17/03/2018
K. KENNADY
NO. 3, UMPHERSON STREET, A. R. S. COMPLEX, CHENNAI- 600108
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3638166, 3763142
CHENNAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
3785964  23/03/2018
NARENDRA D SONAVANE
PLOT NO 137, SIDDHARTH COLONY, EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY , CHEMBUR (E) MUMBAI 400071
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR CHHABRA
1801, Plantinum Tower, Sector-9, Charkop, kandivali (West), Mumbai-400 067
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, POUCH, TIFFIN BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, KIDS BAGS, CASUAL BAGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE BAG.
3786218  23/03/2018
MOHAMED JUNAID / MANAF.A.S
8, 4TH MAIN, 2ND CROSS, L B S NAGAR, VIMANAPURA, BANGALORE - 560017, KARNATAKA & ALUMKOOTTATHIL, G S S
PERUR PO, PALAKKAD – 679302, KERALA

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamimal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking
sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3838523 21/05/2018

ELEPHANT PARADE INTERNATIONAL B.V.
NEW YORKSTRAAT 3-7 1175 RD LIJNDEN THE NETHERLANDS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE NETHERLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CARD CASES [NOTECASES]; LEATHER STRAPS; HANDBAGS; TRAVELLING BAGS; SCHOOL BAGS; SHOPPING BAGS;
KEY CASES; PURSES; BACKPACKS; CLOTHING FOR PETS; SUITCASES; VALISES; UMBRELLAS; WALLETS (POCKET-).
OTTO ESSENTIALS

3861998  16/06/2018

OTTO CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 30, III FLOOR, BAZULLAH ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; LUGGAGE AND CARRYING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER; BOXES OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; CASES, OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; LEATHER LACES; LEATHER STRAPS; LEATHER SHOULDER BELTS; TRAVELLING SETS [LEATHERWARE]; TRAVELLING BAGS; HANDBAGS; PURSES; POCKET WALLETS
3862003    16/06/2018
OTTO CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 30, III FLOOR, BAZULLAH ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3861998

CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; LUGGAGE AND CARRYING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER; BOXES OF LEATHER OR LEATHER BOARD; CASES, OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; LEATHER LACES; LEATHER STRAPS; LEATHER SHOULDER BELTS; TRAVELLING SETS [LEATHERWARE]; TRAVELLING BAGS; HANDBAGS; PURSES; POCKET WALLETS
3880790  06/07/2018
MOHAMED SIRAJUL HAQ (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS BRIGHT INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
No-2, J M Lane, Balepet, Opp Syndicate Bank, Bengaluru - 560053, Karnataka
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
School Bags
MAHESH KUMAR TRADING AS NAKUL ENTERPRISES.
2594/1, SHADIPUR, MANDIR, WALI GALI, PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LADIES AND GENTS PURSES, POCKET Wallets, SADDLE BELTS, LADIES AND GENTS HAND BAGS, CLUTCHES [HANDBAGS], CLUTCHES [Purses], CARRYING BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, SCHOOL BAGS, GYM BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, BRIEF CASES, SUITCASES, TRAVELLING BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS, TRAVELING SETS (LEATHER WEAR), TRAVELLING TRUNKS AND VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY AND UMBRELLA INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
4147083  14/04/2019
AKRITI BHARTIA
301 Vishal Apartment, Janki Kutir Society, Juhu, Mumbai - 400049
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas; travelling bags, school bags
Proposed to be Used

DELI

Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019  Class 18

4164338  02/05/2019
DASSAULT RELIANCE AEROSPACE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 3-1A, DHIRUBHAI AMBANI AEROSPACE PARK, SECTOR-9, MIHAN SEZ, NAGPUR, MAHARASHTRA-441108
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KUNDAN KUMAR MISHRA
OFFICE NO.B-11, WA-121 ROHINI COMPLEX, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides.
UK ALEX MAGGIE INTERNATIONAL BRAND MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.
Fourth Floor, 3 Gower Street, London, United Kingdom, WC1E 6HA
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather, unworked or semi-worked; Imitation leather; Hat boxes of leather; Tool bags, empty; Handbags; Boxes of leather; leatherboard; Bags; Leather trimmings for furniture; Trimmings of leather for furniture
4172285  09/05/2019
NANDURI KRISHNA MURTHY
2ND FLOOR, 2ND ROOM, PLOT NO.19, ROAD NO.9, RAM NARESH NAGAR, HYDER NAGAR, HYDERABAD, 500085
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bags
ZAD LEATHER

4172493  10/05/2019

EKRAM WARIS AMSARI
SHOP NO 23, LOHE KI CHAWL, MADANPURA, MAULANA AZAD ROAD, MUMBAI 400008
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, PARASOLS AND LUGGAGE BRIEFCASES DUFFEL BAGS, MESSENGER BAG, CROSSOVER BAG, ROLLING TOTE BAG DUFFLE BAGS, KEY CASES, CARD CASES (NOTECASES), COIN PURSES, HANDBAGS, PURSES, ORGANIZER TOTES BACKPACKS, UMBRELLAS, SHAVING KITS SOLD EMPTY COSMETIC BAGS AND ORGANIZERS SOLD EMPTY, TOILETRY CASES SOLD EMPTY, LINGERIE CASES FOR TRAVEL, SHOE CASES FOR TRAVEL, COLLAPSIBLE TEXTILE SHOPPING BAGS, LUGGAGE STRAPS, ALL-PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS, SUITCASES, WHEELED DUFFEL BAGS, SPORT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, RUCKSACKS, KNAPSACKS, VALISES, BOOK BAGS, ATTACHE CASES, SHOPPING BAGS, LUGGAGE TAGS, ID TAGS, MONEY HOLDERS, SECURITY POUCHES, CLUTCH PURSES, SHOULDER BAGS, CREDIT CARD CASES, WAIST PACKS, TOILETRY KITS, SOLD EMPTY, TOILETRY ORGANIZERS, SOLD EMPTY OVERNIGHT CASES, COSMETIC CASES, SOLD EMPTY, GARMENT COVERS, GARMENT BAGS, SHOE BAGS, PRIMARILY FOR TRAVEL.
HOLYSHIELD
4172522  10/05/2019
GURU LEATHERS
78, shanthi illam, neejili amman kovil streetm thailavaram 603203
my trademark class is 18
individual
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER BELTS & WALLETs, LADIES BAGS, PURSES & LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18
4173898  11/05/2019  
M/S. RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED  
401, 4th Floor, ‘Infiniti’, Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri, (West), Mumbai – 400 053  
Body Incorporate  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RITAL JAIN  
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098  
Used Since :14/01/2019  
To be associated with:  
3432047, 3432904  
MUMBAI  
Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals
Frackson

4174493  13/05/2019
ALEXVYAN BROTHERS
A-1308, First Floor, G.D. Colony, Mayur Vihar Phase 3, Delhi - 110096
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, Luggage and carrying bags, Umbrellas and parasols, Walking sticks, Whips, harness and saddlery.
VELDA
4174646   13/05/2019
VINEET KUMAR SUBHASH, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS VELDA
LANDCRAFT DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD., GOLF LINKS, FLAT NO. 411, TOWER 3C, MEHRAULI, NH-24, HAPUR ROAD, GHAZIABAD-201 002, UTTAR PRADESH
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
DELI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; LUGGAGE AND CARRYING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY; COLLARS, LEASHES AND CLOTHING FOR ANIMALS; TRAVELLING BAGS; BRIEFCASES; SUITCASES; HANDBAGS; CARD CASES [NOTE CASES]; PURSES; POCKET WALLETS; TRUNKS [LUGGAGE]; BOXES OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF LEATHER; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; BAGS FOR SPORTS; BAGS FOR CLIMBERS; BAGS FOR CAMPERS; GAME BAGS [HUNTING ACCESSORIES]; BEACH BAGS; HIKING STICKS; TREKKING STICKS; JOCKEY STICKS; CANES; SHOPPING BAGS; SCHOOL BAGS; BUSINESS CARD CASES; KEY CASES; PURSES; WALLET; POUCH BABY CARRIERS; LEATHER CASES; NET BAGS FOR SHOPPING; MUSIC CASES; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING.
VINEET KUMAR SUBHASH, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS VELDA LANDCRAFT DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD., GOLF LINKS, FLAT NO. 411, TOWER 3C, MEHRAULI, NH-24, HAPUR ROAD, GHAZIABAD-201 002, UTTAR PRADESH AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; LUGGAGE AND CARRYING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY; COLLARS, LEASHES AND CLOTHING FOR ANIMALS; TRAVELLING BAGS; BRIEFCASES; SUITCASES; HANDBAGS; CARD CASES [NOTECASES]; PURSES; POCKET WALLETS; TRUNKS [LUGGAGE]; BOXES OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF LEATHER; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; BAGS FOR SPORTS; BAGS FOR CLIMBERS; BAGS FOR CAMPERS; GAME BAGS [HUNTING ACCESSORIES]; BEACH BAGS; HIKING STICKS; TREKKING STICKS; JOCKEY STICKS; CANES; SHOPPING BAGS; SCHOOL BAGS; BUSINESS CARD CASES; KEY CASES; PURSES; WALLETS; POUCH BABY CARRIERS; LEATHER CASES; NET BAGS FOR SHOPPING; MUSIC CASES; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING.
HYDES N HUES

4174652  13/05/2019
NIKITA MAGAN PROPRIETOR OF M/S. AANVIKA ENTERPRISES
706, KAVERI KAUSTUBH KAKRETHA, SIKANDRA AGRA (UTTAR PRADESH)
PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO
36- SMT BHAGIRATHI DEVI MARG KHANDRI AGRA 282003 UP
Used Since :20/11/2018

DELHI
BELTS, LADIES HAND BAGS, BAGS.
ATUL AGRAWAL

trading as :LEATHER WORLD

D-5, 3 RD FLOOR SANJAY ENCLAVE, UTTAM NAGAR , DELHI-110059.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER;; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
4175588  14/05/2019
MOHAMMAD AZAM ABDUL AZIZ RAYEEN
30/32, Zaianb Building, Shop No. 7, Mohammed Umer Rajjab Road, Madanpura, Mumbai – 400 008
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROSENJIT MONDAL
C block Sector 2, C-44 First Floor, Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and other goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; Luggage and carrying bags; cases; briefcases; carrying cases; trunks; travelling cases; bags; travelling bags; handbags; school bags; shopping bags; sports bags; backpacks; packsacks; wallets; purses; key holders.
MR. KAMAL DEEP SINGH TRADING AS ALDRIK FRAGRANCES.
C-84, SECTOR B-3, UPSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, TRONICA CITY, LONI, GHAZIABAD-201102, U.P.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LADIES AND GENTS PURSES, POCKET Wallets, SADDLE BELTS, LADIES AND GENTS HAND BAGS, CLUTCHES [HANDBAGS], CLUTCHES [PURSES], CARRYING BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, SCHOOL BAGS, GYM BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, BRIEF CASES, SUITCASES, TRAVELLING BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS, TRAVELING SETS (LEATHER WEAR), TRAVELLING TRUNKS AND VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY AND UMBRELLA INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
SAFRINA

4176227  14/05/2019

OSTER KNIT FAB
UDEY COMPLEX, DUGRI ROAD, MODEL TOWN EXTENSION, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB)

PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1814618

DELHI

Articles made from Leather and Imitations of Leather; Skin; Hides; Trunks and Traveling Bags; Umbrellas, Parasols and Walking Sticks; Whips, Harness and Saddlery.
Toobacraft
4176398  14/05/2019
FURRUKH ATEEQ TRADING AS TOOBA HANDICRAFT
12 / 4, Sui Katra, Karwal Para, Agra - 282003, Uttar Pradesh
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Clutches [handbags], Purses, Wallets, Bags.
4176518  14/05/2019
TUFAIL ALAM
V-1/61, BUDH VIHAR, PHASE-1, NITHARI, DELHI-110086.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, TRAVEL BAGS, WALLETs, PURSE, CLUTCHES, HANDBAGS, BACKPACKS, RUCKSACKS, SPORTS BAGS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 ,   08/07/2019           Class 18

4176527   14/05/2019
TARUN KUMAR PROP. OF M/S SATNAM TRADERS
5649, GANDHI MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND REXINE BELTS .
Patanjali Paridhan - Shraddha ka Sansaar

4176829  15/05/2019

Patanjali Paridhan Pvt. Ltd.
Kripalu Bagh, Kankhal, Haridwar, Uttarakhand-249408, India.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3653583, 3885318

DELHI

Leather and imitations of leather and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, ladies and gents purses, pocket wallets, saddle belts, ladies and gents hand bags, clutches [handbags], clutches [purses], carrying bags, sling bags for carrying infants, school bags, gym bags, sports bags, briefcases, suitcases, travelling bags, trolley bags, traveling sets (leather wear), travelling bags.
Patanjali Paridhan - Shuddhata ka darpan

4176840   15/05/2019

PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LADIES AND GENTS PURSES, POCKET WALLETS, SADDLE BELTS, LADIES AND GENTS HAND BAGS, CLUTCHES [HANDBAGS], CLUTCHES [PURSES], CARRYING BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, SCHOOL BAGS, GYM BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, BRIEF CASES, SUITCASES, TRAVELLING BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS, TRAVELING SETS (LEATHER WEAR), TRAVELLING BAGS.
ANIL KUMAR YADAV
H.NO. 278/2 SAINIK ENCLAVE, SECTOR-1, MOHAN GARDEN, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; INCLUDING LAPTOP BAGS, BACKPACK BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
4177110  15/05/2019
GAV ENTERPRISES
VIVEK PARTAP SINGH & AMIT PARTAP SINGH
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BRIEF CASE, SUIT CASE, TRAVELING BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, CASUAL BAGS, HAND BAGS, AIR BAGS, LADIES BAGS INCLUDED IN CLASS-18.
AMROH

4177262   15/05/2019

SANTOSH AMAR ROHRA
NO.215,PINKY PANORAMA CHS LTD, 6TH ROAD, OPP GURU GANGESHWAR MARG,KHAR WEST, MUMBAI,MUMBAI
SUBURBAN,KHAR DELIVERY, MAHARASHTRA-400052

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking
sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4177518  15/05/2019
M/S. RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4th Floor, ‘Infiniti’, Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri, (West), Mumbai – 400 053
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098
Used Since :14/01/2019

MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4177810    15/05/2019

TUBA N CO., LTD
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Republic of Korea.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Shoulder belts of leather; Boxes made of leather; Umbrellas; Bags; Children's bags; Clothing for pet dog; Travelling trunks; Key cases; Sling bags for carrying infants; School bags; Handbags; Vanity cases, not fitted.
M/S ABHEDYA BUSINESS VENTURES,
NEAR SURI PETROL PUMP STREET, ROHTAK ROAD, OPP. WEST RAM NAGAR DHARAMSHALA, SONIPAT-131001,
HARYANA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS;
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
SGSBAGS
4178047  16/05/2019
VANDANA JAIN PROPRIETOR OF M/S. ARIHANT BAG HOUSE
H. NO. 80, OLD HOUSING BOAND COLONY BHIWANI, HARYANA PIN-127021
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, HAND BAGS, SPORT BAGS TRAVELLING BAGS, PITHOO BAGS, FILE BAGS, CARFRY-ON-BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, GARMENT BAGS, WAIST BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, SUITCASE, BRIEFCASE, VANITY CASE,, TRUNKS, UMBRELLAS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY, LEATHER BELTS, PURSES, WALLETS, ATTACHECASES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 18.
EarthX

4178269  16/05/2019
BREWING HAPPINESS PRIVATE LIMITED
A 1401, SALARPURIA SATTVA GOLD SUMMIT, KUVEMPU LAYOUT, HENNUR BAGALUR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560077
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 18

4178392 16/05/2019
AJEET SINGH S/O. SH. JAI SINGH
NARHAR CHIRAWA, JHUNJHUNU (RAJASTHAN)
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Wallets, Bags, Luggage and carrying bags, Leather and imitations of leather Umbrellas and parasols in class 18.
SKIVE

4179170  17/05/2019
LEATHER HUB EXPORTS
D2/424, SHIV DURGA VIHAR, LAKKARPUR, NEAR CHARMWOOD VILLAGE, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121009
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
A-98, Lower Ground Floor, Chittaranjan Park, Near Greater Kailash Metro Station, New Delhi-110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 18

4179770 20/05/2019
S.JAYALAKSHMI, PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. SASTHA LEATHER CRAFTS
NO.131B, TNEB COLONY, MENAMBEDU, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI – 600053, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
LEATHER, LEATHER HANDBAGS, LEATHER POUCHES, LEATHER CASES, LEATHER BRIEFCASES, LEATHER BOXES,
LEATHER STRAPS, LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER BAGS, SUITCASES AND WALLETS, LEATHER FOR FURNITURE,
CREDIT CARD CASES AND HOLDERS [LEATHERWARE], DOCUMENT CASES, LEATHER CASES FOR KEYS, LEATHER
FOR SHOES, LEATHER SHOULDER BELTS, TRAVELLING SETS [LEATHERWARE]
4180023    20/05/2019
SHANGHAI BEST CAPITAL SHOES CO., LTD
Room 1101, No, 1218, YongSheng Road, Malu Town, Jiading District, Shanghai, China
A company organized and existing under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P VIJAYA SUDHA
1901/4, 10TH CROSS WEST STREET, GNANAM NAGAR, MARIAMMAN KOIL POST, THANJAVUR, 613501

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
travelling bags, bags, walking sticks, umbrellas, fur, school bags, pocket wallets, trunks [luggage], haversacks, key cases, rucksacks, bags for sports, mountaineering sticks, valises, tool bags, empty, game bags [hunting accessories], labels of leather, parasols, hiking sticks, garment bags for travel
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019

Class 18

EDDY FASHION PRIVATE LIMITED.
315, 1ST FLOOR, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES, LADIES AND GENTS PURSES, POCKET WALLETS, SADDLE BELTS, LADIES AND GENTS HAND BAGS,
CLUTCHES [HANDBAGS], CLUTCHES [PURSES], CARRYING BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, SCHOOL
BAGS, GYM BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, BRIEF CASES, SUITCASES, TRAVELLING BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS, TRAVELING SETS
(LEATHER WEAR), TRAVELLING TRUNKS AND VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY AND UMBRELLA INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
4181258  20/05/2019
PRODUCTION COMPLIANCE CORPORATION
ROOM NO.63, WINING CENTRE, NO.29, TAI YAU STREET, SAN PO KONG, HONG KONG
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
4181388  20/05/2019
FRENCO ENTERPRISES OPC PVT LTD
E-32, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI, 110092
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
MOHD FAISAL NADEEM SOLE PROPRIETOR OF FEDRA
12-2-37/B/31, ZEBA BAGH, ASIF NAGAR, MEHDIPATNAM, HYDERABAD-500028 TELANGANA.
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4181475  20/05/2019
MANYA LALWANI SOLE PROPRIETOR OF BIGBANG OVERSEAS
IIND FLOOR, 224, BLOCK-BH, EAST SHALIMAR BAGH, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI - 110088
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
School bags, Travelling bags, Backpacks, Kit bags, Sports bags, Shopping bags, Duffle bags, Tool bags, empty, Toilet bags, Wallets, Purses, Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
GOOD FRIENDS

4183037  22/05/2019

MR. MOHAMMED ASHRAF SHAIKH
NO. 23-6-625, GOWLPURA, CHARMINAR, NEAR MILL KA DAIRA, HYDERABAD - 500065, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3798254

CHENNAI

ATTACHÉ CASES; BAGS FOR CLIMBERS; BAGS FOR CAMPERS; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING / ENVELOPES, OF LEATHER, 5/8/2019 2/2 FOR PACKAGING / POUCHES, OF LEATHER, FOR PACKAGING; BAGS FOR SPORTS; BAGS; BEACH BAGS; BRIEFCASES; BUSINESS CARD CASES; CREDIT CARD CASES [WALLETS]; CURRIED SKINS; FRAMES FOR UMBRELLAS OR PARASOLS; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF LEATHER; GAME BAGS [HUNTING ACCESSORIES]; GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; HANDBAG FRAMES; HANDBAGS; HAT BOXES OF LEATHER; IMITATION LEATHER; KEY CASES; LEATHER, UNWORKED OR SEMIWORKED; LEATHER TWIST / LEATHER THREAD; MOLESKIN [IMITATION OF LEATHER]; NET BAGS FOR SHOPPING; NOSE BAGS [FEED BAGS]; PADS FOR HORSE SADDLES; PARASOLS; POCKET WALLETS; POUCH BABY CARRIERS; PURSES; SCHOOL BAGS / SCHOOL SATCHELS; SHOPPING BAGS; SUITCASE HANDLES; SUITCASES; TOOL BAGS OF LEATHER, EMPTY; TRAVELLING TRUNKS; TRAVELLING SETS [LEATHERWARE]; TRIMMINGS OF LEATHER FOR FURNITURE / LEATHER TRIMMINGS FOR FURNITURE; TRUNKS [LUGGAGE]; UMBRELLA RINGS; UMBRELLA STICKS; UMBRELLA COVERS; UMBRELLA HANDLES; UMBRELLAS; VANITY CASES, NOT FITTED; WALKING STICK SEATS; WALKING STICK HANDLES / WALKING CANE HANDLES; WHEELED SHOPPING BAGS; WHIPS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019, Class 18

4183416  22/05/2019

MR. SAGAR AMAR AHUJA
Shamrao Nagar, Mahsul Colony, Line No.2, Opposite Shravani Cold Storage, Sangli-416416
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRAVELLING BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, AIR BAG, DUFFALS BAGS, PURSES, ONE SIDE BAG, GYM BAG, WALLETs, LETHAR OFFICE BAGS & BACKPACK
4184220  22/05/2019
OMAX WATCHES INDIA PVT. LTD.
G-46, STARCITY MALL, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110091
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery
TROY

2810794    17/09/2014
SHIV SAGAR WOOD PRODUCTS PVT LTD
S-23, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.D. & ASSOCIATES
4/5039, NETAJI SUBHASH MARG, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since 01/04/2014

DELHI
PLYWOOD & BLOCK BOARDS, WOODEN FLUSH DOORS, SHUTTERING PLY, PANEL DOORS, DECORATIVE PLY, WINDOWS, FRAMES AND SEASONED WOOD, VENEERS, TIMBER, WOOD PRODUCTS.
WUDCROWN

2834240  30/10/2014

SH. RAJINDER KUMAR

trading as ;KWALITY VENEER PRODUCTS

VILL. GHAMOUR, TEHSIL. BALACHOUR, DISTT. NAWANSHAR (PUNJAB)

MANUFACTURERS , MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

HANDA ASSOCIATES

G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & LAMINATED PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF BOARD & SHEETS, LAMINATED BOARD & SHEETS , PAPER BASED DECORATIVE LAMINATE SHEETS, MICA, DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEETS, FLUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOULDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTRING PLY,PENAL DOORS, VEEHERS, TEAK PLY WOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD & TIMBER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
KINGDOM

2906498    20/02/2015
FSD FAMILY HOME LLP
trading as ; AGGARWAL WOOD WORKS
Associate House, 85-A, Victoria Road, Sant Savta Marg, Mustafa Bazar, Byculla, Mumbai-400 010
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
: KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP,
74-F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI 400 018
Used Since : 11/04/2010

DELHI

DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK PLY, DECORATIVE PLY, FLUSH DOORS, PARTICLE
BOARDS, LAMINATION BOARDS & SUNMICA.
Fashion - Designer's Delight

3013725   21/07/2015

ANKUR AGARWAL
C-8, Sec 26, Noida, U.P. 201301
Manufacturers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Plywood, decorative plywood (veneer), board; doors; building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
3018369  27/07/2015
VERTEX CEMENTS (P) LTD.
PRASHANTI NILAYAM, H. NO. 1-89/2/244, PLOT NO. 244, KAVURI HILLS, PHASE II, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD-500 081,
ANDHRA PRADESH.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

3018367
CHENNAI
CEMENT
3020045  30/07/2015

EVEREST INDUSTRIES LIMITED
D-206, Sector-63, Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913 AND A COMPANY WITHIN THE MEANING OF
THE SAID TERM UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
S-145, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I NEW DELHI-110048

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
4856, 4859, 320784, 1406036, 1539990, 1668532, 1668533, 1668535, 1707375, 2678806, 3020044

DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON METALLIC) INCLUDING FIBRE CEMENT BOARDS; NON METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR
BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD HARDY
BOARDS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION
NO.:4856,4859,320784,1406036,1539990,1668532,1668533,1668535,1707375,2678806,3020044.
3142862  30/12/2015

ABDUL AZEEZ
trading as ;NAVRANG DOORS
IX/153B, VENGOLA PO, CHELAKULAM, COCHIN, 683556 KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. GANAPATHEESWARAN
NO. 7/2, 1ST FLOOR, MEHTHA HOUSE, KONDI CHERTY STREET, CHENNAI-600001

Used Since : 10/06/2007

CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALIC) DOORS, DOOR SHUTTERS, DOOR FRAMES, DOOR PANELS
3161213  18/01/2016
JIGNESH BACHUBHAI LUHAR
trading as ;M/S. SWASTIK GRC AND FRP COMPONANTS
23, MANGALYA COMPLEX, NEAR ANJALI CROSS ROAD, BHATTA, PALDI, AHMEDABAD-380 007, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/08/2010
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING MATERIALS, CONCRETE, GLASSFIBRE REINFORCED CONCRETE (GRC) PRODUCTS AND MATERIAL, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, MONUMENTS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
3165302  22/01/2016
TERRA FIRMA INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
K-39 CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
S-145, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since :03/09/2015
DELHI
NON-METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDING MATERIALS SUCH AS STONE, CEMENT AND MARBLE.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM “INTERNATIONAL”.
3210138  14/03/2016
KAJARIA CERAMICS LIMITED
J-I/B-1 ( Extn), Mohan Co-op. Industrial Estate, Mathura Road, NewDelhi-110 044.
Manufacturer and Merchant
(A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :01/03/2016
To be associated with:
1685739, 2197687
DELHI
Digital glazed vitrified tiles, wall and floor tiles (not of metal); borders made of tiles; building and instruction material; ceilings not of metal; floorboards, floor; wall and floor linings, wooden floorings; stones of all kind.
3219785  26/03/2016
RAJESH KUMAR
trading as ;M/S. SHIV SHAKTI PLYWOOD
SHREE VENKATESHWAR FLOOR MILLS LTD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, AISHBAGH, LUCKNOW, U.P.-226004
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :15/03/2016
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD AND WOODEN FLUSH DOOR
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "WOOD".
WALL LIFE

3221848   29/03/2016

MR. TARVINDER SINGH

trading as ;M/S. LUMBER LIFE

12-13/5, CHOWK QUTUB ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006

Manufacturer and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since :12/09/2014

DELHI

BUILDING MATERIAL FOR INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR APPLICATION, IN PARTICULAR PLASTIC BOARDS, AND LAMINATED PLASTIC BOARDS AS WALL AND FURNITURE SURFACING AS WELL AS FOR WALL COVERING AND WALL PANELLING, WOODEN BOARDS, FIBERBOARDS WITH UPGRADED SURFACES
THERMOWOOD
3230540 07/04/2016
MR. TARVINDER SINGH
trading as ;M/S. LUMBER LIFE
12-13/5, CHOWK QUTUB ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
Manufacturer and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO-11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :12/04/2013

DELHI
Building and construction materials and elements, not of metal; doors, gates, windows and window coverings, not of metal; structures and transportable buildings, not of metal; transportable buildings of timber; non-metallic cladding board; non-metallic cladding for facades; floors, not of metal; building timber; wood, semi-worked; building components of wood; wood; joinery products of timber for use in buildings
EURONICS INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
567, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-V, GURGAON-16, HARYANA.
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M LEGAL
E-5A HAUZ KHAS MARKET NEW DELHI-110016

Proposed to be Used
DELI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
3236433  15/04/2016
EMERGE GLASS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
2E/7, JHANDEWALAN EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110055
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since: 22/12/2015
DELHI
BUILDING GLASS, COLORED & COMMON SHEET GLASS, DECORATIVE GLASS, FIGURED PLATE GLASS, GLASS PANELS & GLASS PANES, WINDOW GLASS FOR BUILDING IN CLASS-19
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., "glass" and "MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE".
BIRLA SHAKTI

3237100  18/04/2016

M/S. KANAK PLYWOOD PVT. LTD.
48 KM STONE, DELHI-ROHTAK ROAD, SAMPLA, HARYANA

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI

PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD BOARD AND PLYWOOD BLOCK BOARD
3250771 04/05/2016
NOORUDHEEN.T
trading as; PLYWOOD CENTRE
EDAT-NEAR PAYYANUR COLLEGE STOP, KUNHMANGALAM ROAD, PAYYANUR, KANNUR, KERALA, INDIA-670 327
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA
Used Since: 01/04/2012
CHENNAI
PVC FOAM BOARD.
BELL

3276805  04/06/2016

JITENDRABHAI D. KAILA
PRAKASH SALES AGENCY, OPP OLD BUS STOP, SAVASAR PLOT NO-3, MORBI, DIST: RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
PERSONAL NAME

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CERAMIC TILES, FELDSPAR, SILICA QUARTZ, PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARD, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PRE LAMINATED BOARD, WOODEN DOORSKIN, VEENER, FLUSH DOOR INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
CLASSY

3331937 08/08/2016
DINESH KANTILAL GHODASARA
trading as; DINESH KANTILAL GHODASARA
203, SHRAVANSHETU APPARTMENT, NR. UMIYA CHOWK, RAYAPAR ROAD, MORBI-363641. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUSTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES,
GLAZED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, ROOFING TILES AND BUILDING MATERIAL
INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
KALLIYATH KAIRALI TMT

3337477    15/08/2016

KAIRALI STEELS AND ALLOYS PVT LTD.,
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since :13/06/1995

CHENNAI

Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal, cement
KAIRALI CEMENT

3337489  15/08/2016
KAIRALI STEELS AND ALLOYS PVT LTD.,
Manufacturers and Merchants
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :13/06/1995

CHENNAI
Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal, cement
3384456 08/10/2016
DEVENDRA GALA TRADING AS DESIGN SPACE.
trading as :DESIGN SPACE.
A/603, SNEHDEEP CHSL, OPP SHABARI HOTEL, M.G.ROAD, GOREGAON-WEST, MUMBAI-400 062.
MANUFACTURER OF VENEERS, WOODEN FLOORING, LAMINATES, PLYWOOD, WALLPAPERS, HIGHLIGHTERS.
SINGLE FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUCHITRA SANJAY NAIK
EMP-14-302, EVERSINE MILLENIUM PARADISE, THAKUR VILLAGE, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 101.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER OF VENEERS, WOODEN FLOORING, LAMINATES, PLYWOOD, WALLPAPERS, HIGHLIGHTERS.
3385322  13/10/2016
SHIRDI INDUSTRIES LTD.
A WING, 2ND FLOOR, MHATRE PEN BUILDING, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400028
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 30/08/2016

MUMBAI
LAMINATES (HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES) INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3494259  28/02/2017
BAJRANG LOHIA
BINOD KUMAR GOENKA
G.L.COKE PVT. LTD.
RAHUL LOHIA
trading as ;B.R. METALLICS
12ND FLOOR, LOHIA HOUSE, M.G.ROAD, FANCY BAZAR, GUWAHATI - 781001, ASSAM, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
AAC BLOCKS (BUILDING MATERIAL NON-METALLICS)
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
 THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
ALVINO+
3532770  24/04/2017
SHREE SWASTIK INDUSTRIES
VILL+PO- BARBATT, PS- MUSARIGHARARI, SAMASTIPUR- 848127, BIHAR INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :01/11/2015
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOOR & BLOCK BOARD
3545743    09/05/2017
MR. MANOJ KUMAR TRADING AS RIDHI SIDHI PLASTER
VPO. BARAMSAR, TEH. RAWATSAR, HANUMANGARH RAJASTHAN-335524
FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since : 01/11/2011
AHMEDABAD
PLASTER OF PARIS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
SLIMTILE PVT LIMITED
8, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, SARTANPAR ROAD, WANKANER PINCODE:-363621
THE COMPANY IS INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR Y. PAREKH, ADVOCATE
SF/ 203, ANGAN APARTMENT, OPP. JALARAM MANDIR, NEW SAMA ROAD, VADODARA - 390 008

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUSTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES,
CERAMIC TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, ROOFING TILES, AND BUILDING MATERIAL.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
VELOCITY

3557153  25/05/2017
VEEDECOR INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
1062/N/23, SAHAKARI LATI BAZAR, ZONE-1, JAGANNATHJI ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 022. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1990

AHMEDABAD
DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEET, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, VENEERS AND MARINE PLY INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
LIOLI CERAMICA PRIVATE LIMITED
DIVYAJIVAN SOCIETY, YASHVI OPP. NEW BUS ST. MORVI - 363641
Used Since :22/11/2016

AHMEDABAD
TILES INCLUDING CERAMIC TILES, WALL TILES, DIGITAL WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, PARKING TILES, MARBLE TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL VITRIFIED TILES, GLAZE VITRIFIED TILES, DOUBLE CHARGED VITRIFIED TILES, MULTI CHARGED VITRIFIED TILES, FULL BODY VITRIFIED TILES, POLISHED VITRIFIED TILES, TWIN CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES, THIN TILES, SLAB TILES, THIN TILES PANEL, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES AND ALL OTHER TYPES OF TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
VIR LAMINATE

3568509  12/06/2017

RUSHIL DECOR LIMITED
CORPORATE OFFICE RUSHIL HOUSE NEAR NEELKANTH GREEN BUNGALOW, OFF SINDHU BHAVAN ROAD, SHILAJ, AHMEDABAD - 380058, GUJARAT INDIA

Used Since :24/05/1993

AHMEDABAD

LAMINATED SHEETS, DESIGNER LAMINATED SHEETS, MEDIUM DENSITY FIBERBOARD (M.D.F.) VENEERS, BOARD AND LAMINATES/ LAMINATED BLOCK BOARD, CHIP BOARD, LAMINATED PARTICLE BOARD, LAMINATED HARD BOARD, PANELS AND SHEETS OF ALL KINDS MADE FROM WOOD, WOOD WASTES, SYNTHETIC OR NATURAL RESINS OR COMBINATIONS THEREOF FOR USE IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, FURNITURE MAKING INDUSTRY ETC.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word LAMINATE.
3580691  29/06/2017
JAGDISHCHANDRA HARJIVANDAS PRAJAPATI HUF
trading as ;HARIHAR BRICKS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
49/A, Tulip Bunglows, Near Surdhara Circle, Thaltej, Ahmedabad-380054
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
BRICKS IN CLASS 19.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
JEY BITUMEN

3585337    05/07/2017
MOHD. YASEEN TRADING AS GLOBAL PET CHEM
OFFICE NO-23, KESAR ARCADE, PLOT NO-51, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-8, GANDHI DHAM, KACHCHH (GUJARAT)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since : 01/06/2014

AHMEDABAD

Bitumen & Bitumen Asphalt.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word BITUMEN.
MIHIR PAREKH
SHOP NO.01, PAREKH HOUSE, OPP BUILDING NO.165, NEAR JAIN MANDIR, NAIDU COLONY, PANTNAGAR, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400075, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :18/06/2007

MUMBAI
WOODEN FLOORING INCLUDED IN CLASS 19 FOR SALE IN STATE OF MAHARASHTRA
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3604109  01/08/2017
NATURAL CEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
F-1, BANSI PLAZA, 581, M. G. ROAD, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
A PVT. LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :02/03/2011
MUMBAI
CEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
AMITAVA PAUL
trading as ;SUN PASTING INDUSTRIES
ALIPURDUAR SUPER MARKET,C/O.-POPULAR BRICK FIELD,SAMUKTALA ROAD,CHOWPATHI,P.O.+DIST.ALIPURDUAR,PIN-736121,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :09/04/2011
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOOR, PLY BOARD, BLACK BOARD BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD “GREEN FOREST” ..
3659861  18/10/2017
RAJ KUMAR JALAN
trading as ;APOLLO PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
VILL.NASHIRHAT,P.O.DHANKOILHAT,P.S.KALIYAGANJ,DIST.UTTAR DINAJPUR,PIN-733129,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & EXPORTER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :03/04/2003
KOLKATA
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR & VENEER.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1420811.
3661770  24/10/2017
DINESH VELAJI GANDHI
SHOP NO. 14, GROUND FLOOR, MANUSMURTI BUILDING, G. B. ROAD, DONGARI PADA, THANE (WEST)-400615.
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, LAMINATE, TIMBER, NON-METAL DECORATIVE MOLDINGS, FLOOR BOARDS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GANDHI.
DEFINITE

3686875    24/11/2017
KUNAL ENTERPRISES
5-3-832, Ground Floor, Goshamahal, Hyderabad - 500012, Telangana
Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Plywood
3688263  27/11/2017
RISHI GUPTA
JAWAHAR LAL ROAD, P.S.- MUZAFFARPUR, DIST.- MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR
STANDARD TRADE MARK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SKYLINE.
3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.
Used Since: 19/06/2017
KOLKATA
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NONMETALLIC), NON-METALLIC PIPES FOR BUILDING
3688264   27/11/2017
RISHI GUPTA
JAWAHAR LAL ROAD, P.S.- MUZAFFARPUR, DIST.- MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR
STANDARD TRADE MARK
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SKYLINE.
3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.
Used Since :19/06/2017
KOLKATA
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NONMETALLIC), NON-METALLIC PIPES FOR BUILDING
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORDS “USHA KIRAN”
3719938  05/01/2018
VOONSHOO MARKETING & RETAIL TRADING COMPANY PVT. LTD
Near ITI, Itarsi Road, Sadar, Betul - 460001, Madhya Pradesh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3403279
MUMBAI
Non-metallic building materials, tiles,
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.3403279.
KYUNKI SAWAAL MAKAN NAHI MAKAM KA HAI

3732230    19/01/2018
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Aditya Birla Centre, S.K . Ahire Marg, Worli, Mumbai - 400030
Body Incorporate
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cement
3800761   09/04/2018
SRI KAARPAGA VINAYAGAR CEMENTS PVT. LTD
B-70, EMERALD NAGAR, SIPCOT, RANIPET-632403,VELLORE DISTRICT, TN
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cement, Blended cements, Asbestos cement, Cement base mixture for use in building, Cement based wall coatings, Cement blocks, Mixtures of cement, sand and stone material

3249
AQUATEX

3807965   17/04/2018

AQUASUB ENGINEERING
THUDIYALUR POST, COIMBATORE 641 034
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. DANIEL & GLADYS.
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A BUILDING, 223, N.S.C BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Building materials (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building, asphalt, pitch and bitumen, non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal
3817159    26/04/2018
NARENDRA KUMAR TRADING AS MANGALDEEP MARKETING
# 275 / 8, New Timber Yard Layout, Mysore Road Cross, Bangalore - 560026
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Laminate flooring, not of metal, Glue-laminated wood.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
INDOWUD

3822921 03/05/2018

Mr. B. L. BENGANI
ROOM NO. 205, CITY CENTRE, 2ND FLOOR, 232, PURASAWALKAM HIGH ROAD, KELLYS, CHENNAI - 600 010
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELTA LEGAL SERVICE.
15, OLD NO. 6, 7TH WEST CROSS STREET, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 030.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, DOORS AND DECORATIVE LAMINATES, PARTITIONS (NOT OF METAL), MOULDABLE WOOD PANELING, PLASTIC FLOOR BOARDS, PLASTIC BUILDING BOARDS, SOFFIT BOARDS, WOOD FIBER BOARDS, FIBER BOARDS, PVC FOAM BOARD, WPC SHEETS, BOARDS, DOORS, DOOR FRAME, LUMBER AND WPC PRODUCTS FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DECORATION.
EPSILON CARBON

3823208  03/05/2018
EPSILON CARBON PRIVATE LIMITED
Upadrastha House, 2nd & 3rd Floor, 48, Dr. V. B. Gandhi Marg, Fort, Mumbai- 400023
A company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :23/10/2015

MUMBAI
Coal tar; asphalt, pitch and bitumen
R-FLEX

3826734  07/05/2018

K. RAJESH, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS HI-TECH TUBES COMPANY
NEW NO: 99/2, OLD NO: 211/2, 11TH AVENUE, ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 083
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :20/01/2006

CHENNAI
RIGID PIPES, NOT OF METAL [BUILDING]; PENSTOCK PIPES, NOT OF METAL; DRAIN PIPES, NOT OF METAL;
BRANCHING PIPES, NOT OF METAL; GUTTER PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPE
VALVES, NOT OF METAL OR PLASTIC
IDEAS THAT STAY WITH YOU

3830339   11/05/2018
PURANIK BUILDERS PVT. LTD.
PURANIK ONE, KANCHAN PUSHP, G.B.ROAD, KAVESAR, THANE (WEST)-400615.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NONMETALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NONMETALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
3838164   20/05/2018
PULSE GLOBAL EXIM
NO.1/191-B, CHEYUR MAIN ROAD, SEMBIYANALLUR, AVINASHI - 641 654, TIRUPUR DIST, TAMILNADU.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
GLASS DOORS, WOODEN DOORS, WOODEN DOOR FRAMES, PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD BOARDS, GLUE LAMINATED
WOOD, BUILDING TIMBER, SAWN TIMBER, CONSTRUCTION TIMBER, ROUGH SAWN TIMBER, GLASS FOR BUILDING,
BLACK BOARDS AND VENEERS.
3841309  23/05/2018
DANUBE BUILDMART PVT LTD
601, BLUE BIRD, B-WING, SHERLEY RAJAN ROAD, BANDRA (W) MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA-400050, INDIA

Used Since : 12/11/2014
MUMBAI
modular sign panels of non-metallic materials [non-luminous, non-mechanical], slates for wall cladding, slates for cladding roofs, slates for cladding walls, blockboard, chipboard, wood chipboard, chipboard sheets, chipboard panels, laminated chipboard, veneered chipboard, plywood board, gypsum board, plywood boards, hardwood boards, wood boards, wood fibre boards, wooden floor boards, ceramic ceiling tiles, gypsum ceiling tiles, plastic ceiling tiles, ceramic tiles for walls, floors and ceilings, plywood boards, wood core plywood, plywood sheets, plywood for building, shaped timber, timber panels, timber laminates, structural timber, split timber, worked timber, timber for building, timber building boards, partly processed timber, flooring underlayment, wood flooring, flooring underlay, flooring underlays, laminate flooring, vinyl flooring, wood tile flooring, parquet wood flooring, flooring (non-metallic -), hardwood flooring, wooden flooring, bamboo flooring, vinyl tile flooring, vinyl plank flooring, tile flooring, not of metal, ceramic tiles for flooring of building, ceramic tiles for flooring and facing, ceramic tiles for flooring and lining, flooring or wall claddings of synthetic materials, laminates of non-metallic materials for use in building, wood laminates, timber laminates, plywood boards, wood core plywood, plywood sheets, plywood for building, slates for wall cladding, slates for cladding roofs, slates for cladding walls, fireproof tiles, fireproof bricks, fire-resistant wood, fire resisting wood, wooden vanes, parquet wood flooring; laminated parquet floorboards; parquet flooring; parquet floorboards; Tiles, Paver tiles, Wooden tiles, Fireproof tiles, Glass tiles, Paving tiles, Ceramic tiles, Pavement tiles, Ceramic ceiling tiles, Plastic roof tiles, Plastic roofing tiles, Plastic floor tiles, Gypsum roof tiles, Gypsum roofing tiles, Clay floor tiles, Mosaic floor tiles, Plastic wall tiles, Gypsum floor tiles, Gypsum ceiling tiles, Earthenware floor tiles, Earthenware roof tiles, Earthenware roof tiles, Earthenware wall tiles, Glass wall tiles, Glass floor tiles, Fireproof floor tiles, Fireproof roofing tiles, Fireproof roof tiles, Fireproof wall tiles, Ceramic roof tiles, Clay roof tiles, Tiles of glass, Ceramic roofing tiles, Ceramic wall tiles, Ceramic floor tiles, Stone roofing tiles, Non-metal tiles, Tiles of marble, Tiles of porcelain, Roofing tiles of plastic, Wall tiles of plastic, Ceiling tiles of plastic, Wall tiles of glass, Flooring tiles of glass, Non-metallic floor tiles, Wall panels (Non-metallic -); Non-metal roofing panels
BONDCOAT

3844520  26/05/2018
PRAMOD PATHAK
302B, matoshree park cooperative society ltd, bhandup village, bhandup east, mumbai-400042
construction chemicals, paints
proprietor of Multichem Industries
Used Since :01/02/2011
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN,
MONUMENTS NOT OF METAL AND ALLIED GOODS AND SIMILAR PREPARATION USING INGREDIENTS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 19
DURAMATE

3858467   13/06/2018
VICAT, SOCIETE ANONYMC
TOUR MANHATTAN, 6, PLACE DE L’IRIS, 92095 PARIS, LA DEFENSE CEDEX FRANCE
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF FRANCE)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CEMENT, BUILDING MATERIALS, NOT OF METAL, BUSTS OF STONE, CONCRETE OR MARBLE, CEMENT COATINGS
(FIREPROOF --- ), CEMENT POSTS, CEMENT SLABS, CONCRETE, CONCRETE BUILDING ELEMENTS, CONCRETE
(SHUTTERING, NOT OF METAL, FOR --- ), CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS, NOT OF METAL, FLOOR TILES, NOT OF METAL,
FLOORS, NOT OF METAL, PANELS (BUILDING --- ) NOT OF METAL, PAVING BLOCKS, NOT OF METAL, PAVING SLABS,
NOT OF METAL, PLATFORMS, PREFABRICATED, NOT OF METAL, SLABS (CEMENT --- ), SLAG [BUILDING MATERIAL],
WALL CLADDINGS, NOT OF METAL, FOR BUILDING, WALL LININGS, NOT OF METAL, FOR BUILDING, TILES, NOT OF
METAL, FOR BUILDING, WINDOW FRAMES, NOT OF METAL, WORKS OF ART OF STONE, CONCRETE OR MARBLE, NON-
METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS;
MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
3865819    20/06/2018
RAGHUVANSHI HOME MART
1/352-A, Channasandra Main Rd, Near Vinayaka Temple, Channasandra,, Whitefield, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560067.
tm-01
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Plywood; Timber; Veneers; Fibre Board, Plain And Pre-Laminated Particle Board, Pre-Laminated Plywood; Panels And Paneling; Block Board; Composite Panels, Wall And Partition Boards, Panel Boards, Plain And Pre-Laminated Fibre Boards; Pvc Foam Boards; Decorative Laminate; Panel Doors, Flush Door; Timbers, Wooden Floorings
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Karnataka.
3878340   04/07/2018
SAGA INFRA SOLUTIONS
631 / 118, 9th Main, Rajajinagar, 3rd Stage, Bangalore
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Gypsum, Plaster.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
SRI BALAJI LAMIATES
NO.5, V. NAGANAHALLI, T. NAGAR, POST. BANGALORE-560039. KARNATAKA-INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

**Proposed to be Used**

**CHENNAI**

PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SHUTTERING PLYWOODS, COMPREG PLY, DENSIFIED WOOD LAMINATES, PRELAM, HARD BOARD, SOFT BOARD, AND LAMINATED BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
MOHAMMED RAFFEQ UNNEENHAJIKALLUYIL
FATHIMA MAHAL, ALAKKAPARAMBU, VALIYA PARAMBA PO, MALAPPURAM 673637, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAS PARTNERS
INDIRA DEVI COMPLEX, II FLOOR, NO.20, GOPALAKRISHNA STREET, PONDY BAZAR, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURE OF ALL GRADE AND TYPES OF CEMENTS, CEMENT PRODUCTS AND ALL TYPE OF MATERIALS FOR MANUFACTURE OF CEMENT.

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
GREEN TECH

3902309    30/07/2018
R. SHANTHALAKSHMI, SOLE PROPRIETRIX, TRADING AS SHANTHALAKSHMI INDUSTRIES
48, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DINDIGUL-624 003, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/07/2018

CHENNAI
RIGID PIPES, NOT OF METAL [BUILDING]; PENSTOCK PIPES, NOT OF METAL; DRAIN PIPES, NOT OF METAL;
BRANCHING PIPES, NOT OF METAL; GUTTER PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPES, NOT OF METAL; WATER-PIPE
VALVES, NOT OF METAL OR PLASTIC
3977971  19/10/2018
MOHAMED ASHIQUE
116 ANTHIYUR ROAD BAHAVANI ERODE, BHAVANI, ERODE - 638301
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Building materials [non-metallic]; Non-metallic rigid pipes for building; Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; Non-metallic transportable buildings; Monuments, not of metal
CONCRESEAL PLASTERING

3986693    30/10/2018
DRIZORO, S.A.U.
c/ Primavera, 50-52 - Parque Industrial Las Monjas, 28850 Torrejón de Ardoz, Madrid, SPAIN
a company organized and existing under the laws of Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Building materials; cement-based mortar for levelling, finishing and protection of concrete, pre-cast elements and masonry
EMAMI CEMENT LIMITED
Acropolis, 15th Floor, 1858/1, Rajdanga Main Road, Kasha, Kolkata - 700 107, West Bengal, India.
An Indian company

**Address for service in India/Agents address:**
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

*Used Since:* 26/09/2018

**KOLKATA**
Cement and building materials, non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal, Gypsum, Lime, Limestone, Clinker and byproducts, Pipes, Poles, Asbestos Sheets, Blocks and Tiles
VOLTO

4016169  04/12/2018

KHIMJI VALJI PATEL
Patel Vadi, New Tilak Road, Ahmednagar
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH KHURANA
1306, SECTOR-17, URBAN ESTATE, JAGADHRI, YAMUNA NAGAR

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

NIKHIL B. PATEL & BHANJIBHAI K. PATEL PARTNERS OF APEX LAMINATES
17,18, SWAGAT PLAZA-2, B/H. CARZSPA, ISCON-BOPAL ROAD, AMBLI, AHMEDABAD-380056. GUJARAT-INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Acquaintances address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paladi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SHUTTERING PLYWOODS, COMPREG PLY, DENSIFIED WOOD LAMINATES, PRELAM, HARD BOARD, SOFT BOARD, AND LAMINATED BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
4169198 07/05/2019
ABHINAV SANGHVI
trading as ;ALPHA PLY WOOD
SHOP NO .1 AND 2, LAKE VIEW CO.OP.HSG.SOCIETY, BHABOLA NAKA, BANGLI ROAD, VASAI (WEST) DIST. PALGHAR-401201.
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURE OF PLYWOOD
R P JEWEL

4169779  07/05/2019

R.P. WOOD PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NAYA BAZAR, AJMER RAJASTHAN

Private limited company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :05/07/2017

To be associated with:
1176445

AHMEDABAD

PLY WOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, LAMINATED SHEET IN CLASS-19.
Emross

4170134  08/05/2019

BAGWAN DASTAGIR GULAB
Shop No. 3, 4, 5 Uproar Tower, Sangli Road, Ichalkaranji, Dist. Kolhapur - 416115

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Plywood, Wooden doors; Shuttering, not of metal, for concrete.
ROSEBURG

4170857  08/05/2019
PRIME WOODTECH LLP
PRIME WOODTECH LLP, OPP GURUDWARA, KALGIDHAR SAHAB, G.T. ROAD, KHANNA- 141401
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
building materials [non-metallic] non-metallic rigid pipes for building asphalt, pitch and bitumen non-metallic transportable buildings monuments, not of metal in class 19
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 19

VIPUL V. PATEL
39/D, JVS COMATSCO INDUSTRIES, J.N. ROAD, GULTEKDI, PUNE-411037, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAKHIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS [NON-METALLIC]; NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019  Class 19

VIPUL V. PATEL
39/D, JVS COMATSCO INDUSTRIES, J.N. ROAD, GULTEKDI, PUNE-411037, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAKHJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS [NON-METALLIC]; NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
HIDESIGN

4172111  09/05/2019
GARJANA ENTERPRISES LLP
F-19, Road No. 2, Vishvakarma Industrial Area, Jaipur Rajasthan 302013
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD,BLOCK BOARD,FLUSH DOOR COVERED UNDER CLASS 19
ANUJ KUMAR GARG  
12, GYAN LOK, HAPUR-245101, (U.P.)  
INDIVIDUAL  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES  
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Plywood, blockboard, wooden doors, laminated wood, laminate flooring, plywood boards, laminates (non-metallic), wooden door frames, wooden flooring, non-metallic wall panels, plastic ceiling tiles, wall cladding (non-metallic), wooden decking boards, synthetic flooring materials or wall-claddings and rubber flooring
BIRLA HIL PUTTY Bring colours to life on your walls

4172889  10/05/2019
HIL LIMITED.
trading as ;HIL LIMITED.
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO.133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD TELANGANA, INDIA-500032.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3548722, 3548724, 3548726, 3563338, 3563342, 3563346, 3563355

CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, NON-METALLIC, NON METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS.
4173669    11/05/2019  
BHAWEKS NARULA  
S/O SATISH KUMAR NARULA, RAMPUR ROAD, SAMTA ASHRAM GALLI, HALDWANI  
PROPRIETOR  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
CS MANOJ KUMAR AGARWAL  
M-9 BDA COLONY, TIBRINATH COMPLEX, BAREILLY  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
DEALS IN LAMINATED SHEETS, WOODEN FLOORING, WOODEN PANELLING, CEMENT FIBRE BOARDS, GYPSUM BOARDS, WOOD ADHESIVE, MEMBRANE DOORS, FLUSH DOORS, MOULDED DOORS, MOULDING, BIDDINGS, MARGINS, WPC AND PVC BOARDS, EDGE BENDING TAPES, NATURAL TEAK AND VEENERS, MDF, PLYWOOD.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 19

4173801 11/05/2019
SHREEJI DISTRIBUTORS
15, Gangadhar Babu Lane, Kolkata 700012, West Bengal, India.
An Indian Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Door frames of metal / door casings of metal, door panels, not of metal, building timber / lumber, manufactured timber, sawn timber, luminous paving blocks, paving blocks, not of metal, diving boards, not of metal, duckboards, not of metal, paperboard for building / building cardboard, parquet floor boards, wood pulp board for building, veneer wood, wood veneers / veneers, wood for making household utensils, plywood, bitumen paper for building, building paper
VANESA
4174123   11/05/2019
VANESA CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
18, PUSA ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, DELHI-110005
An Indian Company registered under The Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; transportable buildings, not of metal; monuments, not of metal.
NISOPROOF WINDOW SAFETY CO. LTD
G-G-5, CONNAUGHT AVENUE, NO. 38, JALAN 9, TAMAN BUKIT CHERAS, 56000 KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
A Limited Liability Company incorporated under the laws of Malaysia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Door panels, not of metal; Windows of laminated safety glass for buildings; Safety glass
4175203  13/05/2019
RAJINDER KUMAR
LIVSURE INDUSTRIES, RAMDITTA-KHOKHAR ROAD, VILL. RAMDITTAWALA, MANSA, PUNJAB-151505
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BOARDS, DOORS AND WINDOWS FRAMES, PANEL, TIMBER, VENEERS, PVC BOARDS & SHEETS, LAMINATE SHEET, PVC & PLYWOOD ACCESSORIES, WOOD.
SAFRINA
4176228  14/05/2019
OSTER KNIT FAB
UDEY COMPLEX, DUGRI ROAD, MODEL TOWN EXTENSION, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1814619

DELHI
Building Materials, Natural and Artificial Stone, Cement, Lime, Mortar, Plaster and Gravel; Road Making Material, Asphalt, Pitch and Bitumen, Plywood, Block Boards, Laminates, Laminated Boards and Decorative Ply.
4176458   14/05/2019
AKSHAR PLY & HARDWARE
GIDC PLOT NO. K 34 35 SHANALA ROAD VILLAGE MORBI TA MORBI DIST RAJKOT 363641
PLY WOOD, HARDWARE AND ALL BUILDING MATERIALS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ALL TYPES OF PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SHUTTERING PLYWOODS, COMPREG PLY, DENSIFIED WOOD LAMINATES, PRELAM, HARD BOARD, SOFT BOARD, AND LAMINATED BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
4176463    14/05/2019
GABON SERAMIK PRIVATE LIMITED
301, THIRD FLOOR, ‘D’ BLOCK, GANESH MAREDIAN, OPP. AMIRAJ PARTY PLOT, NEAR GUJARAT HIGH COURT, S.G. HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD – 380060, GUJARAT - INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/02/2003
To be associated with:
1163931, 1509555, 1730928, 2167496
AHMEDABAD
ALL KIND OF CERAMIC TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
FIREBIRD

4176494  14/05/2019

SHASHI MOHAN AGRAWAL PROPRIETOR OF SUNRISE ENTERPRISES
K20/222, Rajmandir, Varanasi-221001
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Accts agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Plywood, Plywood Boards, Blockboards, Wooden Doors, Wood Blocks, Particle Board, Glue-Laminated Wood, Laminate (not of metal), Laminate Flooring (not of metal) Timber Laminates, Sunmica & Veneers
DEEPAK SOMANI
3 somani sadan aditya marg ,kota ,RAJASTHAN-324006
Trading As DEEPAK PLYWOOD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI , PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Plywood,Wood boards,Laminated wood,Veneer wood
DJT

4177606   15/05/2019

CHAMKOR SINGH PROPRIETOR OF "DEEP JATTANA TILES INDUSTRY"
VILLAGE BHAWA, TEHSIL BUDHLADA DISTT MANSA- 151501, PUNJAB

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TILES, NOT OF METAL
RecoMattress

4177844  15/05/2019
REINFORCED EARTH INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
E-11, B-1 EXTENSION, MOHAN CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110044.
A Private Limited Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLA LAW OFFICES
C-129, Second Floor, Lajpat Nagar-I, New Delhi -110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Erosion control mats; Mats (Non-metallic-) for the protection of slopes against erosion; Earth retaining structures (Non-metallic-); Filling cement; Stones used to retain embankments; Blocks made of concrete for river bank protection; Reinforcing mesh for construction purposes.
4177904  16/05/2019
SHAMBHKUMAR DAMODAR VYAS
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
VENNEERED BOARD, PLAIN PARTICLE BOARD, MEDIUM DENSITY FIBREBOARD (MDF), HIGH DENSITY FIBREBOARD, PLYWOOD, LAMINATED PLYWOOD, VENEER, NATURAL VENEER, VENEER SHEET, VENEERED PLY, VENEER PANEL, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE VENEER, BLOCK BOARD, DOOR, FLUSH DOOR, VENEERED DOORS, LAMINATED DOOR
4178043   16/05/2019
T. T. S. CEMENTS.
D-II, SIDHAWAN INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAMPUR, JAUNPUR, PIN-222203, UTTARPRADESH.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2010
DELHI
CEMENTS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
4178171  16/05/2019
DOME ENTERTAINMENT PVT LTD
Eldora Apartments, Juhu Church Road, Juhu, Mumbai – 400 049
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :28/10/2014
MUMBAI
Building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal
Bhumia Green Bricks

4179063  17/05/2019

SUNIL KUMAR
Sabu Ram Ram Chand, 36 - A, Anaj Mandi, Bhuna T/S, Fatehabad, Haryana(125111)

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/09/2017

DELHI
Bricks, Fired bricks, Concrete bricks.
GYPEX

4179530  16/05/2019

JENISH DHANJIBHAI PATEL
Bungalow 27, Vanita Park Society, Behind Ashirwad Palace, Bhatar Char Rasta, Surat – 395007.

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Cement, Gypsum and goods made from these materials; Gypsum plasterboard; Gypsum tiles; Gypsum wallboards; Gypsum floor tiles; Gypsum ceiling tiles; Gypsum wall tiles; Gypsum roof tiles; Gypsum roofing tiles; Gypsum plaster baseboards; Gypsum [building material]; Concrete Block and Brick; Concrete Building Elements; Building Materials (Non – Metallic); Stone; Rigid Pipes of Building; Clay, Plaster; Adhesive mortar for building purposes; Expansion Joints of Non-Metallic Materials for Use in Building and Construction; as included in Class – 19.
4179731  20/05/2019
PEGASUS PANELS PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO.102, GOLDEN ARCADE, PLOT NO. 141/142, SECTOR 8, GANDHIDHAM, GUJARAT - 370201, INDIA
REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, FACING PANELS OF PLYWOOD, BOARDS (NON-METALLIC), TIMBER, DOOR, LAMINATES (NON-METALLIC),
HPL (HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES); GATES (NOT OF METAL), WOODEN FLOORING.
Sarju Gold
4179856   17/05/2019
PRAFULLA KUMAR SHARMA
S/O Sarju Sharma, At Magurgadia, Kendujhar , Kendujhar , Madhapur, Orissa- 758001
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
plywood
4180140  20/05/2019
NIKHIL GUPTA
215/296/4, SUBHASH MARG, RADHIKA DEVI DHARAMHALA, RANIGANJ, RAJENDER NAGAR, BAKSHI KA TALAB, LUCKNOW-226004
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIMPI JAIN
House No.2, 2nd floor, Pocket 14, Sector 24, Rohini Delhi-110085
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Plywood, Laminate and Glue
4180202  20/05/2019

NISHAD KIZHAKKE VALAPPIL
KIZHAKKE VALAPPIL HOUSE, KACHERIPPARA, AZHIKODE, KANNUR, KERALA, 670009
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHIYARA, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673004

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD; WOOD, SEMI-WORKED; DOORS NOT OF METAL; DOOR FRAMES NOT OF METAL; WINDOW FRAMES NOT OF METAL; LUMBER; BUILDING TIMBER; VENEERS; BUILDING MATERIALS NOT OF METAL
NIYAZ AHAMED AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF PRINCE MARBLES
COLLEGE ROAD, NEAR RAMA MANDIR, MADIKERI - 571201, DIST : KODAGU [COORG], KARNATAKA. INDIA.
NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

IN RESPECT OF WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUSTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES,
GLAZED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, ROOFING TILES AND BUILDING MATERIALS
INCLUDED IN CLASS -19
Rawia Stone

4180441  20/05/2019
RAWIA INTERNATIONAL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
112/A, Rizvi Chamber, Jain Mandir Marg, Hill Road, Bandra (West) Mumbai-400050, Maharashtra
A company incorporated under Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INVICTUS IP
62, 2nd Floor, Raghuleela Arcade, Sector 30A, Opp Vashi Station, Vashi, Navi Mumbai 400703, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Granite, marble; artificial stone; building stone
TIMELINE

4180553  20/05/2019

JOGINDER BANSAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S CLASSIC ENTERPRISES
KH. NO. 14/24 & 25/1, RAM NAGAR EXTN., NANGLOI, NEW DELHI-110041

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK SINGHLA
B-3, DMRC Shopping Complex, Metro Bazaar, Near Nangloi Metro Station, Nangloi, New Delhi- 110041

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, LAMINATES, TEAK PLY AND BOARDS, COMMERCIAL AND LAMINATED PLY
ADROCK
4180718  20/05/2019
BHADRESHBHAI PARSHOTTAMBHAI VAVAIYA (TRADING AS ADROCK MICROFINE )
K-302, Shantiniketan Flora, Abrama Road, Mota Varachha, Surat - 394101
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKESHKUMAR MAGANBHAI VEKARIYA
B-80, 1st Floor, Ramkrishna Soc., L.H.Road, Varachha, Surat-395006, Gujarat, India
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Building Materials (non-metallic), Fly Ash Blocks, Bricks
DREAM CLUB

4181037  20/05/2019
S. RAJA KIRAN TRADING AS M/S. SIVVA RAJA HARDWARE STORES
NEAR SKP TEMPLE BIKKA VALUVARI STREET, VIZIANAGARAM, ANDRA PRADESH-535001
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/12/2018

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD
GRANITE STUDIO INDIA/ RAJAT MEHTA
FA-295, Mansarover Garden, New Delhi-110015
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOMALAHUJA
office No-112, Laxmi Chamber, D-223, Vikash Marg, Near Metro Station Gate No 5, Delhi-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Quartz Stone, Granite, Flooring, cladding Stone and Surface as per class-19
4181273  20/05/2019
RAMYA.D PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. AN SAIRAM PLYWOODS
NO.497/1A, JAKKUR NEW EXTN, SRIRAMAPURA MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE-560064, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD BOARDS, WOODEN DOORS, WOOD PANELING, WOODEN FLOOR BOARDS, SAFETY DOORS, NOT OF METAL, GARAGE DOORS, NOT OF METAL, SLIDING DOORS, NOT OF METAL, OUTER DOORS, NOT OF METAL, INNER DOORS, NOT OF METAL.
BLACK VALTURE

4181668   21/05/2019
HEMANT SUBHASH OSWAL
B-1101, KUMAR PURAM, MUKUND NAGAR, PUNE- 411037
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal
4182082  21/05/2019
VISHAL ALIAS AJAY DEVGAN
CHALET AMAR, 1ST FLOOR, BEHIND CRITICARE HOSPITAL, PLOT NO.41/43, GULMOHAR ROAD NO.1, JVPD, MUMBAI 400049 MAHARASHTRA INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSN LEGAL ASSOCIATES
Adv. Shrinivasan Mudaliar, Flat No.203, 2nd Floor, Sai Balaji Complex, Morivali, B-Cabin Road, Ambernath (East), Thane Dist 421501

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NONMETALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
JPW

4182626  21/05/2019
RAJIV JINDAL TRADING AS JINDAL PLYWOOD
NOHARIA BAZAR, SIRSA-125055 (HR.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
JACKMAN
4182709  21/05/2019
SALASAR INDUSTRIES
40, HSIDC, SIRSA-125055 (HR.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLACKMINT
4182710  21/05/2019
SALASAR INDUSTRIES
40, HSIDC, SIRSA-125055 (HR.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLACKDEN

4182711   21/05/2019

SALASAR INDUSTRIES
40, HSIDC, SIRSA-125055 (HR.)

PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 19

4183383  22/05/2019
SUNIL KUMAR
C/O JAI DURGA ENTERPRISES, OPP: BUS STAND, RAMPURA PHUL, DIST. BHATINDA (PUNJAB)- 151103
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
4186269    24/05/2019
SHREE SHYAM CORPORATION
C - 806, THE LAURELS, OPP. CAPITAL GREEN, VIP ROAD, BHRATHANA, VESU, SURAT - 395007
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002
Used Since : 01/02/2019
AHMEDABAD
Ready To Use Concrete; Concrete; Cement; Portland Blast-Furnace Slag Cement; Gravel; Sand;
RELAXPLUS

Priority claimed from 15/09/2009; Application No. : 77/827,111 ;United States of America

1934220   10/03/2010

TROPITONE FURNITURE CO., LTD
5 MARCONI IRVINE CA 92618 USA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A FLORIDA CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CUSHIONS.
2925385 19/03/2015
GURCHARAN SINGH SACHDEVA
PARAMJIT KAUR
trading as ;SACHDEVA SELECT SYSTEM
6/5C KIRTI NAGAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110015
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
CHAIRS AND FURNITURE MADE FROM WOOD AND STEEL AND THEIR PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
2937736  08/04/2015
M/S GOKULESH INDUSTRIES
RAGHAV J. PATEL
TEJASH PATEL
MINESH PATEL
VRAJESH PATEL
trading as ;M/S GOKULESH INDUSTRIES
C/O,9/108 ,BLOCK NO. 107,NR. CARGO MOTORS,JETALPUR - 382427,GUJARAT,INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2015

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS(NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, ALL TYPES OF CONTAINERS OF PLASTICS, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
H&S Furnishings Private Limited
Shop No SKSF 06B, 2nd Floor, Bioscope Cinemall, Ranisati Road, Sikar, Rajasthan, PIN-332001

Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. Bansal & Associates,
M-118-B, Mahesh Colony, Laxmi Mandir Phatak, Jaipur - 302 015. (Rajasthan)

Used Since: 28/03/2015

Ahmedabad

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 20

3126755 15/12/2015
MR. TARVINDER SINGH
trading as ;M/S. LUMBER LIFE
12-13/5, CHOWK QUTUB ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :06/09/2013

DELHI
FURNITURE, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, AS WELL AS FOR WALL COVERING, WPC DECKING AND WALL PANELLING AND DECKING WOODS.
3147762 01/01/2016
ABHIMANYA INTERIO PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ABHIMANYA INTERIO PRIVATE LIMITED
D.NO.1-211B, GUPPIGUDEM GOPALPURAM MANDAL, WEST GODAVARI-534316, ANDHAR PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Used Since: 16/12/2015
CHENNAI
articles and furniture made of wood, wood based products and wood substitutes and articles made of wood
Teak Secrets
3200499 02/03/2016
DECORMYPLACE HOME DECORS PVT. LTD.
Flat no. 1001, D- Wing, Regalia Residency, behind Arihant College, Crystal Honda Lane, Bavdhan Budruk, Mumbai Bangalore Highway Pune - 411021.
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
Furniture, Furniture of metal, inflatable furniture, Office furniture, Outdoor furniture, School furniture, Residential and commercial furniture, Living room furniture, Furniture frames, Cushions [furniture], Bedroom furniture, Dinner wagons [furniture].
R.P. KHAITAN
SARLA DEVI KHAITAN
trading as ;R.P. ELECTRONICS
B -7/2 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE- II NEW DELHI 110020 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
BABY HIGH CHAIR, BABY BOUNCER, BABY WALKER, BABY CARRY COT, BABY COT BABY CRADLES, BABY CHANGING MATS, SLEEPING MATS.
ARISHTA
3220383    29/03/2016
KHIMJIBHAI V PATEL
Mr.Rameshbhai V Patel
trading as ;SHREE RAM INDUSTRIES
Savli Vadodara Road, At Po - Bautha, Ta - Savli, Dist - Vadodara, Gujarat - 391775

Used Since :31/12/2006

AHMEDABAD
WOOD FINGER JOINT FRAME MANUFACTURER AND ALL TYPES OF WOODEN WORK INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
3221846  29/03/2016
MR. SHEKHAR BANSAL
trading as ;M/s. Aggarwal Steel Fabrication
C-95, Sector-04, Noida, (U.P)
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/03/2016
DELHI
Almira, Rack, Table, Filling Cabinet, Worker Locker, Cooler Stand & Other Office and Domestic Furniture
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
WALTER
3229805  06/04/2016
MR. SANJEEV MAHAJAN
trading as ;Ganpati Furniture Systems Pvt. Ltd.
F-63, Mansarover Garden New Delhi 110015
Manufacturers & Traders
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture
MANGLAM

323096   08/04/2016
PRASANNA KUMAR PAGARIA
CHANDAN MAL DUGAR
trading as; WIRES & CABLE CORPORATION
4, SONA BAZAR, BHAGIRATH PALACE, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006.
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/1989

DELHI
CABLE TIES AND CABLE CLIPS.
HOME RAGA

WE UNDERSTAND YOUR SPACE

3246875  02/05/2016
NEERAJ GUPTA
trading as ;HOME RAGA
1497, MAIN ROAD, WAZIR NAGAR, KOTLA MUBARAK PUR, NEW DELHI 110003
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARDWAJ & CO
T 806 C/5 (FF) SUKHDEV NAGAR KOTLA MUBARAK PUR NEW DELHI-3
Used Since :04/09/2015
DELHI

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED,
CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20
NAVELI COLLECTIONS PVT. LTD.
305, IIIIRD FLOOR, BHANOT CORNER, PAMPOSH ENCLAVE, GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI-110048
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEWAK & ASSOCIATES
316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI-110017
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, CUSHIONS, CHAIR PADS, FLOOR CUSHIONS, PILLOWS; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) MADE OF WOOD, CANE AND PLASTIC, NAMELY, NON-METALLIC BINS MADE OF PLASTIC OR WOOD, PHOTOGRAPH FRAMES, AND NON-METALLIC WALL HOOKS.
3257215   11/05/2016

SARITA JAIN

trading as ; Ratna Handicrafts

596, 1st floor, Gali Bajajan, Katra Mitthanlal, Sadar Bazar, Delhi - 110006

Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KULDIP & ASSOCIATES.

945/3 ( F.F.), NAIWALA, FAIZ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110 005.

Used Since : 01/05/1999

DELHI

Mirrors, Picture frames, Goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3280334 09/06/2016
MARINA GULF TRADING CO. LLC
P.O. Box 3276 Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Company organized and existing under the laws of Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
Used Since :12/12/2012
DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, in class 20.

The Applicant wishes to claim rights in colors orange, white and black as appearing in the representation of the mark..
3303584 05/07/2016

MARSON CHERIYAN

trading as; TUBE LINKS

NEAR CHRIST KING CHAPPEL, S.N.PURAM, CHENGALOUR, PUDUKKAD, THRISUR-DIST, KERALA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Used Since: 01/04/2016

CHENNAI

PLASTIC WATER TANKS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS, SUBJECT TO THE MARK SHOULD BE USED AS REPRESENTED IN THE TRADEMARK APPLICATION.
3341244      19/08/2016
B & B DEVELOPERS & BUILDERS PVT LTD
NO.2, 13TH EAST CROSS ROAD, Gandh Nagar, Vellore 632006
Modular furniture & Interior Products
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AFSAR S PATCHA
Bangalore
Used Since :01/12/2015
CHENNAI
Modular furniture & Interior Products
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3178712.
3356734 07/09/2016
JANAKBHAI JAGDISHBHAI PATEL
trading as ; JANAKBHAI JAGDISHBHAI PATEL
2, SARSWAT SOCIETY, NR. CHANDRESHNAGAR, B/H. PATEL KANYA CHATRALAY, SANALA ROAD, MORBI, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIAL OR OF PLASTICS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 20
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE HOME DESIGN.
GREEN TECH

3369931    22/09/2016

T. RAJENDRAN
R. SHANTHALAKSHMI
R. SUBRAMANIAN

trading as ;THULSON POLYMERS
THULASIRAM NAGAR, 630/1A, PALAMARATHU PATTI ROAD, SIRUMALAI PIRIVU, DINDIGUL - 624 003, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

STORAGE CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL; STORAGE TANKS, NOT OF METAL OR MASONRY; PLASTIC STORAGE TANKS;
PLASTIC WATER TANKS
3442477  27/12/2016
WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
WELSPUN HOUSE, 7TH FLOOR, KAMALA CITY, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400013, MAHARASHTRA-INDIA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3417907
MUMBAI
MATTRESS PAD AND PILLOW
3442481  27/12/2016
WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
trading as ;WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
WELSPUN HOUSE, 7TH FLOOR, KAMALA CITY, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400013, MAHARASHTRA-INDIA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3417907, 3442473, 3442477

MUMBAI
MATTRESS PAD AND PILLOW
3483939    15/02/2017
SLEEPYHEAD HOME DÉCOR P LTD
508, GROUND FLOOR, 6TH MAIN, 6TH CROSS, 4TH BLOCK, ST. BED, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE-560 034,
KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MATTRESSES & PILLOWS
MADANLAL BABULAL JAIN
E-101, K P HIGHTS, NEAR SHRADDHA BUNGLOWS, AMBICANAGAR, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382415, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
CABLE TIES, CABLE CLIPS OF PLASTICS, PLASTIC WALL PLUGS INCLUDED IN GOODS CLASS - 20.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE HI-TECH.
3499876    03/03/2017

JIGNESH NANDLAL PITHWA
trading as ;PRAMUKH MODULAR KITCHENS

Pramukh Modular Kitchens,135-136,Titanium City Center Mall, Nr.Sachin Tower,100 ft road, Satellite -380015 Ahmedabad Gujarat, India.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Used Since :01/10/2014

AHMEDABAD

FURNITURE FOR KITCHENS, FURNITURE UNITS FOR KITCHENS.
ASHA DEVI
trading as ;SHRI R.G. INDUSTRIES
G-154, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAGRU EXT., AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since :25/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
WATER STORAGE TANK INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
3628507  06/09/2017
BRAHM PRAKASH AGARWAL
trading as ;ECO INTERIORS
RANI INDUSTRIAL AREA,RANI,GUWAHATI-781131,DIST.KAMRUP (RURAL),ASSAM,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2006
KOLKATA
PVC DOOR.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
INDIKA FOAM
3665497  30/10/2017
M/S. NARAYAN POLYURETHANE INDUSTRIES
6, SOMAIYA CHAMBERS, 2ND FLOOR, S. V. ROAD, NR. MALAD SHOPPING CENTRE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 064
A Registered Partnership Firm.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MATTRESSES, CUSHIONS, PILLOWS, SHEETS AND SEATS ALL MADE OF POLYURETHANE FOAM, FURNITURE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE FOAM.
3669613  03/11/2017

WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
Welspan House, 6th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013.
MANUFACTURER , TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER

Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cushions; Mattress toppers; Mattress cushions; Pillows; Sleeping pads
TORRAS
3701813  13/12/2017
SHENZHEN TORRAS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
RM 1709, 17F, BLK C, Zhantao Technology BLDG, Minzhi Avenue, Minzhi ST, Longhua DIST, Shenzhen, CHINA
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Brackets, not of metal, for furniture; vats, not of metal; toy boxes [furniture]; hand-held mirrors [toilet mirrors]; fans for personal use, non-electric; inflatable publicity objects; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; non-metal identification bracelets for hospital use; door fittings not of metal namely wooden bars and grids used in door frames; non-metal pole
1000 HOMES
3716651 01/01/2018
RAMEES HUSSAIN
CHELAMPOYIL HOUSE, THAMARASSERY PO
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUFEED VM
TP 9/131 F, SAKTHI BUILDING, CHUNGAM THAMARASSERY, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673573.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, OR OF PLASTICS
RESTRICT THE AREA TO KERALA.
3724542  11/01/2018
MR. KARSAN BHAI PATEL TRADING AS NARAYAN INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 12, Bhanpuri Industrial Area, Behind Ador Welding, Raipur - 492 001
Sole proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :08/04/2007
MUMBAI
Plastic handles for doors, Furniture frames, Paper picture frames, Sections of wood for beehives, Window shades, Window handles of plastic & Partitions of wood for furniture
3803059  11/04/2018
MR. GANGULA VENKATA RAMANA
M/s GVR Marketing, Plot No. 64, Sy. No. 188, Mahalaxmi Nagar, Near Cherlapally Rly Station, Cherlapally, Hyderabad - 500051, Telangana State, India
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLASTIC CHAIRS, PLASTIC TABLES, MOLDED FURNITURE, MOSES BASKETS, HAMPERS, FISHING BASKETS, PLASTIC CRATES, PLASTIC PLATES
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
MODERN LIVING
3810954   19/04/2018
SUMEET KHANNA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS MODERN LIVING
7-1-24/2/D, Greenlands, Next to Green Park Hotel, Ameerpet, Hyderabad - 500016, Telangana
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :18/08/1994
CHENNAI
Furniture and furnishings; beds; mattresses; pillows; bean bags; mirrors; cushions
3827001  08/05/2018
MANOJ SHARMA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SHRI VENKATESH INDUSTRIES
253, Sector - F, Sanwer Road, Industrial Area, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Plastic tubs, plastic packaging containers, plastic bins (other than dustbins), plastic storage tanks
3827003    08/05/2018
MANOJ SHARMA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SHRI VENKATESH INDUSTRIES
253, Sector - F, Sanwer Road, Industrial Area, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :05/05/2015
MUMBAI
Plastic tubs, plastic packaging containers, plastic bins (other than dustbins), plastic storage tanks
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3831398  12/05/2018

PIONEER PANELS
D-213 NEELKANTH BUSINESS PARK, VIDYAVIHAR(W), MUMBAI-400086 MAHARASHTRA INDIA.

Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/05/2018

MUMBAI

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber.
3840279  22/05/2018
M/S ROSE BERRY FURNITURE & INTERIORS
Door No. 22/1008 B,B1,B2,B3, Thai Arcade, P.O. Tiruvannur Nada, West Mankavu, Pin-673029, Kozhikode district, Kerala, India Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since : 20/03/2018
CHENNAI
All kinds of furniture, mattresses, mirrors and picture frames, all kinds of articles made of wood, cork, reed, cane and substitutes for all these materials or of plastic
3845539   28/05/2018
M/S. B.P. AND COMPANY
VILLAGE TENDUA, RAIPUR (C.G.)
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture
WATER ATM

4009860    28/11/2018

RINKU KUMARI
PRAMANAND BIGHA, RASALPUR, DAHPAR, NOORSARAI (NALANDA) BIHAR-803101
SOLE PROPRIETOR SHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PLASTIC WATER TANKS
4017287  04/12/2018
SEAPLAST (INDIA) PVT LTD
BLOCK – B, OFFICE NO – 402 DEV AURUM COMMERCIAL COMPLEX ANANDNAGAR CROSS ROAD PRAHLADNAGAR,
AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHWARDHAN NAVINCHANDRA JOSHI, ADVOCATE
FLAT NO. 204, BLOCK O2, ADANI PRATHAM, BEHIND NIRM UNIVERSITY, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD 382481,
GUJARAT
Used Since :18/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED,
CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
CONKOX
4141567  08/04/2019
SASWATA CHOWDHURY
CHOWDHURY BHAWAN, DAKSHIN PARA, BOINCHEEGRAM, HOOGHLY, Hooghly, West Bengal, 712135
Trade under Class 20
Individual
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
wood, horn, bone Products
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019  Class 20

4154944  23/04/2019
INDERJEET SINGH PROP. OF PRINCE FURNITURE
1951/150, GANESH PURA, TRI NAGAR, North West Delhi, Delhi, 110035
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber
PIPECO
4168925  07/05/2019
SALEEM PASHA
#13, Arekempanahalli, Siddapura lyt, opp Wilson Garden, Hosur Road, Bangalore - 560 027
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Tanks not of metal or of masonry; industrial water tanks not of metal or of masonry.
4170935  08/05/2019

M/S. TUBIG ROTO PLAST
Plot No. 85 to 88, Om Industrial Estate-2, Village – Mankna, Taluka - Kamrej, Surat - 394325
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRIULKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRIULKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERSITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

All kinds of plastic and synthetic water storage tank; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other
classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics included in class 20.
MUSHROOM

4171675  09/05/2019

SHARDA MAHESHWARI TRADING AS MAHESHWARI INDUSTRIES
7 / A , Bhanpuri Industrial Area , Raipur ( C.G.)
Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Containers (non-metallic -) for the handling of goods [other than household or kitchen use], Flexible containers of plastics for the transport of liquids, Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport, Plastic storage containers for commercial or industrial use, Containers made of plastic for compost, Water tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers] , Packing containers of plastic material, Containers of plastic (Packaging -) , Plastic packaging containers & Water storage tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers] .
PARAG
4172358  10/05/2019
M/S. R.D.PIPES
JIND ROAD, GOHANA DISTRICT SONEPAT (HARYANA)
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WATER STORAGE TANKS
MAHARAIA

4172500  10/05/2019
MR MAHESH AGGARWAL
B 33, Sector 52, Noida-201301
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTHI A.C.
B 160, Sector 44, Noida -201301,(U.P)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chairs; Furniture and furnishings; Figures moulded from plastics material; Statues, figurines, works of art and ornaments and decorations, made of materials such as wood, wax, plaster or plastic, included in the class
POINT OF HUE

4172655  10/05/2019
PRASHALEE GAIKWAD
trading as ;POINT OF HUE
B-5, AMBER TOWER, CHS NEXT TO RBI COLONY, DAHISAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400068

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, PICTURE FRAMES, AND CONTAINER (INCLUDED IN CLASS 20)
SHRINIVAS SHRIDHAR PAKHALESOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. PAKHALE ENTERPRISE
166, Raviwar Peth, opposite Rayat Shikshan Sanstha, Powai Naka, Satara:- 415001
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY JAIN
41/A, near rasika decorators, Kopari, Thane (E).
Used Since :15/05/2016

MUMBAI
Pillows, Cushions, furm Furniture, Carpet for Sleeping, Sofa Cushion and Mattress
Bramola

4174122  11/05/2019

SURAJ RATAN MUNDHRA
5C, Alipore Park Place, Alipore, Kolkata, West Bengal - 700027

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER
VICKYS FURNITURE

4174650   13/05/2019
T. MAHENDRAN, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS HI STYLE PRODUCTS
9-1-1E/1, GANAPATHYPATTI STREET, SEDAPATTI, SITHAYANKOTTAI, DINDIGUL-624708, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :19/07/2014

To be associated with:
2777046

CHENNAI
FURNITURE
4174651  13/05/2019
T. MAHENDRAN, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS HI STYLE PRODUCTS
9-1-1E/1, GANAPATHYPATTI STREET, SEDAPATTI, SITHAYANKOTTAI, DINDIGUL-624708, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2777046
CHENNAI
FURNITURE
HASHEER K.V.
SOUJA'S, NEAR KSEB, MANNA, VALAPATTANAM P.O., KANNUR, PIN -670010, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MATTRESSES, CUSHIONS AND PILLOWS, SOFA SETS, FURNITURE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 20

Uniteaqua
4174818  13/05/2019
JOPHY JOHN
trading as ;CRYSTAL POLYMERS
AVANOOR P.O., THRISSUR-680547, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLASTIC WATER TANKS, PLASTIC SEPTIC TANKS.
4175204  13/05/2019
RAJINDER KUMAR
LIVSURE INDUSTRIES, RAMDITTA-KHOKHAR ROAD, VILL. RAMDITTAWALA, MANSA, PUNJAB-151505
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110 005.
Used Since :01/04/2017
DELHI
PVC FOAM BOARDS AND SHEETS, FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES, PICTURE, FRAMES, DOORS AND WINDOWS.
SRCASA
4175398  14/05/2019
RISHABH CHITKARA
A-25, STREET NO-3, CHANDER NAGAR, KRISHNA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110051
PROPRIETOR
Used Since :05/01/2019
DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
NITISH YOGESH GADA
A/201, SHANTINATH DARSHAN, LT ROAD, NEAR NAVNEET HOSPITAL, DAHISAR, EAST MUMBAI, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA-400068
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRTEE
KIRTEE VERMA & ASSOCIATES, HOUSE NO. 2572, JAWAHAR COLONY, FARIDABAD- 121001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, FOAM SHEETS, BOLSTER, CUSHIONS, BACK REST AND SEATS, FULL FOAM FURNITURE, FOAM SOFA-N-BED.
OXY
4175947   14/05/2019
ROOFTEK METALS PRIVATE LIMITED REPRESENTED BY ITS MANAGING DIRECTOR, VELAPURATH MUHAMMED FAISAL,
XII/344A, PUTHURKUNNU, KADANNAPPALLI, KANNUR,
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.HARIKRISHNAN
HK LEGAL NITHA WARRIAM ROAD, COCHIN-682 016.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS OF WOOD, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM
AND SUBSTITUES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS.
Patanjali Paridhan - Shraddha ka Sansaar

4176830   15/05/2019
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRI PALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4133124, 4161681

DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber, Pillows, Tables & Hospital beds.
4176952   15/05/2019
DURGA PRASAD PAL
329A, POCKET M, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110 020 INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLASTIC EDGE FOR CORNER PROTECTION, OUTLET PLUGS COVERS (PLASTIC), DOOR PROTECTOR, CHILD
PROOFING KIT FOR SAFETY ESSENTIAL (PLASTIC MATERIAL) BABY CHANGING MATS, AIR CUSHION, AIR PILLOWS,
AIR MATTRESS FOR BABY ARM CHAIRS FOR BABY, CHESTS FOR TOYS, BABY CLOTHES HANGERS HONEYCOMBS
FOR BABY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 20

4177206  15/05/2019
THANGARAJ V
trading as ;SRI PONVEL STORES
NO.156, G N T ROAD, GUMMIDIPOONDI, THIRUVALLUR - 601201, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :19/03/2009

CHENNAI
FURNITURE,MIRRORS,PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN,BONE,IVORY,WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
NYKAA
4177566  15/05/2019
FSN E-COMMERCE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
104, Vasan Udyog Bhavan, Sun Mill Compound, Tulsi Pipe Road, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai- 400013, Maharashtra, India
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture including chair for use in beauty salons; mirrors; picture frames.
4177650 15/05/2019
TRENDSUTRA CLIENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
801-802, 8th Floor, Tower B, 247 Business Park, LBS Marg, Vikroli (West) Mumbai 400083
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SACHIN BHANUBHAI MANSETA
145, NAMAN PLAZA, S.V.ROAD, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Bedding (for example, mattresses, spring mattresses, pillows) air mattresses, not for medical purposes mattresses
SAVAHH

4177668   15/05/2019
OLYMPIC DÉCOR LLP
PATEL AVENUE, FIRST FLOOR, NEAR GURUDWARA, S.G.HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD-380 059, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Used Since :20/12/2018

AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE; INDOOR WINDOW BLINDS [SHADES] [FURNITURE]; INDEX CABINETS [FURNITURE; DOORS FOR FURNITURE; EDGINGS OF PLASTIC FOR FURNITURE; FURNITURE FITTINGS, NOT OF METAL; FREESTANDING PARTITIONS [FURNITURE]; FURNITURE PARTITIONS OF WOOD; KITCHEN CABINETS; DIVIDING PANELS; FURNITURE PANELS; CABINETS; WARDROBE; WARDROBE DOORS;
HUNTERBLINDS

4177693  15/05/2019
RAHUL ANAND, PROPRIETOR OF M/S IMPACT DECOR
C-4F/59, IIIrd Floor, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058
an Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
517, Kirti Shikhar, District Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Furniture including Bedding, except linen; Pillows; sleeping mats; sofas; Bolsters; mattresses; Bean bags; beds; chairs; mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber included in class 20.
RAHUL ANAND, PROPRIETOR OF M/S IMPACT DECOR
C-4F/59, IIrd Floor, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058
an Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
517, Kirti Shikhar, District Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Furniture including Bedding, except linen; Pillows; Neck pillows; sleeping mats; sofas, Nursing and positioning pillows; Bolsters; mattresses; Bean bags; Bean bag, beds; Bean bag pillows; Bean bag chairs; Bean bag cushions; mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber included in class 20.
4177811  15/05/2019
TUBA N CO., LTD
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Republic of Korea.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Mirrors [looking glasses]; Folding chair; Mattresses; Bedding, except linen; Pillows; Fans for personal use, non-electric; Baskets, not of metal; Beds for household pets; Picture frames; Chests for toys; Infant walkers; Bumper guards for cribs, other than bed linen; Mobiles [decoration]; Works of art of plastic.
4178038  16/05/2019
MR. VINOD KUMAR GELADA, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. FURN FITMENTS
111,Elaya Mudali Street, Tondiarpet, Chennai – 600 081
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :30/09/2015
CHENNAI
4178040  16/05/2019

VIKASH GELADA, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SUPREME TRADELINES.
No.97/2, Village Street, Satuma Nagar, Tollgate, Chennai – 600 019
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWAREPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Used Since :01/04/2009

CHENNAI

FURNITURE, OFFICE FURNITURE, OFFICE CHAIRS AND FURNITURE PARTS & ACCESSORIES.
SONNASOFT

4178299  16/05/2019

SON PAL SINGH
F-237, STREET NO-9, CHAND BAGH, DELHI-110094

PROPRIETOR (JYOTI ENTERPRISES)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAPIL SHARMA
C-10/448, BRIJPURI, DELHI-110094

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pillow, Cushion, Fiber Pillow, Fiber Cushion, Foam Pillow, Foam Cushion, Novelty pillows, Mattresses and pillows,
Inflatable pillows, Head supporting pillows, Floor pillows, Decorative 3D pillows and cushions, Bed pillows, Bean bag
pillows, Chair mats in the nature of a pillow or seat liner, Maternity pillows, Neck-supporting pillows, Pillows for household
pets, Bath pillows, Nursing pillows.(Class 20)
STANCHION

4178470  17/05/2019

MIDMARK (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
JANAK HOUSE, ANTOP HILL, SHEIKH MISRY ROAD, WADALA (EAST), MUMBAI-400 037
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
STEEL FURNITURE, HOSPITAL FURNITURE AND BEDS, BEDDING, FOAM MATTRESS; FURNITURE USED FOR MEDICAL EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
AVEXTRA

4178472  17/05/2019
MIDMARK (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
JANAK HOUSE, OPP. INDIAN OIL CORPORATION DEPOT, SHEIKH MISRY ROAD, WADALA (EAST), MUMBAI-400 037
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
STEEL FURNITURE, HOSPITAL FURNITURE AND BEDS, BEDDING, FOAM MATTRESS; FURNITURE USED FOR MEDICAL EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019  Class 20

4178923  17/05/2019
MR. ASHOK SONARAM MISTRY
405, PRABHU NIWAS, 237, SANE GURUJI ROAD, JACOB CIRCLE, MUMBAI-400 011
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2010

MUMBAI
PLASTIC WATER TANK
4178925    17/05/2019
MR. ASHOK SONARAM MISTRY
405, PRABHU NIWAS, 237, SANE GURUJI ROAD, JACOB CIRCLE, MUMBAI - 400 011
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2010
MUMBAI
PLASTIC WATER TANK
LYCKA

4178993  17/05/2019
ISHWAR HUKAMCHAND KAPOOR
B-204, GLADIOLI APARTMENTS, OFF YARI ROAD, NEAR AGA KHAN BAGH, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI 400053
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS FALLING IN CLASS 20
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 20

4179097  17/05/2019
P.PAVITHRAN
M/s PRIMA ENTERPRISE, DEVAS BUILDING, PERINJANAM P.O ,THRISSUR-680686
REGISTERED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.TONY CHACKO
DOOR NO: 9/525-14/35 TO 9/525-14/43, CHICAGO TOWER, 5TH FLOOR IKKANDA WARRIER ROAD, NEAR MALAYALA MANORAMA, THRISSUR, KERALA, – 680 001
Used Since :01/01/1984
To be associated with:
2519635
CHENNAI
MATTRESS AND PILLOW
4180134  20/05/2019

M/S. ON CLOUD
146/106, Coral Merchant Street, 1st Floor, Mannady, Chennai – 600 001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MATTRESS, BED & PILLOWS.
4180940 20/05/2019
SAMIRBHAI V PATEL (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS INDIAN-E-FASHION
37, SHANTIVAN SOCIETY, L.H ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CABINETS, SHOE CABINETS, BATHROOM CUPBOARDS, MIRRORED CABINETS, TABLES, WARDROBES, SHELVES, CLOTHES HANGERS, RACKS FOR HANGING CLOTHES, NON-METAL LADDERS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 20

SHANKAR VISHANDAS BHAGTAPURI, Trading As : PLUS ENTERPRISES
OFFICE NO.B-3, SAMARPAN COMPLEX, SECTION 17, ULHASNAGAR - 421003.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH MOHANLAL CHAWLA
OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BUILDING, NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
FURNITURE, STEEL FURNITURE, MODULAR FURNITURE (HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND OFFICE FURNITURE), MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, KITCHEN CABINETS AND KITCHEN FIXTURES, CABINETS, WARDROBES, BEDS, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, DIVANS, DESKS, TABLES, SOFA SETS, CUP-BOARDS, SHOWCASES, SHELF UNITS, DRESSING TABLES, COMPUTER TABLES, RACKS, BENCHES, FURNITURE SHELVES, DOORS FOR FURNITURE, PARTITIONS FOR FURNITURE, CHAIRS AND STOOLS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING OFFICE CHAIRS, COMPUTER CHAIRS, EXECUTIVE CHAIRS, RECLINER CHAIRS, REVOLVING CHAIRS, CONFERENCE CHAIRS, VISITOR CHAIRS, ROCKING CHAIRS, DINING CHAIRS, RECEPTION CHAIRS, CAFETERIA CHAIRS, BAR STOOLS, CAMPING STOOLS, DRUM STOOLS, FOLDING STOOLS, BATHROOM STOOLS, STEP STOOLS, SLOTTED ANGLES, SHELVING SYSTEM, SHELF BRACKETS, SHELF DIVIDERS OF METALS, HAMMOCK STANDS, TOWEL STANDS, CLOTHES STANDS, DISPLAY STANDS, COUNTER STANDS, FLOWER STANDS, READER STANDS, COMPUTER STANDS, TELEPHONE STANDS, SWIVEL STANDS, EXHIBITION FRAMES STANDS, MULTIPURPOSE STANDS MADE FROM ALUMINIUM AND STEEL TUBING, ROTATING STANDS, NON-METALLIC BASKETS, STORAGE BASKETS, DECORATIVE BASKETS MADE OF WOOD, KITCHEN TROLLEYS, COMPUTER TROLLEYS, COLLAPSIBLE PLATFORM SEATS AND STOOLS, CLOTHES STANDS (FURNITURE), CLOTHES HANGERS AND HOOKS, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, PARTS AND FITTINGS OF AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
4181299  20/05/2019
DHIRAJ RAJA LULLA, TRADING AS: M/S. THE CELL STUDIO
SHOP NO.774, SHASTRI CHOWK, SECTION 17, ULHASNAGAR - 421003, DIST. THANE.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH MOHANLAL CHAWLA
OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BUILDING, NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
FURNITURE, STEEL FURNITURE, MODULAR FURNITURE (HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND OFFICE FURNITURE), MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, KITCHEN CABINETS AND KITCHEN FIXTURES, CABINETS, WARDROBES, BEDS, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, DIVANS, DESKS, TABLES, SOFA SETS, CUP-BOARDS, SHOWCASES, SHELF UNITS, DRESSING TABLES, COMPUTER TABLES, RACKS, BENCHES, FURNITURE SHELVES, DOORS FOR FURNITURE, PARTITIONS FOR FURNITURE, CHAIRS AND STOOLS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING OFFICE CHAIRS, COMPUTER CHAIRS, EXECUTIVE CHAIRS, RECLINER CHAIRS, REVOLVING CHAIRS, CONFERENCE CHAIRS, VISITOR CHAIRS, ROCKING CHAIRS, DINING CHAIRS, RECEPTION CHAIRS, CAFETERIA CHAIRS, BAR STOOLS, CAMPING STOOLS, DRUM STOOLS, FOLDING STOOLS, BATHROOM STOOLS, STEP STOOLS, SLOTTED ANGLES, SHELVING SYSTEM, SHELF BRACKETS, SHELF DIVIDERS OF METALS, HAMMOCK STANDS, TOWEL STANDS, CLOTHES STANDS, DISPLAY STANDS, COUNTER STANDS, FLOWER STANDS, READER STANDS, COMPUTER STANDS, TELEPHONE STANDS, SWIVEL STANDS, EXHIBITION FRAMES STANDS, MULTIPURPOSE STANDS MADE FROM ALUMINIUM AND STEEL TUBING, ROTATING STANDS, NON-METALLIC BASKETS, STORAGE BASKETS, DECORATIVE BASKETS MADE OF WOOD, KITCHEN TROLLEYS, COMPUTER TROLLEYS, COLLAPSIBLE PLATFORM SEATS AND STOOLS, CLOTHES STANDS (FURNITURE), CLOTHES HANGERS AND HOOKS, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, PARTS AND FITTINGS OF AFORESAID GOODS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
BHANU PRATAP SINGH
IndiaHandicrafts, # 731, Sector-6, Near Tagore School, Karnal-132001, Haryana, India.
Active

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL SHAFT
WZ 283/127B, MADDI STREET, VISHNU GARDEN, NEW DELHI - 110018, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber; handicraft items.
HOMEFOX

4181676  21/05/2019

ANJALI PROPRIETOR OF M/S APACHE RETAIL
C-24, Khasra No.335/2, Paramhans Vihar Loni Ghaziabad U.P- 201102
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 20

4182020 21/05/2019
KUNHI MOIDU P T
KUNHI MOIDU P T S/O MUHAMMED KUTTY HAJI, RESIDING AT PADAPPETHODI HOUSE, VILATHUR, THIRUVEGAPPURA, PALAKKAD DISTRICT, PIN CODE: 679304, KERALA STATE, INDIA
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FEBIN JAMES, ADVOCATE
Febin James, Advocate, 2nd Floor, Peace Tower, Opposite, District Panchayath Office, Ayyenthole, Thrissur District, Kerala, 680003

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames of wood cork, red, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother of pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
BACHAO

4182832  21/05/2019

MS. SUJATA CHANDRAN
A-6 Krishna, Juhu Road North, Juhu P.O., Mumbai 400 049.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber being goods included in class 20.
Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber
#TakeBackSleep

4183560  22/05/2019
THE BOMBAY DYEING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED
NEVILLE HOUSE, J.N. HEREDIA MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI - 400001
BODY CORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAVEEN SHREE PANDEY
709,7TH FLOOR, VIKRAM TOWER, RAJENDRA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods(not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
BEAUTEX
4184331  22/05/2019
BEAUTEX INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
'BEAUTEX HOUSE', PLOT # 1/1 OLD ANAND NAGAR, SANTACRUZ (EAST), NEXT TO RELIANCE ENERGY, MUMBAI MH 400055 IN
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber
Patanjali Paridhan - Apni Parampara apni pehchaan

4186530   24/05/2019
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4133124
DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber, Pillows, Tables & Hospital beds.
KING MAKER

2524675  03/05/2013
MANOHAR LAL
trading as ;MEHRAN ENTERPRISES
S-45, PHASE, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, ESTATE DELHI 110042
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
C-102 GALI NO. 3 II FLOOR ROOM NO. B-4 UPPAR ASHOKA JIM BHAJANPURA DELHI-110053
Used Since :20/08/2011
DELHI
STALES STEEL & HOUSE HOLD KITCHEN UTENSILS CROCKERY ITEMS AND UNBREAKABLE GOODS IN CLASS 21.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
RICH FLAME

2648756  24/12/2013

YUGAL MALHOTRA
A-7/2/, 3RD FLOOR, MIANWALI NAGAR, PASCHIM VIHAR, DELHI-11008
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI

COOKING UTENSILS & COOKING APPLIANCES (NON-ELECTRIC).

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., "FLAME" and "MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE".
2819953    30/09/2014
MR. KOVID MALHOTRA
trading as ;NIRUPMA IMPEX
C-8/11 MODEL TOWN, DELHI 110009
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
BRUSHES, BRUSH STANDS, BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENT FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; BROOMS;
WIPERS; MOPS; COMBS AND SPONGES; TOILET SETS AND HOUSEHOLD CLEANING AIDS; BEING INSTRUMENTS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
MR. DHAVAL RAMESHBHAI MANVAR
MR. KISHAN ASHOKBHAI MANVAR
MR. KASHYAP VINODBHAI MANVAR

trading as; CASAWARE PRODUCT,
PYRAMID TOWER, FLAT-A, 302, AMIN MARG, BANSI PARK, NEAR GANGA HALL, RAJKOT-360005 (GUJARAT)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYESH DEVJIBHAI JADAV,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

HOUSE HOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH)
GLASSWARE NOT USED IN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
ME-SWASTIK

2952800  29/04/2015
INDU MALHOTRA
trading as ;MALHOTRA ENTERPRISES
A-78 (BACKSIDE), GROUP INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIRPUR DELHI 110052
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/03/2015
DELHI
PLASTIC HOUSEHOLDS PRODUCTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SWASTIK.
SHRI PANKAJ JAIN
trading as ;ANKITA EXPORTS
54/B-6, RAMA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ATUL TRADE MARK CO.
2483, IIND FLOOR, SHRI RAM PLACE, CHOWK TELIWARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2002

DELHI
HAIR BRUSHES, HAIR COMBS, BRUSHES, HAIR DYE BRUSH CLEANING BRUSH, MAKE-UP BRUSHES, COMBS, BRUSH
MAKING MATERIALS CLEANING PURPOSES ARTICLES STEELWOOL INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.
UNIQUE-2000

3018269  27/07/2015

MOHAMMED NASIR

trading as ; M/S. UNIQUE TRADING COMPANY

138, BALAJI MARKET, NEW QUTUB ROAD, DELHI-110006

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES

213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since : 27/06/2001

DELHI

BRUSHES, BRUSHES WIPER.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1187357..
3080761  19/10/2015
AL BAYADER INTERNATIONAL FZCO
BEL ALI, DUBAI PO.BOX: 18352, UAE
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIPG
K-2/5 (OPP. CENTRAL ARCADE), DLF PHASE-II, GURGAON, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BASTING SPOONS [COOKING UTENSILS]; HEAT-INSULATED CONTAINERS; BOTTLES; BOTTLE OPENERS, ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC; BOXES FOR DISPENSING PAPER TOWELS; BREAD BASKETS, DOMESTIC; CABARETS [TRAYS]; CANDLESTICKS; CERAMICS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; CHOPSTICKS; COASTERS, NOT OF PAPER AND OTHER THAN TABLE LINEN; COFFEE FILTERS, NON-ELECTRIC; COFFEE SERVICES [TABLEWARE]; NON-ELECTRIC PORTABLE COLDBOXES; CONFECTIONERS’ DECORATING BAGS [PASTRY BAGS]; COOKERY MOLDS [MOULDS]; FOOD COOLING DEVICES CONTAINING HEAT EXCHANGE FLUIDS, FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; COOKIE [BISCUIT] CUTTERS; COOKING SKEWERS OF METAL; CROCKERY; CUPS AND PLATES OF PAPER OR PLASTIC; CUTTING BOARDS FOR THE KITCHEN; DISPOSABLE TABLEWARE; DRINKING STRAWS; EARTHENWARE; FLOSS FOR DENTAL PURPOSES; GLOVES FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; POLISHING GLOVES; GRIDDLES [COOKING UTENSILS]; MESS-TINS; ICE CUBE MOLDS; MOLDS [KITCHEN UTENSILS]; POTS; TABLEWARE; VASES; TOOTHBRAVES; TOOTHPICK HOLDERS; TOOTHPICKS; SERVING PLATTERS OF PRECIOUS METAL; BAKING CASES, SHEETS AND CUPS; RUBBER GLOVES; TABLEWARE AND CONTAINERS MADE OF FOAM; TABLEWARE AND CONTAINERS MADE OF PLASTIC; WOOD SKEWERS
3134368  22/12/2015
ROHIT JAIN
trading as; TRICON INC,
KHASRA NO. 29/6, IST FLOOR, STREET NO. 6, MASTER MOHALLA, LIBASPUR, DELHI-110042.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES,
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since: 25/04/2005
DELHI
HOUSE HOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS & CONTAINERS, CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN WARE, THERMOWARE & PRESSURE COOKER [NON-ELECTRIC].
3214667    19/03/2016
DINESH GARG
trading as ;M/S. SWASTIK INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO.-25, KHASRA NO.-11/24 & 24/4, AMBEY GARDEN, LIBASPUR, DELHI-110042
merchants and manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
Kitchen utensils, pressure cooker, glass ware, porcelain and earthenware
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019

3214689 20/03/2016

VEENA WADHWAA
SAMIR WADHWA

trading as M/S. SAMIR SALES CORPORATION

193, TELIWARA, NEW QUTAB ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 02/03/2016

DELHI

Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
3216206  21/03/2016
CORONA VITRIFIED PVT.LTD.
trading as ;CORONA VITRIFIED PVT.LTD.
8 - A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, PLOT NO - 289/A, RAFALESHWAR G.I.D.C., MORBI – 363 642, GUJARAT – INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :29/12/2009
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF KITECHEN SINK, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH) COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, UN WORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING) GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 21.
3220487  28/03/2016
GOLDSTAR GLASSWARES PVT. LTD.
C- 9 Phase II Noida, Uttar Pradesh - 201305, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
a company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :01/04/1988
DELHI
Tableware (not of precious metal) (other than knives, forks and spoons), melamine wares including dinner plates, cups, saucers, glasses, bowls, trays, tea set, dinner set and crockery goods, tableware of plastic.
SH. PREM MITTAL
trading as ;HARI NARAYAN PREM KUMAR
C-3/914, MOHALLA BEHALGARHAN, JAGADHRI, DISTT. YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Used Since :01/03/2016
DELHI
HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS
CAMPUS

3248859 03/05/2016
CAMPUS ACTIVEWEAR PVT. LTD.
D-1, MAIN ROHTAK ROAD, UDYOG NAGAR, DELHI-110041
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALOK SHUKLA, ADVOCATE
B-77, FIRST FLOOR, SARVODAYA ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Brushes for Footwear, Shoe Horns, Shaving Brushes, Tooth Brushes, Combs, All being goods included in Class 21.
3253086 07/05/2016
MR. MOHIT SHARMA
trading as ;M/S. RAKSHAN HOME STYLES
812, MIE, PART-A, BAHADURGARH, HARYANA
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :15/04/2013
To be associated with:
2938166
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL WIRE BASKETS, STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN RACKS & STANDS, KITCHEN TABLE, IRON & PULLOUT BASKETS, S.S CLIPS FOR BASKETS, BASKET OF ALL SIZES FOR VARIOUS USAGE IN KITCHEN MISC ITEMS FOR USE IN KITCHEN, HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE FILLING ITEM PVC SIDE CLIPS & STAINLESS STEEL BINS
DESIGN MEE

3257208  12/05/2016
NAVELI COLLECTIONS PVT. LTD.
305, IIIRD FLOOR, BHANOT CORNER, PAMPOSH ENCLAVE, GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI-110048
MANUFACTURER . TRADER, IMPORTER,EXPORTER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEWAK & ASSOCIATES
316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH),
NAMELY, STORAGE BASKETS, PICNIC BASKETS, FLOWER BASKETS, LAUNDARY BASKETS, METAL BASKETS FOR
DOMESTIC USE, PAPIER MACHE BASKETS, PLASTIC HAND-HELD BASKETS FOR SHOPPING, WASTE PAPER BASKETS,
CANDLE HOLDERS, COASTERS MADE OF PLASTIC, METALLIC PRODUCTS LIKE NAPKIN RINGS; GLASSWARE,
PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
3272616 30/05/2016

P K N NAMBIAR

trading as ;Electrospark

PLOT NO-77, SECTOR-8, IMT MANESAR-122050, District Gurgaon, Haryana, India

Manufacturer and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MR. NEERAJ LAL

D 1A-26, JANAK PURI DELHI-58

Used Since : 30/05/2016

DELHI

Ironing Board(Not table)
3307955  13/07/2016
ANKURBHAI CHUNILAL KANSAGRA
TULSIBHAI PREMJIBHAI KANSAGRA
SANJAY SHAMJIBHAI KANSAGRA
DINESHKUMAR MAGANBHAI KANSAGRA
trading as ;KRISHNA POLYMERS
PADAVALA INDUSTRIES AREA, NR. ICON TECHNOCAST, SR. NO. 170/171, PLOT NO. 15/16, VILAGE: PADAVALA, TAL:
KOTADA SANGANI, DIST: RAJKOT - 360024 (GUJ)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
THERMOWARES, CASSEROLE, HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS, KITCHEN WARE, PLASTIC CONTAINERS AND PLASTIC
ARTICLES.
3315581    21/07/2016

DETODOJANJAYBHAI M.
DETODOJANJAYBHAI M.
KANSAGARANAYANKUMAR R.
BUTANINAYNA K.
KALARIYAKRISHNAA.

trading as ;SHINE METAL

SURVEY NO. 257, OPP. PRIYESH COTTON, JAIN STEEL ROAD, SHAPAR-360024 (VERAVAL), RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since : 01/06/2016

AHMEDABAD
STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN BASKET, ALUMINIUM BASKET AND KITCHEN ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ESTILO.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019  Class 21

3517518   31/03/2017
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400005. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DINNERWARE; BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; BOTTLE OPENERS; SERVING PIECES AND ACCESSORIES; COASTERS; VASES; BATHROOM ACCESSORIES; TRASH CANS AND BASKETS; HAIR BRUSHES AND COMBS, CLOTH RACKS, IRONINGBOARDS, MULTIPURPOSE RACKS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2237316.
3517519    31/03/2017
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400005. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3517518

MUMBAI

DINNERWARE; BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; BOTTLE OPENERS; SERVING PIECES AND ACCESSORIES; COASTERS;
VASES; BATHROOM ACCESSORIES; TRASH CANS AND BASKETS; HAIR BRUSHES AND COMBS, CLOTH RACKS,
IRONING BOARDS, MULTIPURPOSE RACKS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
3565509  07/06/2017
RAM ANILKUMAR ALMAL
trading as ;JK ALUMINIUM COMPANY
PLOT NO. 357, ROAD NO. 7, KATHWADA GIDC, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD 382415, GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ALUMINIUM UTENSILS, STEEL UTENSILS, COPER UTENSILS.
3577100  23/06/2017
HIRA ENTERPRISES
37-A, Rajaspura Peth, Satara - 415002, Maharashtra
Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3577094

MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3583172  03/07/2017
SANJAY DHANRAJ PAREKH
22/A, TODI ESTATE, SUN MILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI- 400013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :01/05/2015
To be associated with:
2930092
MUMBAI
PLASTIC DISPOSABLE CONTAINERS, DISPOSABLE PLASTIC THIN CONTAINER, PLASTIC GLASSES, KITCHEN TRAY,
FRUIT TRAY, PAPER PLATES, PICNIC BASKET (INCLUDING DISHES), PAPER TRAYS FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSE,
PLASTIC AND STAINLESS STEEL KITCHEN WARE, TABLEWARE, HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES, INSULATEDWARES,
VACUUM FLASKS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2930092.
3601658  28/07/2017
HIRA R. PALESHA TRADING AS M/S. HIRA INDUSTRIES
SURVEY No. 15, SUKHSAGAR NAGAR, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :12/01/2007

MUMBAI

Household or kitchen utensils

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Vego InstaCool
3605428 03/08/2017
VEGO HOME SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
303 & 304, Acme Industrial Park, Off.LB Patel Road, Western Express Highway Goregaon (East), Mumbai 400063
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Home Appliances, Household or Kitchen Utensils and Containers.
Vego SuperConditioner

3605432  03/08/2017
VEGO HOME SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
303 & 304 Acme Industrial Park, Off.LB Patel Road, Western Express Highway Goregaon (East), Mumbai - 400063
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2539846, 3605430

MUMBAI
Home Appliances, Household or Kitchen Utensils and Containers
3605494   03/08/2017
NARPAT SINGH KALUSINGH RAJPUT
trading as : CHAMUNDA STEEL
28/B, UDAY INDL. ESTATE, OPP. ODHAV POLICE STATION, ADINATH NAGAR ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382415 (GUJARAT)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
UTENSILS.
3611479   11/08/2017
PANKAJ M JAIN
"Padma Nivas", New No: 2707, Old No: 4/6, 5th Main, 4th Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore - 560 011, Karnataka, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pressure Cookers and parts thereof, Non Stick Cookware, Thermo ware and Stainless Steel Utensils
color combination as in the label.
3619366   24/08/2017
MR. BHARATBHAI JAMANBHAI MALAVIYA
trading as ;SIDDHI PAPER PRODUCTS
69, VISHALA INDUSTRIAL ESTE (EST), NR. KATHAWADA G.I.D.C. NR. SARDAR PATEL RING ROAD, ODHAV,
AHMEDABAD: - 382415, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Used Since :01/05/2017
To be associated with:
3619365
AHMEDABAD
PAPER CUP AND ICECREAM CUP AND PAPER PLAT INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
3619368    24/08/2017
MR. BHARATBHAI JAMANBHAI MALAVIYA
trading as ;SIDDHI PAPER PRODUCTS
69, VISHALA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE (EST), NR. KATHAWADA G.I.D.C. NR. SARDAR PATEL RING ROAD, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD: - 382415, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Used Since :01/05/2017
To be associated with:
3619365, 3619366, 3619367
AHMEDABAD
PAPER CUP AND ICECREAM CUP AND PAPER PLAT INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3661886   24/10/2017
EMIRATES BUSINESS VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
Emirates Smart Kitchen Building, Office No. 2, Thrikkanapuram P.O., Malappuram District, Pincode 679 573, Kerala, India
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REKHA DAS. P
Upright Legal Solutions, 27/1015, Kuthiravattom P.O, Kozhikode 673 016, Kerala, India

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Kitchen Utensils and containers, non-electric Cooking utensils, Crockery, Dishes, Ceramics for household purposes, Baskets for domestic use, Basting spoons for kitchen use, portable Baby Baths, Carpet Beaters not being machines, non-electric Beaters, Beer mugs, Heat insulated containers for Beverages, Dust Bins, Bottles, Refrigerating Bottles, Glass Bowls, Bowls [basins], Soap Boxes, Boxes for dispensing paper towels, Boxes for sweetmeats, Boxes of glass, domestic Bread baskets, Bread bins, Bread boards, Cookie jars, Cooking pot sets, Cooking pots, Cooking skews of metal, Non-electric portable Coolers, Coolers [ice pails], Food Cooling devices containing heat exchange fluids for household purposes, Corkscrews, Tea Cosies, Cruet sets for oil and vinegar, Cruets, Crumb trays, Crystal [glassware], Cups, Egg Cups, Fruit Cups, Garlic presses [kitchen utensils], Cups of paper or plastic, Currycombs, Cutting boards for the kitchen, Decanters, non-electric Deep fryers, Demijohns, Deodorising apparatus for personal use, Dish covers, Butter Dishes, Dishes for soap, Dishwashing brushes, Soap Dispensers, Metal boxes for Dispensing paper towels, Disposable table plates, non-electric Domestic grinders, Drinking flasks for travellers, Drinking glasses, Drinking straws, Drinking troughs, Drinking vessels, Drying racks for washing, Dustbins, Furniture Dusters, non-electric Dusting apparatus, Dusting cloths [rags], Earthenware, Egg cups, Flasks, Drinking Flasks for travellers, Flat-iron stands, Fly catchers [traps or whisks], Fly swatters, Fruit cups, non-electric Fruit presses for household purposes, Frying pans, Garbage cans, Opal Glass, Glass [receptacles], Glass bowls, Glass bulbs [receptacles], Glass caps, Glass flasks [containers], Glass for vehicle windows [semi-finished product], Glass incorporating fine electrical conductors, Glass jars [carboys], Glass stoppers, Glass vials [receptacles], Glass wool other than for insulation, unworked or semi-worked Glass except building glass, Painted Glassware, Glass Jars [carboys], Jugs, non-electric Kettles, Kitchen containers, non-electric Kitchen mixers, Kitchen utensils, Knife rests for the table, hand-operated Mills for domestic purposes, manual Mixers [cocktail shakers], non-electric Mixing machines for household purposes, Mixing spoons [kitchen utensils], Molds (Ice cube), Molds [kitchen utensils], Frying Pans, Utensils for household purposes
AVION BATHROOM FITTINGS
3695833  06/12/2017
NANDARAM CHOUDHARY
2-22-166, Bapuji Nagar, Bowenpally, Secunderabad-500011, Telangana, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDIP KUMAR CHAKRABORY
8-7-33/1, RAJA RAJESWARI NAGAR, OLD BOWENPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500011
Used Since : 15/11/2017
CHENNAI
BATHROOM FITTINGS
3734431  23/01/2018
KUPARARAM LILARAM CHAUDHARY
E- SHOP NO-3 SUJATA SHOPPING CENTER, NAVGHAR ROAD, THANE, BHAYANDAR EAST, THANE-401105
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Kitchen utensils; Tableware, cookware and containers
DIAMOND

3824822 05/05/2018

M/S. FLY KING SUPPLIERS PRIVATE LIMITED
No.113, Vijayanallur Village, Ponneri Taluk, Solavaram, Chennai - 600 067

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Stainless Steel Utensils and Household Vessels, Water Filter, Kitchen Ware, Pressure Cooker, Pan, Non - Stick Cookware, Steel Flasks and Small Domestic Utensils, Containers, Plastic Mounded House Ware, Thermo Ware and Giftware, Serving Utensils and Vessels, Pep bottles and Plastic House Ware Items
3827002  08/05/2018
MANOJ SHARMA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SHRI VENKATESH INDUSTRIES
253, Sector - F, Sanwer Road, Industrial Area, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household containers, plant and flower basket, waste baskets, dustbins, buckets

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
VG
3827671 09/05/2018
SAURABH PRADIPKUMAR DHOOT
DHOOT BUNGLOW, STATION ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKERS, RICE COOKERS, MILK BOILERS, SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS (NON-ELECTRIC) AND CONTAINERS MADE OF METAL (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL NOR COATED THEREWITH), THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOODS, WATER AND BEVERAGES, VACUUM FLASKS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN WARE, CERAMIC WARE AND POTTERIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21; TOOTH BRUSHES, INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIAL FOR CLEANING PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21; KETTLES, KITCHEN STANDS, FLOWER POTS AND STANDS.
ANIRUDHA VENUGOPAL DHOOT
101, VIDEOCON HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, 99 MANAV MANDIR ROAD, NEPEANSEA ROAD, OPP. J M MEHTA BUS STOP,
MUMBAI- 400006, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3833251

MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKERS, RICE COOKERS, MILK BOILERS, SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS (NON-ELECTRIC) AND
CONTAINERS MADE OF METAL (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL NOR COATED THEREWITH), THERMALLY INSULATED
CONTAINERS FOR FOODS, WATER AND BEVERAGES, VACUUM FLASKS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN WARE, CERAMIC
WARE AND POTTERIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21; TOOTH BRUSHES, INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIAL FOR CLEANING
PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21; KETTLES, KITCHEN STANDS, FLOWER POTS AND STANDS.
3837181  18/05/2018
PRAVIN KUMAR TAK, TRADING AS, PRAVIN KUMAR MADANLAL
5/10, SUBHASH MARG (GACHAWADI), DHAR (M.P.) - 454001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since: 09/07/2017
MUMBAI
ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, UTENSIL SCRUBBERS, MOP, WIPER, BROOM ONLY FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF MADHYA PRADESH INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
CHALLENGER

3855334    08/06/2018
ANIRUDHA VENUGOPAL DHOOT
101, VIDEOCON HOUSE, 1ST FLOOR, 99 MANAV MANDIR ROAD, NEPEANSEA ROAD, OPP. J M MEHTA BUS STOP,
MUMBAI - 400006, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKERS, RICE COOKERS, MILK BOILERS, SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS (NON-ELECTRIC) AND
CONTAINERS MADE OF METAL (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL NOR COATED THEREWITH), THERMALLY INSULATED
CONTAINERS FOR FOODS, WATER AND BEVERAGES, VACUUM FLASKS, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN WARE, CERAMIC
WARE AND POTTERIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21; TOOTH BRUSHES, INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIAL FOR CLEANING
PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21; KETTLES, KITCHEN STANDS, FLOWER POTS AND STANDS
3897093  24/07/2018

M/S. SBJ ASSOCIATES
Room No.IV/6 Z, 21 B/I, Guruvayur Municipality, Pournami Plaza, Thaikkad Post, Pin - 680104, Guruvayur, Thrissur District, Kerala, India
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :04/04/2018

CHENNAI
Non electric cooking utensils and apparatus; pressure cooker (non-electric), non electric cooking pots
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Kerala.
3984738    27/10/2018
ROHINI DEVI D/O LATE PRATAPCHAND JAIN
#3/2, C.V West Cross Mill Road, A.Bannimantap Extension, Mandi Mohalla, Mysore - 570 015.
S T C Marketing & Services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMPFCPL
279, 15th Main, Saraswathipuram,mysore-570009
Used Since :25/05/2016
CHENNAI
Bottles, Bowls, Bread bins, Buckets, Chamber pots, Cookie jars, Cooking pot sets, Cooking utensils, Crockery, Cups,
Dishes, Domestic grinders, Drinking vessels, Dustbins, Earthenware, Flasks, Fruit cups, Frying pans, Glass bowls, Grills,
Kitchen containers, Kitchen mixers, Kitchen utensils, Lunch boxes, Mess-tins, Mugs, Refrigerating bottles, Saucers,
Shakers, Spice sets, Strainers, Table plates, Teapots, Vacuum bottles, Vegetable dishes, Watering cans being included in
Class 21.
4147084  14/04/2019
AKRITI BHARTIA
301 Vishal Apartment, Janki Kutir Society, Juhu, Mumbai - 400049
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; lunch box; tablemats, not of paper or textile; glassware, porcelain and earthenware
PRESTRESS
4161483    29/04/2019
MANOJ KUMAR
No: 9/2, 3rd Floor, Rajanna Lane, Nagarathpet Cross, Bengaluru - 560 002, Karnataka, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pressure Cookers and parts thereof, Non-Stick Cookware, Thermo ware, household Utensils, Kitchen Ware, Vacuum Flasks, Stainless Steel Utensils, Casseroles and Tea-Cans
4161486  29/04/2019
MISRI DEVI
No: 9/2, 3rd Floor, Rajanna Lane, Nagarathpet Cross, Bengaluru - 560 002, Karnataka, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pressure Cookers and parts thereof, Non-Stick Cookware, Thermoware, Household Utensils, Kitchen ware, Vacuum Flasks, Stainless Steel Utensils, Casseroles and Tea-Cans
ZOKASA
4162795   30/04/2019
SUCHA SINGH NAMDHARI
H No. 15A/14, W.E.A, 2nd Floor, Ajmal Khan Road, Near Karol Bagh Metro Station, New Delhi, 110005
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JABRA RAM CHHAGNA RAM MANUVER
Office No.303, 3rd floor, PP Trade Centre, Netaji Sibhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi-110032.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Mugs, Beer Mugs, Tea Mugs, Coffee Mugs, and Sipper etc.
4163327  01/05/2019
RAMESH CHAND
GROUND FLOOR, BACK SIDE TO GALAXY BAR, NO 7, NEW TIMBER YARD LAYOUT, H CROSS, 1ST MAIN ROAD, AVALAHALLI MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560026

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
CLARET
4164349  02/05/2019
M/S PARAMOUNT UNIVERSAL PRIVATE LIMITED
M-17A, INDUSTRIAL AREA SONIPAT HARYANA- 131001
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007
Used Since :04/11/2017
DELHI
DISPOSABLE CROCKERY, PLASTIC FOOD CONTAINERS HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
KASHUJ
4165839 03/05/2019
VISHAL RAVJIBHAI VASOYA
VASOYA ENTERPRISE, 1ST FLOOR, PLOT NO. 29, SHANKAR NAGAR SOC., AASHARAM ROAD, SURAT – 395004
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, MOULDS [KITCHEN UTENSILS], TOILET UTENSILS, HAND OPERATED KITCHEN IMPLEMENTS FOR MINCING FOOD, HAND OPERATED GRINDERS, CHOPPING BOARDS, KITCHEN RACKS, NON ELECTRIC FRUIT SQUEEZERS, STATUES OF PORCELAIN , EARTHENWARE, CERAMIC OR GLASS
BSPA

4166672  04/05/2019

SUCHA SINGH NAMDHARI
H No. 15A/14, W.E.A, 2nd Floor, Ajmal Khan Road, Near Karol Bagh Metro Station, New Delhi, 110005

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

JABRA RAM CHHAGNA RAM MANUVER
Office No.303, 3rd floor, PP Trade Centre, Netaji Sibhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi-110032.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Thermally Insulated Containers For Food, Water & Beverages, Vacuum Flasks, Boxes, Tiffin Carriers, Casseroles, Lunch Boxes, Milk Boilers, Kitchen-wares, Domestic Utensils (Not Precious Metal Nor Coated Therewith), Plastic Items, House-Hold Utensils (Non-Electric), Non-Stick Cookware, Table-Wares, Hollowares, Thermoware, Glasswares, Porcelain And Earthenware, Gym Shakers, Gym Sippers, Plastic Bottles Gym, Mugs, Tea and coffee mugs.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 21

Series trade mark u/s 15 of Trade Marks Act, 1999

4168010 06/05/2019
VIACOM 18 MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
ZION BIZWORLD, SUBHASH ROAD-A, NEXT TO GARWARE INSTITUTE, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware, Mugs, Lunch Box, Water Bottle, household and kitchen utensils, fly swatters, clothes-pegs, mixing spoons, basting spoons and corkscrews, serving utensils, sugar tongs, ice tongs, pie servers and serving ladies; household, kitchen, cooking containers, vases, bottles, piggy banks, pails, cocktail shakers, cooking pots and pans, and non-electric kettles and pressure cookers; small hand-operated kitchen apparatus for mincing, grinding, pressing or crushing, garlic presses, nutcrackers, pestles and mortars; dish stands and decanter stands; cosmetic and toilet utensils, electric and non-electric combs and toothbrushes, dental floss, foam toe separators for use in pedicures, powder puffs, fitted vanity cases; gardening articles, gardening gloves, window-boxes, watering cans and nozzles for watering hose; indoor aquaria, terrariums and vivarium.
Fire Star

4168886  07/05/2019

GOURAV GARG
S/O : RAKESH PAL, 215, CHEEKA R1, HUDA, KAITHAL-136034

The Trade Marks Act, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
4168920  07/05/2019
BHAVIK POPAT
trading as ;KRISHNA INTERNATIONAL
139, NEO CORPORATE PLAZA, EXT. RAMACHANDRA LANE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400 064, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :15/12/2010
MUMBAI
RUBBER GLOVES FOR HOUSEHOLD USE
JANRAVI
4168933  07/05/2019
JATINBHAI NAGAJIBHAI SUTARIYA (TRADING AS AARNA ENTERPRISE)
1st Floor, 8-Ayodhya Raw House, Dabhali Road, Surat-395004
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKESHKUMAR MAGANBHAI VEKARIYA
B-80, 1st Floor, Ramkrishna Soc., L.H.Road, Varachha, Surat-395006, Gujarat, India

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Household and Kitchen Utensils and Containers, Combs and Sponges, Brushes (Except Paint Brushes), Brush-Making Materials, Articles for Cleaning Purposes, Steel Wool, Unworked or Semi-Worked Glass (Except Glass Used in Building), Glassware, Porcelain and Earthenware not Included in other classes
MINERAL FIBER

4169782  07/05/2019
GRANOPLAST
ALLAPRA, P.O, PERUMBAVOOR, ERNAKULAM, KERALA 683556
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Antents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware
LUXIUR
4171177  09/05/2019
SAGAR MALHOTRA S/O SHRI TAJINDER SINGH
PROP. OF FIRM M/S LUXIUR INC., 15/1, ISHA NAGAR, NEAR RENUKA CITY HOSPITAL, AGRA ROAD, ALIGARH - 202001
(U.P.) INDIA
PROPRIETORY FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIRO TRADE MARK OFFICE.
17/186, JAIRO BUILDING, JAIGANJ MARKET CROSSING, ALIGARH-202001, U.P.
Used Since :01/05/2019
DELHI
STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS AND MODULAR KITCHEN ITEMS OF GOODS.
UK ALEX MAGGIE INTERNATIONAL BRAND MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.
Fourth Floor, 3 Gower Street, London, United Kingdom, WC1E 6HA
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF UNITED KINGDOM.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Containers for household or kitchen use; Tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; Glass flasks [containers]; Ceramics for household purposes; Drinking vessels; Ironing boards; Clothing stretchers; Toilet utensils; Toilet cases; Cleaning instruments, hand-operated
RAJ TRADING
MANORAMA KUNJ, DHELWAN, BHUPATIPUR, PATNA, BIHAR-800020
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONU JHA
204, KANCHAN HOUSE, KARAMPURA, NEW DELHI-15
Used Since :01/07/2017

KOLKATA
Kitchen Utensils, Household Appliances and Glass products
LATIQ MART
4174117  11/05/2019
GABANI VARSHABEN DAYABHAI SOLE PROPRITOR OF LATIQ MART
1 To 6 Plot-227, 1st Floor, Sy. No.-103, Mohan Deep Society, Dabholi Char Rasta, Ved Road, Surat, Gujarat - 395004
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
2/496,Nakeerar Street, Mogappair East,Chennai-600037
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019    Class 21

4174223   11/05/2019
NISOPROOF WINDOW SAFETY CO. LTD
G-G-5, CONNAUGHT AVENUE, NO. 38, JALAN 9, TAMAN BUKIT CHERAS, 56000 KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
A Limited Liability Company incorporated under the laws of Malaysia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Security glass for making into vehicle windows
4174831  13/05/2019
ORIANO CLEAN ENERGY PRIVATE LIMITED
EL-38, Electronic Zone, MIDC, Mahape, Navi Mumbai - 400710
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Kitchen utensils
GREENMART
4175114   13/05/2019
TANMEET SINGH SAYAL PROP. OF GREENSTAR MARKETING
M-493 BASEMENT, GURU HARKISHAN NAGAR NEW DELHI-110041
PROP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR SOLUTIONS
204 RG Trade Tower, Netaji Subhash Place Pitampura New Delhi-110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
4175421   14/05/2019
ANSHUMAN SURESH JAMDADE
D-9, Dental staff quarter, Mahatma Gandhi Dental College & Hospital, Sitapura, Jaipur - 302022
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Toothbrushes, Combs.
4175589   14/05/2019
RAMAN SULUJA
396, GROUND FLOOR, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAMIKA RAWAT
SRA- 15D, Shipra Riviera, Indrapuram, Uttar Pradesh-201010

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Manufacturing of Paper Cup, Plates.
4175627  14/05/2019
PUNEET
WARD NO 23 BOGHA RAM COLONY, HANSI
E COMMERCE
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MAKEUP BRUSHES, SKIN CLEANSING BRUSHES, FACIAL CLEANSING BRUSHES, HAIR BRUSHES, EYEBROW BRUSHES, MASCARA BRUSHES, COSMETIC BRUSHES AND EYELASH BRUSHES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
4175970  14/05/2019
SZCO COSMETIC. CO., LTD
187, Wonmi-ro, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO. 8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Basins [receptacles]; glass bulbs [receptacles]; beer mugs; toothbrushes; toothpicks; cosmetic utensils; thermally insulated containers for food; steel wool for cleaning; crystal [glassware]; drinking troughs.
PRIZZAL

4176033   14/05/2019
BALESHWAR VISHWAKARMA
HOUSE NO B-41/4, MAHA RANI ENCLAVE, D K MOHAN GARDEN, WEST DELHI, DELHI 110059
INDIVIDUAL PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK SHARMA
T-9, THIRD FLOOR, E-72, AMBABARI, JAIPUR-302039, RAJ.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool included in class 21.
4176535  15/05/2019
HEATHERGREY COLLECTIVE LLP
201, 2Nd Floor, Peninsula Towers, Peninsula Corporate Park, G K Marg, Lower Parel-West, Mumbai 400013
A Limited Liability Partnership incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dinnerware; Disposable plates; Plates; Disposable bowls; Bowls; Disposable serving trays for domestic purposes; Serving trays; Household containers
Patanjali Paridhan - Shraddha ka Sansaar

4176831 15/05/2019

PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3885320, 4133125

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COOKWARE AND TABLEWARE, EXCEPT FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES, EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES; BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGES; VACUUM FLASKS & BOTTLE; KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS; SERVING AND BAKING UTENSILS; HOUSEHOLD, COOKING AND KITCHEN CONTAINERS; HEAT INSULATED CONTAINERS; GLASS BOWLS AND BOTTLES; TRAYS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE; CROCKERY; PLASTIC BUCKETS; ICE BUCKETS; ICE CUBE TRAYS AND MOULDS; JUGS AND POTS; BASKET OF DOMESTIC USER; INSULATED CARRIERS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES; CASSEROLE PANS AND DISHES; LUNCH BOXES; SANDWICH BOXES; WATER BOTTLES; MUGS; STORAGE JARS; TOILET CASES; CLEANING INSTRUMENTS, Hand-operated chisels.
Patanjali Paridhan - Shuddhata ka darpan

15/05/2019

PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3885320, 4133125

DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COOKWARE AND TABLEWARE, EXCEPT FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES, EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES; BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTENWARE THERMALLY INSULATED CONTAINERS FOR FOOD OR BEVERAGES; VACUUM FLASKS & BOTTLE; KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS; SERVING AND BAKING UTENSILS; HOUSEHOLD, COOKING AND KITCHEN CONTAINERS; HEAT INSULATED CONTAINERS; GLASS BOWLS AND BOTTLES; TRAYS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE; CROCKERY; PLASTIC BUCKETS; ICE BUCKETS; ICE CUBE TRAYS AND MOULDS; JUGS AND POTS; BASKET OF DOMESTIC USER; INSULATED CARRIERS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES; CASSEROLE PANS AND DISHES; LUNCH BOXES; SANDWICH BOXES; WATER BOTTLES; MUGS; STORAGE JARS; TOILET CASES; CLEANING INSTRUMENTS, Hand-operated chisels.
4176951 15/05/2019
DURGA PRASAD PAL
329A, POCKET M, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110 020 INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 048
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3970053
DELHI
BOWLS, FEEDING BOWL, WEANING BOWL, MILK POWDER CONTAINER, BRUSHES FOR CLEANING CONTAINERS, COMBS, BABY COMBS, TRAY, ANTI-SLIP TRAY, TABLEWARE OTHER THAN KNIVES, DRINKING CUPS, BABY’S DRINKING CUPS, STRAWS FOR DRINKING, FINGERTIP TOOTH BRUSHES, LONG WEANING SPOON, FORK AND SPOON, CONTAINERS, BABY BRUSHES, BRUSHES FOR CLEANING CONTAINERS.
4177207  15/05/2019
THANGARAJ V
trading as ;SRI PONVEL STORES
NO.156, G N T ROAD, GUMMIDIPOONDI, THIRUVALLUR - 601201, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :19/03/2009

CHENNAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINER NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH; COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES, BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEELWOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
4177318  15/05/2019
PRATEEK ARORA
1386, 2nd Floor, Dr. Mukherjee Nagar, Delhi – 110009
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bottles, Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith)
4177514 15/05/2019
BHUVA CHINTANKUMAR SURESHBHAI
B-3(Building), No.203, Vraj Vihar Residency, Near Vraj Chok, Sarthana Jakatnaka, Surat- 395006, Gujarat
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COOKWARE AND TABLEWARE, EXCEPT FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES, EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES; BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
CATCHIN24
4177529  15/05/2019
DIPNIKA PATEL
PARADOX, 21, DWARKADISH SOCIETY, NR. GANESH TEMPLE, PALANPUR PATIYA, SURAT - 395009
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :14/04/2017
To be associated with:
3472418
AHMEDABAD
MOPS, MOP PAILS, MOP WRINGERS, MOP HEADS, MOP SQUEEZERS, MOP BUCKETS, SPONGE MOPS, WRINGER MOPS,
RAG MOPS, SWIVEL MOPS, MOPPING BRUSHES, MOP PAILS INCORPORATING MOP WRINGERS, MOP WRINGER
BUCKETS, BUCKETS INCORPORATING MOP WRINGERS, FLOOR POLISH APPLICATORS MOUNTABLE ON A MOP
HANDLE, FLOOR WAX APPLICATORS MOUNTABLE ON A MOP HANDLE, BROOM HANDLES, PUSH BROOMS, SOFT
BROOMS, HARD BROOMS, METAL BROOM HANDLES, WOODEN BROOM HANDLES, BROOM HANDLES OF METAL,
BROOM HANDLES OF WOOD, NON-METAL BROOM HANDLES, BROOMS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, NON-METALLIC
BROOMSTICKS [HANDLES], BROOM HANDLES, NOT OF METAL, HANDLES (NON-METALLIC-) FOR BROOMS, HANDLES
MADE OF PLASTICS FOR BROOMS
CHAKO

4177554   15/05/2019

VANDANA KARNANI
1, British Indian Street, 1st Floor, Suit No.102, Kolkata – 700 069, West Bengal

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COOKWARE AND TABLEWARE, EXCEPT FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES, EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES; BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
4177621 15/05/2019

SUNJAY M CHUGH
3301/A, Oberoi Sky Heights, Lokhandwala Complex, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. VEDIC IP, E-212, 2nd Floor, Tower No.3, International Infotech park, Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400703

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
TUBA N CO., LTD
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Republic of Korea.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Waste bins for household use; jugs; Mugs; piggy banks; Combs; Pets feeding utensils; baby baths, portable; Toothbrushes; Chopsticks; Portable pots and pans for camping; Tea balls; Flower pots; Toilet paper holders.
RAJU GUPTA PROP. OF M/S PARASNATH ENTERPRISES
4150, GADI BARNII, PAHARI DHIRAJ, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCRUBBER/ SCRUBBING BRUSHES, SPONGES, BROOMS, WIPER, BRUSHES, FOR CLEANING PURPOSES.
4178083    16/05/2019
VARUN SHARMA
H.NO.256/1, SAKET COLONY GARH ROAD, HAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH- 245101

THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
PUNCH

4178129  16/05/2019

KONKAN AGRO MARINE INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 117, Wanjra Industrial Layout, Kamptee Road, Nagpur – 440 026, State of Maharashtra, India.
An Indian Company Registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

In respect of “Glass & glassware and certain goods made of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta, crockery items, all being goods included in class 21”.

Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019

4178301 16/05/2019
SHENZHEN TIMES INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 03, 6/F, Building 3, Winlead, Fada Road, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; Kitchen utensils; Glassware for household purposes; Coffee services [tableware]; Toothbrushes; Toothbrushes, electric; Cosmetic bags [fitted]; Toilet cases; Thermally insulated containers for food; Cleaning instruments, hand-operated; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; Water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums.
4178489  17/05/2019
SAVASAVYA CHANDRESH VINUBHAI
BLOCK NO, 7/D, SHAKTI KRUPA CO OP SOCIETY, NEAR SHIRDI DHAM SOCIETY, VARACHHA MAIN ROAD, SURAT - 395006
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YASH HINESHKUMAR MEHTA
19, CHINUBHAI TOWER, BESIDES H.K. COLLEGE, OPP.HANDLOOM HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Kitchen mitts, Kitchen containers, Kitchen grinders, non-electric, Kitchen mixers, non-electric, Moulds [kitchen utensils], Skimmers [non-electric kitchen implements], Batter dispensers for kitchen use
4178717  17/05/2019
KUMI (KMYA) JPN TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1042, Sector -40, Gurgaon -122001, Haryana
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RATTAN LAL
98/12, JAWAHAR NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141 002 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2017

DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils, household, kitchen and cooking containers, small hand-operated kitchen apparatus for mincing, grinding, pressing or crushing, dish stands, decanter stands, cosmetic & toilet utensils as included in class 21
FOOD&FUN
4178790  17/05/2019
PUNEET SINGHAL
C-637, Nand Gram, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, 201001
Trading
Individual
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass; glassware and earthenware, lunch box, lunch boxes made of plastic, metal and all other articles included in class 21.
VEISO

4179168   17/05/2019

VIKRAM MOHANLAL NAHAR
401 Ganga Geetanjali society, Crescent High School lane, Opp Siddhachal Jain Temple, Gultekdi, Pune 411037
An Indian citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Tiffin Boxes, Bowls, Buckets, Bottles, Trays, Jugs, Refrigerating Bottles, Ceramic, Glass, Mugs, Tubs, Basin, Dustbins, Coasters, HotPots (not electrically heated), Picnic Baskets, Household or Kitchen utensils and Containers, (not of precious metal or coated therewith); Flask, Glassware, Porcelain and Earthenware.
VEIZO

4179169   17/05/2019

VIKRAM MOHANLAL NAHAR
401 Ganga Geetanjali society, Crescent High School lane, Opp Siddhachal Jain Temple, Gultekdi, Pune 411037
An Indian citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Tiffin Boxes, Bowls, Buckets, Bottles, Trays, Jugs, Refrigerating Bottles, Ceramic, Glass, Mugs, Tubs, Basin, Dustbins, Coasters, HotPots (not electrically heated), Picnic Baskets, Household or Kitchen utensils and Containers, (not of precious metal or coated therewith); Flask, Glassware, Porcelain and Earthenware.
4180137  20/05/2019
LAKH SINGH, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. RAJLAXMI PRODUCTS
No.67, "7" 9th Cross, L.N.Puram, Bengaluru - 560 021
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Brooms, Mops, Brushes, Brush making materials, Scrubbing Brushes, Articles for Cleaning Purposes, Steel Wool, Porcelain and Earthen ware.
VEL CHAKRA COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BOTTLES, WATER BOTTLES HOUSE HOLD AND SPORTS, CONTAINER, TABLE WARE, COOK WARE, WATERING CAN.
Priority claimed from 29/11/2018; Application No. : 017995005 ;European Union
4180649   20/05/2019
NORITAZEH GLASS CO.
Phase 3, Golezorkh St., Sarvestan Ave., Hasanabad, Tehran-Ghom Highway - 35th KM, Tehran, Iran (Islamic Republic of)
a company organized and existing under the laws of Islamic Republic of Iran

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware,
porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; statues, figurines, plaques and works of art, made of materials
such as porcelain, terra-cotta or glass, included in the class; tableware, cookware and containers; glasses, drinking
vessels and barware
4180833  20/05/2019
RAMESH KUMAR TRADING AS RAJ HANDLOOM.
PLOT NO.-494, SECTOR-25, PART-II, HUDA, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/10/2018

DELHI
MOPS AND COTTON MOPS.
4180941   20/05/2019
SAMIRBHAI V PATEL (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS INDIAN-E-FASHION
37, SHANTIVAN SOCIETY, L.H ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DRYING RACKS FOR WASHING, CLOTHES DRYING RACKS, IRONING BOARDS, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS,
HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, DUSTBINS, SPONGES, BRUSHES, COMBS, BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR
CLEANING PURPOSES, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING, STEELWOOL,
GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
TruCook
DESIGNED FOR ACCESSIBLE AND EFFICIENT USE SPACE

4181150  20/05/2019
VIKAS KUMAR (INDIVIDUAL)
FLAT NO. 82, RISHI APARTMENTS, SECTOR-9, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES); ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
Morisons baby dreams

4181264   20/05/2019
J. L. MORISON (INDIA) LIMITED
RASOI COURT, 20, SIR R N MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28,3RD FLOOR,40,WESTON STREET,KOLKATA 700 013,INDIA.
Used Since :07/03/2006
To be associated with:
1452843, 1990019

KOLKATA
TOOTH BRUSHES, BABY COMB, HAIR BRUSH, HAIR BRUSH & COMB SET, SOFT TOUCH TOY POWDER PUFF, PREMIUM POWDER PUFF, SHAVING BRUSH, TONGUE CLEANERS, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, SPONGES
Morisons

4181265  20/05/2019
J. L. MORISON (INDIA) LIMITED
RASOI COURT, 20, SIR R N MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28,3RD FLOOR,40,WESTON STREET,KOLKATA 700 013,INDIA.

Used Since :07/03/2006

To be associated with:
1452843, 1990019

KOLKATA
TOOTH BRUSHES, BABY COMB, HAIR BRUSH, HAIR BRUSH & COMB SET, SOFT TOUCH TOY POWDER PUFF, PREMIUM POWDER PUFF, SHAVING BRUSH, TONGUE CLEANERS, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, SPONGES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019

Class 21

4181281  20/05/2019

ATIREK SINHA
F-006, SPRING FIELDS APARTMENTS, SARJAPURA ROAD, NEAR BIG BAZAAR, BELLANDUR GATE, BANGALORE- 560102, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS, HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, PLASTIC HOUSEHOLD GLOVES, ATOMIZERS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, TRAYS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, ALL PURPOSE PORTABLE HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS, FOOD MIXERS, NON-ELECTRIC, FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, FOOD BLENDERS NON-ELECTRIC, FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES.
AEVAS BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
9/465 VETTUKALLEL HOUSE, THOMMANKUTHU P THODUPUZHA IDUKKI KL 685581 IN
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
VISHAL ALIAS AJAY DEVGAN
CHALET AMAR, 1ST FLOOR, BEHIND CRITICARE HOSPITAL, PLOT NO. 41/43, GULMOHAR ROAD NO.1, JVPD, MUMBAI - 400049
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSN LEGAL ASSOCIATES
Adv. Shrinivasan Mudaliar, Flat No.203, 2nd Floor, Sai Balaji Complex, Morivali, B-Cabin Road, Ambernath (East), Thane Dist 421501

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
AISNOKIA GOLD
4182904  21/05/2019
SAVITA DEVI PROP. OF APOLLO INDUSTRIES.
25/20, GALI NO.-6, MASTER MOHALLA, LIBASPUR, DELHI-110042
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO.-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRESSURE COokers, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, STORAGE BASKETS IN CLASS-21.
4182993   22/05/2019
MAM CHAND ENTERPRISES THROUGH ITS PROPRIETOR SH. ARUN KUMAR
Chowk Bazar, Jagadhri
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR
HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
House Hold utensils, Kitchen Utensils.
4183420  22/05/2019
MOHIT JAGGI
INDRA NAGAR WARD 5 CIVIL LINES SAGAR MP
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
4184236   22/05/2019
RAMAN GULATI TRADING AS METAL FINISHING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
GROUND FLOOR, METAL FINISHING CHEMICAL INDS, KH NO 26/29,NEAR MASALA FACTORY, GALI NO 22 ,LIBASPUR IND. AREA , VILLAGE LIBASPUR, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI, 110042
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
Polishing materials for making shiny
**4184237  22/05/2019**
RAMAN GULATI TRADING AS METAL FINISHING CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
GROUND FLOOR, METAL FINISHING CHEMICAL INDS, KH NO 26/29,NEAR MASALA FACTORY, GALI NO 22 ,LIBASPUR IND. AREA , VILLAGE LIBASPUR, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI, 110042

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI
Polishing materials for making shiny
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 21

HARIHAR PRASAD
12/5-6, MACROBART GANJ, KANPUR (UTTAR PRADESH)- 208001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-I, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Soap dishes, Scouring sponge, Household scouring pads, Tableware, Scrub sponges, Scrubbing brushes, Scrubbing pads, Scrub sponges for washing dishes, Steel wool [scouring pads of steel], Brooms, Broom handles, Feather brooms, Hard brooms, Push brooms, Mops, Sponge mops, Mopping brushes, Dispensers for cellulose wipes, for household purposes, Fitted racks for wiping, drying, polishing and cleaning paper, Clothes drying hangers, Dustbins, Bottles, Water bottles, Plastic bottles, Lunch boxes, Handles made of plastics for sweeping brushes, Brushes, Dispensers (Soap-), Napkin dispensers, wooden broom handles, Fitted dispensers for wiping, drying, polishing and cleaning paper, wooden mortars and pestles, Reusable stainless steel water bottles, Holders for household irons, Brushes and other articles for cleaning, brush-making materials, Steel wool, Metal wool for cleaning, Abrasive discs for kitchen [cleaning] purposes, Brushes for cleaning for household purposes, Household or kitchen utensils and containers, Combs and sponges, Brushes (except paint brushes), Brush making materials, Articles for cleaning purposes, Steel wool, Unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building), Glassware, porcelain and earthenware, Hand-operated kitchen implements for mincing food, Ceramic grinding beads for use in wet milling, Electric combs, Electric toothbrushes, Dish stands, Decanter stands, Dusters, Dusting gloves, Dusting cloths [rags], Fitted dispensers for wiping, drying, polishing and cleaning paper, Abrasive sponges for kitchen [cleaning] use, Abrasive instruments for kitchen [cleaning] purposes, Cleaning sponges, Cleaning pads. Containers for household or kitchen use, Kettles [non-electric], jugs, kitchen graters, garlic presses, Non-electric kitchen graters, Crockery, Pressure cookers, Slow cookers (Non-electric-), Non-electric pressure cookers, Autoclaves [pressure cookers], non-electric, Rice cookers for use in microwave ovens, Glassware, porcelain and earthenware, Racks for cosmetics, Trays for household use, Holders for plastic bags, for household purposes, Holders for household irons, Kitchen mixers, non-electric, Cookware for use in microwave ovens, Utensils and containers for household and kitchen use, Household or kitchen utensils and containers.
LUXLISS

4184858  23/05/2019

SONU
TIBBA COLONY, RATIA (HARYANA)- 125051
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Make-up brushes, Make-up sponges, Cosmetics brushes, Hairbrushes.
4186218  24/05/2019
GABANI KISHAN RAMESHBHAI
A-503, SHIVAN AVENUE, NEAR PLATINUM PARK, SINGANPORE DABHOLI LINK ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT - 395004
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
YASH HINESHKUMAR MEHTA
19, CHINUBHAI TOWER, BESIDES H.K. COLLEGE, OPP.HANDLOOM HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Kitchen sieves, Kitchen containers, Spatulas [kitchen utensils], Kitchen paper racks, Garlic presses [kitchen utensils],
Kitchen mixers, non-electric, Kitchen grinders, non-electric, Graters for kitchen use, Household or kitchen containers,
Abrasive sponges for kitchen [cleaning] use
FARMTEX
4172992 10/05/2019
PRAKASHCHANDRA SHYAMKRISHNA RIJAL
705, Sunflower Apartment, Punyadham Ashram Road, S.No.26/2a, Kondhwa Budruk, Pune, Maharashtra-411048
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ROPES AND STRING; NETS; TENTS AND TARPAULINS; AWNINGS OF TEXTILE OR SYNTHETIC MATERIALS; SAILS;
SACKS FOR THE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF MATERIALS IN BULK; PADDING, CUSHIONING AND STUFFING
MATERIALS, EXCEPT OF PAPER, CARDBOARD, RUBBER OR PLASTICS; RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS AND
SUBSTITUTES THEREFOR
KDM Apparels

4175339    14/05/2019

MOHAMMAD MARGHUBUL HASAN
No.7, Silver Oak Layout, JP Nagar, 7th Phase, Puttenhalli, Bangalore - 560078

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MANISH KUMAR PANDEY
NO.113/A, (NEW NO.1/1), 2ND FLOOR, 10TH MAIN ROAD, 39TH CROSS, 2ND BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE-560010.

Used Since :01/04/2005

CHENNAI

Patanjali Paridhan - Shraddha ka Sansaar

4176832   15/05/2019

PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3653584, 3885321

DELHI
Ropes and string; Nets; Tents and tarpaulins; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Sails; Sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics; Raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor, Jute bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk.
Patanjali Paridhan - Shuddhata ka darpan

4176843    15/05/2019
PATANJALI PARIDHAN PVT. LTD.
KRIPALU BAGH, KANKHAL, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND-249408, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3885321

DELHI
Ropes and string; Nets; Tents and tarpaulins; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Sails; Sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics; Raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor, Jute bags for the transport and storage of materials in bulk.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 22

4177790  15/05/2019
ANAND BROTHERS
ST.#9, TEJ MOHAN NAGAR, BASTI SHEIKH ROAD, JALANDHAR-144002 (PUNJAB)
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :28/09/2018
DELHI
TENTS FOR CAMPING AND MOUNTAINEERING, SHOWER TENTS, AWNING AND TAPAULINS FOR TENTS, TENTS FOR VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 22.
RecoMattress

4177845  15/05/2019

REINFORCED EARTH INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
E-11, B-1 EXTENSION, MOHAN CO-OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110044.

A Private Limited Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLA LAW OFFICES
C-129, Second Floor, Lajpat Nagar-I, New Delhi -110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Padding and stuffing materials; Textile bags for containing earth; Waterproof covering sheets; Stuffing materials [not of rubber or plastics].
4181014  20/05/2019
OKOSU CERATECH PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 1, SHIVKRUPA APPARTMENT, NEAR AMBA NAGAR NAHER, BAMROLI ROAD, SURAT – 395002. GUJARAT – INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CORDS MADE OF TEXTILE FIBERS IN CLUDED IN CLASS 22
4182085  21/05/2019
VISHAL ALIAS AJAY DEVGAN
CHALET AMAR, 1ST FLOOR, BEHIND CRITICARE HOSPITAL, PLOT NO.41/43, GULMOHAR ROAD NO.1, JVPD, MUMBAI
400049 MAHARASHTRA INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSN LEGAL ASSOCIATES
Adv. Shrinivasan Mudaliar, Flat No.203, 2nd Floor, Sai Balaji Complex, Morivali, B-Cabin Road, Ambernath (East), Thane Dist 421501

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWWINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES) Padding and Stuffing materials(Except of rubber or plastics); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE
MATERIALS
"PANTALOONS"

2640121 10/12/2013
ADITYA BIRLA FASHION AND RETAIL LIMITED
701-704, 7TH FLOOR, SKYLINE ICON BUSINESS PARK, 86-92, OFF. ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, MAROL VILLAGE, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND SELLER
(ERSTWHILE PETER ENGLAND FASHION AND RETAIL LIMITED), A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2565070, 2565074, 2640120

MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2640120.
3209846   14/03/2016
M/S. SMITZ POLYTEX PVT. LTD.
5, HSIIDC, BARHI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-1, BARHI, SONEPAT, HARYANA
merchants and manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPNICHE
F 111, SOUTH CITY ARCHADE, SOUTH CITY 1, GURUGRAM, PIN CODE-122001, HARYANA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/08/2015

DELHI
Yarns and threads, for textile use
3237341    18/04/2016
M/S KWALITY POLYTHREADS PVT. LTD.
B-44, MAYAPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110064
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :02/04/2016
To be associated with:
2153077
DELHI
YARNS, SEWING THREADS AND THREADS
MERITO
3276315  03/06/2016
VARDHMAN POLYTEX LTD.
Regd. Office: Vardhman Park, Chandigarh Road, Ludhiana-141123, Punjab (India)
Manufacturer & Merchant
Body Incorporated
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :03/06/2016
DELHI
THREADS, YARNS, SPUN COTTON YARN, SPUN SILK YARN, SPUN WOOL, WOOLLEN THREAD AND YARN.
3551056  17/05/2017
NEW CENTURY FILAMENTS PVT. LTD.
C1, 219/2, GIDC, Waghodia, Vadodara, Gujarat, India 391760
Private Ltd
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINVENT IP
BHAVIK B. PATEL, A/9, AMRUTA SOCIETY, NIZAMPURA, VADODARA - 390 002 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 23
TIRUPATI BALAJI EXIM PRIVATE LIMITED
389, INDUSTRIAL AREA-A, LUDHIANA (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 15/06/2001

DELHI
Woolen Yarns & Threads.
4163161  01/05/2019
NAVRATAN AGRAWAL
M/31 West field square, Nandini Apt., Vesu main road, Vesu, Surat- 395007
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RICA GOYAL, FCS, LLB
302A, INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, MAJURA GATE, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
YARNS AND THREAD included in class 23
SWIFTLON

4173520   10/05/2019

AMAN ARORA
M-538, GURUHARKISHAN NAGAR, PASCHIM VIHAR, SUNDER VIHAR, DELHI-110087

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VISHAL GAMBHIR
HOUSE NO.207/15, MASHAD MOHALLA, SONIPAT-131001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

sewing thread, thread and yarn
Supra Fast Threads S.F.T.

4173523    10/05/2019

AMAN ARORA
M-538, GURUHARKISHAN NAGAR, PASCHIM VIHAR, SUNDER VIHAR, DELHI-110087
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHAL GAMBHIR
HOUSE NO.207/15, MASHAD MOHALLA, SONIPAT-131001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

sewing thread, thread and yarn
CIL NOVA PETROCHEMICALS

4175332   14/05/2019
CIL NOVA PETROCHEMICALS LIMITED
Survey No. 396/403, Moraiya Village, Sarkhej-Bavla Highway, TAL: Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad- 382 210, Gujarat State, India
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PARV SHAH
309, Sankalp Square II, Nr. Jalaram Mandir Railway Crossing, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad-380 006, Gujarat State, India
Used Since :19/10/2009

AHMEDABAD
Yarns and Threads for Textile use
CIL NOVA PETROCHEMICALS LIMITED
Survey No. 396/403, Moraiya Village, Sarkhej-Bavla Highway, TAL: Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad- 382 210, Gujarat State, India
Manufacturers
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PARV SHAH
309, Sankalp Square II, Nr. Jalaram Mandir Railway Crossing, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad-380 006, Gujarat State, India
Used Since : 19/10/2009
AHMEDABAD
Yarns and Threads for Textile use
4176450  14/05/2019
ROHIT GUPTA
H. NO. B-193, SURAJMAL VIHAR, EAST DELHI, SHAKARPUR, DELHI - 110092
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Yarns and threads, for textile use.
YASKO
4181811  21/05/2019
PEE ESS ENTERPRISES
No : 114 - 1st Floor, South Masi Street, Madurai - 625009, Tamil Nadu
A Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/04/2018
CHENNAI
Yarns and threads, for textile use
4181815  21/05/2019

PEE ESS ENTERPRISES
No : 114 - 1st Floor, South Masi Street, Madurai - 625009, Tamil Nadu
A Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/04/2018

CHENNAI
Yarns and threads, for textile use
4183417  22/05/2019
MRS. AJNUM JAVED TAMBOLI TRADING AS R. M. T. TEXTILES
S. A. Bagwan, Near Mahalaxmi Sizing, Yelaj Mala, Sangli Road, Ichalkaranji, Tal-Hatkangle, Dist-Kolhapur-416115
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
1690789    26/05/2008
KERALA STATE HANDLOOM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD.
trading as ;KERALA STATE HANDLOOM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD.
P.M. 32/249, THILLERI ROAD, KANNNUR-670001, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :13/03/1968

CHENNAI
BATH LINEN (EXCEPT CLOTHING), BED CLOTHES, BED COVERS, BED LINEN, BEDSPREADS, COASTERS (TABLE LINEN
(, COTTON FABRICS, COVERINGS (FURNITURE -) OF TEXTILE, COVERS FOR CUSHIONS, COVERS (LOOSE) FOR
FURNITURE, CREPE (FABRIC), CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC, CUSHIONS (COVERS FOR -), DAMASK, DOOR
CURTAINS, FACE TOWELS OF TEXTILE, FLAGS [NOT OF PAPER], FURNITURE COVERINGS OF TEXTILE
HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILE, KNITTED FABRIC, LINEN (BED -), LINEN CLOTH MAKE-UP (NAPKINS FOR REMOVING-)
(CLOTH), MATERIAL (TEXTILE-), MATS (PLACE -) (NOT OF PAPER), MATTRESS COVERS, MOSQUITO NETS, NAPKINS, OF
CLOTH, FOR REMOVING MAKE-UP, NAPKINS OF TEXTILE (TABLE -), NET CURTAINS, NETS (MOSQUITO -) ,
PILLOWCASES, PLACE MATS (NOT OF PAPER), RUGS (TRAVELLING-) (LAP ROBES), RUNNERS (TABLE-), SHEETS
(TEXTILE, , SILK (CLOTH), SILK FABRICS FOR PRINTING PATTERNS, TABLE CLOTHS (NOT OF PAPER), TABLE LINEN
(NOT OF PAPER), TABLE MATS (NOT OF PAPER), TABLE NAPKINS OF TEXTILE, TABLE RUNNERS, TAPESTRY (WALL
HANGINGS), OF TEXTILE, TOWELS OF TEXTILE, WALL HANGINGS OF TEXTILE
RAJEEV KAPOOR
C-156 ASHOK VIHAR PHASE I DELHI 110052 INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKAJAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :01/02/2001

DELHI
TEXTILE FABRICS FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE OF GARMENTS, BAGS, JACKETS AND APPAREL, TOWEL, BED SHEET, TABLE CLOTH, HANDKERCHIEFS, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE
Mr. Vishap Singhal
trading as: RIDDHI SIDDHI TEXTILE
1550, SECTOR-12, HUDA, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/04/2014

DELHI
TEXTILES & TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED & TABLE COVERS INCLUDING BED SHEET BED SPREADS, PILLOW & CUSHION COVER, PILLOW COVERS, FLEECE BLANKET, BLANKET, QUILT BLANKET, QUILT COVER, MINK BLANKETS, SHOWER CURTAIN; ACCRUE CLOTHES, BLOUSE PIECE, TOWEL, COMFORTERS, HANDKERCHIEF, SILKS, QUILT, LINEN, CURTAIN & CURTAIN CLOTH & WOOLEN CLOTH & POLYSTER WOOLEN, WOVEN OR KNITTED CLOTH NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
2981912 10/06/2015
SACHIN GUPTA
trading as : HOUSE ATTIRE
GALI NO 6, SANTPURA, GOVINDPUR, MODINAGAR 201201
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since : 08/12/2014
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS , NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES ; BED AND TABLE COVERS
BASANTI

3141504  29/12/2015
SANJEEV KUMAR AGGARWAL
1775 KUCHA LATTU SHAH, DARIBA CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TEXTILES & TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDING SUITINGS, SHIRTINGS,. DRESS MATERIAL. BED SHEETS. BED COVERS PILLOW COVERS & QUILTS.
3147000  01/01/2016
NILU MIGLANI
TANU CHUGH
trading as ;RELIABLE IMPEX
PLOT NO.155 SECTOR-25 PART-2 INDUSTRIAL AREA HUDA PANIPAT-132103 HARYANA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/10/2012

DELHI
BED SHEETS, QUILTS, AC SETS, CUSHION COVERS, TOWELS, BED COVERS, BLANKETS, MINK BLANKETS, SHAWLS," LOHI, MUFFLER, CURTAIN CLOTH AND PILLOW COVER INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
Mark shall be used as a whole..
3165587  21/01/2016
KAMLA KHEEVRAJ CHAUDHARI
trading as ;Param Jyoti Creation
1003, 2ND FLOOR, NORTH EXTENSION MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT- 395003 (GUJARAT)
Manufacturer and Trading
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Blouse Piece, Dress Materials, Grey Cloth, Suiting, Shirting
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PJ..
3181250  09/02/2016
VISHWAS SETH
trading as M/s AADYA COUTURE
26/27-28, 2nd Floor, West Patel Nagar, New Delhi-110008
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDIP & ASSOCIATES.
BUILDING NO. 945, GALLI NO. 3, ( F.F ), NAIWALA, FAIZ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110 005
Used Since :05/05/2014
DELHI
DRESS MATERIAL
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (COUTURE).
ATTIVO

3203230  05/03/2016
CONCEPTS KITCHEN & WARDROBE
trading as ;CONCEPTS KITCHEN & WARDROBE
A-104, ROMAN COURT, SUSHANT CITY, ANSAL APL, KUNDLI, SONEPAT-131028, HARYANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Used Since :12/02/2016
DELHI
TABLE MATS, NAPKINS, TABLE RUNNERS, TABLE CLOTHES & TABLE COASTERS.
3248588  29/04/2016
FLAMING FOREST
trading as ;Flaming Forest
E3, Block2, Samhita Castle, Nagavarpalya, CV Raman Nagar, Bangalore 560093
Manufacturers and Distributors
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.
Used Since :01/03/2016

CHENNAI
Bed spreads, bed linen, bed sheets, bed covers; covers and cases for pillows and cushions, mattress covers; embroidery fabric; woven and non-woven textile and fabric; furnishing and upholstery fabrics; curtains; bath linen, except clothing.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 24

NAVELI COLLECTIONS PVT. LTD.
305, IIIIRD FLORR, BHANOT CORNER, PAMPOSH ENCLAVE, GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI-110048
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEWAK & ASSOCIATES
316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, NAMELY, CURTAINS MADE OF TEXTILE AND PLASTIC, CUSHION COVERS, CHAIR PAD COVERS, TABLE COVERS MADE OF TEXTILE AND PLASTIC, BED SHEETS AND COVERS, PILLOW COVERS, TOWELS, CARPET COVERS, BLANKETS AND BLANKET COVERS, QUILTS AND QUILT COVERS, LAPTOP COVERS MADE OF TEXTILE, COASTERS MADE OF CLOTH, TABLE MATS MADE OF CLOTH, PLASTIC OR VINYL.
3351296   31/08/2016
SURESH VYAPARILAL JAIN
trading as ;Shree Fashion
A-1010-1011, Upper Ground floor, Radha Krishna Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Manufacturer and Trading
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2
Used Since :21/01/2014
AHMEDABAD
Dress Materials, Lehnga, Choli, Textile Piece Goods, Grey Cloth, Suiting, Shirting
3375415   28/09/2016
MITHILESH SURENDRA PATHAK
trading as ;Mahalaxmi Textile
A/2/10, Road NO 1, Udhna Udhyognagar, Udhana, Surat-394210 (Gujarat)
Manufacturer and Trading
Proprietor Ship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
Blouse Piece, Dress Materials, Textile Piece goods, Grey Cloth, Suiting, Shirting, Furnishing Cloth, Tapestry Cloth, Bed Linen, Bed Sheets, Pillow Covers, Handkerchief, Towels, Napkins
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.Sale of goods is restricted in the state of Gujrat only..
3408555    14/11/2016

SHAHENAZ HOME FASHION PVT LTD
3, New Oberoi Shopping Center, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021, Maharashtra
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/02/2002

MUMBAI
Textiles for furnishings, bed covers, cushion covers, table covers; table mats, not of paper; curtains, fabrics for furniture

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO., THIS IS CONDITION OF
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..APPLICATION NO.1169293.
3473057  03/02/2017
SONU SARAF
trading as ;RIDDHI SIDDHI CREATIONS
C-7/ 206-208, SHRI ARIHANT COMPLEX, KALHER, BHIWANDI- 421 302.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :25/01/2017
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE FABRICS.
ASHISHPARI ANILPARI GOSWAMI
C-206, V-C, 2ND FLOOR, AMARJYOT APPARTMENT, NR. VAISHALI CINEMA, SURAT 395006

Used Since: 01/02/2017

AHMEDABAD

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS, AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. Sale of goods is restricted in the state of Gujrat only. 
MOHANI

3500969   03/03/2017

MRS.MUNITA GOYAL

trading as ;LAXMI POLY COT (INDIA)

GB-375,NEAR PALI URBAN CO.BANK HEAD OFF.MANDIA ROAD PALI -MARWAR RAJ.

MANUFETHERER AND MERCHANT

FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, ( RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/04/2010

AHMEDABAD

TEXTILES AND TEXTILES GOOD FOR BLOUSE PICES.

subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
KAJAL
3500971   03/03/2017
MRS.MUNITA GOYAL
trading as ;LAXMI POLY COT (INDIA)
GB-375,NEAR PALI URBAN CO.BANK HEAD OFF,MANDIA ROAD PALI -MARWAR RAJ.
MANUFETHERER AND MERCHANT
FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, ( RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE AND TEXTILES GOODS FOR BLOUSE PICES.
APPLE
3500973 03/03/2017
MRS. MUNITA GOYAL
trading as; LAXMI POLY COT (INDIA)
GB-375, NEAR PALI URBAN CO.BANK HEAD OFF. MANDIA ROAD PALI - MARWAR RAJ.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, ( RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 01/04/2010
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES AND TEXTILES GOODS FOR BLOUSE PICES INCLUDED CLASS 24
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3500997  03/03/2017
PUJA SYNTHETICS PVT. LTD.
4 - A, 1ST FLR., TEXTILE MARKET, BHILWARA, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFETHERER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, ( RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/01/1987
To be associated with:
656376
AHMEDABAD
SUITING, SHIRTING AND DRESS MATERIALS.
VIMARSH ENTERPRISE

3513338  23/03/2017
DIVYA JIMIL PATEL
211, SECOND FLOOR , DAVA BAZAR, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 38006
INDIAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HIMALI PATEL
8, MALAVDEEP APPTS, PALDI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

FABRIC AND PLASTIC MOSQUITO NETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL.
3518069  01/04/2017
SANSKAR TEX PRINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SANSKAR TEX PRINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 5005, PANEL-19 PASSAGE NO-1 RRTM, VILLAGE : SAROLI TALUKA: CHORASI, SURAT - 395010, GUJARAT

Body incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS & TEXTILE GOODS
3569779  13/06/2017
SAJAN KUMAR SHYAMLAL JALAN
S-2392-2393, 2nd floor, New Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since :01/04/2005

AHMEDABAD
Dress Materials, Un-stitched materials of Lehnga, Choli, Textile Piece Goods, Grey Cloth, Suiting, Shirting

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL.
3628279  06/09/2017
V-TEX WEAVING AND MFG. MILLS LIMITED
312/313, A WING, AHURA CENTER, 82, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
BLOUSE PIECES, TEXTILE PIECES, GOODS, HANDLOOMS, BED SHEETS, PILLO WSCASES, PILLO COVERS, CURTAINS, NAPKINS, DRESS MATERIALS, DUPATTA, BEING GOODS INCLUDING IN CLASS-24.
URBAN RANGER

3659157 17/10/2017
ADITYA BIRLA FASHION AND RETAIL LIMITED
7th Floor, Skyline Icon, 86/92, Near Mittal Industrial Estate, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri (East) Mumbai - 59

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3659142, 3659148

MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3659142..
3673676 09/11/2017
M/S.ARUNACHALA TEXTILE MILLS
No.6/1, SIVAM ILLAM, N.G.G.O COLONY MAIN ROAD, ERODE-638 009
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Lungies, Kailies, Dothies, Hand Kerchieves and Handloom Textile piece goods and other allied goods included in Class 24 subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Tamilnadu.
RAJESH JINDAL
trading as; MADHUSUDAN KNIT
BANKRA NEW FANCY MARKET, HOWRAH- 711403, HOWRAH, P.S.- DOMJUR, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
FABRIC, EMBROIDERY FABRIC, MUSLIN FABRIC, JUTE FABRIC, KNITTED FABRIC, PRINTED FABRICS, SILK FABRICS, CURTAIN FABRICS, APPAREL FABRICS, SHIRT FABRICS, COTTON FABRICS, TEXTILE FABRIC, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-24.
SHYAMAL KUMAR MODAK

3720687    06/01/2018
M/S. SHYAMAL KUMAR MODAK.
LALBAGH (NEAR MURSHIDABAD POLICE STATION), P.O & DIST. MURSHIDABAD, PIN-742149, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/04/1981

KOLKATA
Unstitched Dress Materials, Bed Covers, Table Covers.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3341980.
NIYATI ZAVERCHAND HARIA
230, ASHISH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GOKHLE ROAD, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400025 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BED COVERS, BEDSPREADS, COVERLETS [BEDSPREADS], BED BLANKETS, BOLTING CLOTH, CLOTH, COTTON FABRICS, COVERS FOR CUSHIONS, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE, DIAPER CHANGING CLOTHS FOR BABIES, DOOR CURTAINS, FACE TOWELS OF TEXTILE, GLASS CLOTHS [TOWELS], HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILE, JERSEY [FABRIC], LINEN CLOTH, JUTE FABRIC, KNITTED FABRIC, MATTRESS COVERS, PILLOWCASES, SHOWER CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC, SHEETS [TEXTILE], SILK [CLOTH], SLEEPING BAGS, TABLE NAPKINS OF TEXTILE, TABLEMATS OF TEXTILE, TOWELS OF TEXTILE, VELVET, WOOLLEN CLOTH / WOOLLEN FABRIC
3822270    02/05/2018
DILIP VASWANI TRADING AS M/S. SAIRAM SYNTHETICS
304, SUKH SAGAR APARTMENT, 707-708, VIJAY SINDICATE, USHA NAGAR EXTENTION, BEHIND UNIQUE HOSPITAL, INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/04/2015
MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods, textile labels, sheets, table clothes, handkerchiefs and textile fabrics
3824682  05/05/2018
VIJAY KUMAR BHOJANI TRADING AS SUJAL PHARMA
No - 44, Navkar Mansion, 4th Cross, Devnathachar Street, Chamrajpet, Bangalore - 560018
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Towels, Bath towels.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE ARE TO KARNATAKA ONLY.
3834797  16/05/2018
NANDAKUMAR LAKSHMANAN TRADING AS VIHAAN VENTURES
8, Ramky Serene Woods, Chikkagubbi, Kothanur, Hennur Road, Bangalore - 560077, Karnataka
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :28/11/2017

CHENNAI
Curtains, Cushion covers, Bed spreads.
subject to sale of product for all over India except Rajasthan.
3858681    13/06/2018
U.N. MURUGESAN & CO.,
110, AMMAN TOWERS, KIRAMADAI 1ST STREET, SURAMPATTI, ERODE - 638 009, TAMIL NADU
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/12/2016
CHENNAI
TEXTILES AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES; HOUSEHOLD LINEN; CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC; BED AND
TABLE COVERS; FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE; COTTON FABRICS; WOOLEN FABRIC; KNITTED FABRIC; LINEN CLOTH;
LININGS [TEXTILE]; TEXTILE MATERIAL; SILK [CLOTH]; HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILE; TOWELS OF TEXTILE; ELASTIC
WOVEN MATERIAL; TRACED CLOTH FOR EMBROIDERY; QUILTS; TABLE NAPKINS OF TEXTILE; UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS.
U&ME
3858683  13/06/2018
U.N. MURUGESAN & CO.,
110, AMMAN TOWERS, KIRAMADAI 1ST STREET, SURAMPATTI, ERODE - 638 009, TAMIL NADU
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/01/2012

CHENNAI
TEXTILES AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES; HOUSEHOLD LINEN; CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC; BED AND TABLE COVERS; FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE; COTTON FABRICS; WOOLEN FABRIC; KNITTED FABRIC; LINEN CLOTH; LININGS [TEXTILE]; TEXTILE MATERIAL; SILK [CLOTH]; HANDKERCHIEFS OF TEXTILE; TOWELS OF TEXTILE; ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL; TRACED CLOTH FOR EMBROIDERY; QUILTS; TABLE NAPKINS OF TEXTILE; UPHOLSTERY FABRICS.

mark is associated with the registered trade mark no. 2163120.
LOOCUST INCORP APPAREL EXPORT PRIVATE LIMITED
D.NO.28/13, MGR NAGAR 4TH STREET, P.N.ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 602, TIRUPUR DIST, TAMILNADU.
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BED COVERS, BED SPREADS, CLOTH, COTTON FABRICS, CREPE (FABRIC), COVERS FOR CUSHIONS, FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE, HAND KERCHEFS OF TEXTILE, MATTRESS COVERS, NET CURTAINS, NON - WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, QUILTS, SILK FABRICS FOR PRINTING PATTERNS, SILK CLOTH, AND TOWELS OF TEXTILE.
COTONINE

3902306  30/07/2018

AALIYA MUDASSAR SHAIKH
House No 30, 2nd Floor, 2nd A Cross, Ilyas Nagar, JP Nagar Post, Bangalore-560078
Retail-Ecommerce
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS, SOLAPUR CHADDAR, COTTON BLANCKET, TOWEL, NAPKIN, AND ALL HANDBLOOMS & TEXTILES VARIETY, BED AND TABLE COVERS, BED SHEETS, PILLOWS SHAMS, PILLOWS CASES TOWELS, KITCHEN LINEN TABLE, LINEN CLOTHES, LINEN (BED), LINEN (DIAPERED), PILLOWS, QUILT, DUVET CURIES, CUSHION (COVERS), BLANKET, CURTAINS, BATHROBE, SOFT FURNISHING, ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 24
3969853   10/10/2018
KANWALDEEP SINGH TRADING AS NILIBAR
108, SURYA TOWER, MALL ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/1965
To be associated with:
881423
DELHI
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
Mashq

4153593  20/04/2019

VEDANT FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
PARIDHAN GARMENT PARK,19, CANAL SOUTH ROAD SDF-1, 4TH FLOOR, A 501-502, KOLKATA-700015 WEST BENGAL.

An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Textile goods made of different fabrics including cotton, jute, silk and textile material, silk fabrics, jute fabric, hemp cloth, furniture coverings of textile, blanket, fiberglass fabrics, curtains of textile, textile sheet, woolen cloth, tablemats, bath linen, bed covers, mattress covers, cotton fabrics, fabric of imitation animal skins.
Mohey Brides of India

4158042    25/04/2019

VEDANT FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
PARIDHAN GARMENT PARK,19, CANAL SOUTH ROAD SDF-1, 4TH FLOOR, A 501-502, KOLKATA-700015 WEST BENGAL.

An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3078191

KOLKATA
Textile goods made of different fabrics including cotton, jute, silk and textile material, silk fabrics, jute fabric, hemp cloth, furniture coverings of textile, blanket, fiberglass fabrics, curtains of textile, textile sheet, woolen cloth, tablemats, bath linen, bed covers, mattress covers, cotton fabrics, fabric of imitation animal skins.
Cool River
4165546  03/05/2019
PARVEZ ABDULKADER KHATRI (TRADING AS NIMEX TRADING CORPORATION)
2nd Floor, Room No. 17, 93/97 Topiwala Mansion, Mohammed Ali Road, Mumbai - 400003.
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIPAK G PARMAR
Shreenath Sadan, Ground Floor, 13/A, Bhajivanji Lane, J. S. S. Road, Thakurdwar, Mumbai - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
RAJ KUMAR TRADING AS JAI JYOTI WOOLLEN MILLS.
T-5 A, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 01/04/2014

TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; SUITING MATERIALS [TEXTILE], COVERS FOR
FURNITURE, BED SPREADS, BEDSHEETS, SLEEPING BAGS, PILLOW & CUSHION COVER, FLEECE BLANKETS,
BLANKET, SHOWER CURTAIN OF TEXTILES OR PLASTIC; TOWELS OF TEXTILE, HANDKERCHIEF OF TEXTILES, SILK
(CLOTH), QUILT, HOUSEHOLD LINEN, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC AND CURTAIN CLOTH AND WOOLLEN CLOTH
& NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, FURNISHING FABRICS, ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL OR KNITTED FABRIC, WALL
HANGINGS OF TEXTILE INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
KAMLESHKUMAR SHREERAM GUPTA
trading as; KAMLESHKUMAR MITESHKUMAR
A-18, DEEPMALA BUNGLOWS, GHODASAR, AHMEDABAD - 380050

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MANUFACTURING OF BED SHEETS, BED COVERS, PILLOWS, PILLOWCOVER, UNSTICHED FABRICS, TABLE CLOTH, TOWELS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILES GOODS AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 24

4172492 10/05/2019
ADITYA VIKRAM MOR
trading as ;SARVOTTAM TEX FAB.
1067, Laxmi Textile Park, G.I.D.C., Sachin, Surat-394230

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

MANUFACTURING OF TEXTILE AND TEXTILE FABRIC IN CLASS - 24.
RAVINDER KUMAR
WARD NO. 17, JOSHIAN MOHALLA, SAMANA DISTT PATIALA PUNJAB 147001
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK
C/O HARSH PAHWA REGISTRATION AND ACCOUNTING HOUSE ,H.NO. 69, STREET NO. 30-D, ANAND NAGAR -B, PATIALA, PUNJAB 147001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FABRICS FOR SUITING, SHIRTING, SOFA COVER, CURTAINS, BED SPREAD, BED SHEETS, QUILTS, CUSHION COVER, PILLOW COVER, PILLOWS, TABLE LINEN, MATRESS COVER, TOWELS, SAREES, LAIDES DRESS MATERIAL ETC.
NAIMISHKUMAR NANKUBHAI LAVADIYA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. BEYOND EXPORTS
NR. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, OFFICE NO. 415, ALPHA PLUS, 150 FT. RING ROAD, RAJKOT-360005, GUJARAT. INDAI
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
904, 9th Floor, BVR-1, Near, Westend Hotel, Near, Inder Residency, Gujarat College, Ellisebridge, Ahmedabad.380006
Used Since :04/04/2018
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILE & TEXTILE GOODS
NIHAARA
4174250    11/05/2019
MITESH ANIL MUNDHRA PROP. OF NIHAARA
SHOP NO. 560 - 561, UNIVERSAL TEXTILE MARKET, OPP. MILLENIUM TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT-395002
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002
Used Since: 05/05/2014
AHMEDABAD
Textiles And Substitutes For Textiles; Household Linen; Fabric; Cloth; Textile Fabrics For The Manufacture Of Clothing;
4174570   13/05/2019
AVON ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.
KHASRA NO.-921, EXTENDED LALDORA, RITHALA, DELHI-110085.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; SUITING MATERIALS [TEXTILE], SUITING AND SHIRTING, COVERS FOR FURNITURE, BED SPREADS, BED & TABLE COVER, BEDSHEETS, SLEEPING BAGS, PILLOW & CUSHION COVER, FLEECE BLANKETS, MINK BLANKET, BLANKET, SHOWER CURTAIN OF TEXTILES OR PLASTIC; TOWELS OF TEXTILE, HANDKERCHIEF OF TEXTILES, TEXTILE TISSUES, SILK (CLOTH), ACRYLIC CLOTHES, TOWEL, COMFORTERS, QUILT, HOUSEHOLD LINEN, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC AND CURTAIN CLOTH AND WOOLLEN CLOTH & NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, FURNISHING FABRICS, ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL OR KNITTED FABRIC, WALL HANGINGS OF TEXTILE INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
4174924 13/05/2019
SHWETA SINGH PROPRIETOR OF SHAMIKA FABTEX
SHED NO 3, AKSHAR ORGANISERS PVT. LTD., NAROL VATVA ROAD, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT - 382405
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIKHA NILESH DHANUKA
B-702,DOMAIN HEIGHTS, NR. BAKERI SONNET, SHYAMAL CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Covers for mattresses, Bed linen and blankets, Bed sheets, Comforters (bedding), Pillowcases [pillow slips], Quilts included in class 24
RAJURAM B SARAN
trading as ;SHREE BALAJI ENTERPRISES
1004, BLDG NO.1, WING-A, PHASE-IV, OFF ADI SHANKARACHARYA MARG, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CLOTH, GUMMED CLOTH, HEMP CLOTH, COTTON FABRICS, LINEN CLOTH, FABRIC, FIBREGLASS FABRICS FOR
TEXTILE USE, FRIEZE [CLOTH], FABRIC FOR FOOTWEAR/SILK [CLOTH], TEXTILE MATERIAL, WOOLLEN CLOTH /
WOOLLEN FABRIC, ADHESIVE FABRIC FOR APPLICATION BY HEAT, BOLTING CLOTH, ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL
4174990   13/05/2019
RAJURAM B SARAN
trading as ;SHREE BALAJI ENTERPRISES
1004, BLDG NO.1, WING-A, PHASE-IV, OFF ADI SHANKARACHARYA MARG, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CLOTH, GUMMED CLOTH, HEMP CLOTH, COTTON FABRICS, LINEN CLOTH, FABRIC, FIBREGLASS FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE, FRIEZE [CLOTH], FABRIC FOR FOOTWEAR/SILK [CLOTH], TEXTILE MATERIAL, WOOLLEN CLOTH / WOOLLEN FABRIC, ADHESIVE FABRIC FOR APPLICATION BY HEAT, BOLTING CLOTH, ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL
Bombay Dyeing Noah
4175165  13/05/2019
THE BOMBAY DYEING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Neville House, J.N. Heredia Marg, Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400001
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
332949
MUMBAI
Textiles And Textile Goods, Not Included In Other Classes; Bed And Table Covers
Bombay Dyeing Vito
4175169  13/05/2019
THE BOMBAY DYEING AND MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Neville House, J.N. Heredia Marg, Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400001
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
332949
MUMBAI
Textiles And Textile Goods, Not Included In Other Classes; Bed And Table Covers
4175629   14/05/2019
VILASBEN ARVINDBHAI THUMMAR
A/83, Ruxmani Society, Punagam, Chorasi, Surat - 395010
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers included in class 24.
CHINAR SYNTAX LTD.
PLOT NO.-13, SECTOR-21, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BHIWANI-127021, HARYANA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/1992
To be associated with:
1263987
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; SUITING MATERIALS [TEXTILE], COVERS FOR FURNITURE, BED SPREADS, BEDSHEETS, SLEEPING BAGS, PILLOW & CUSHION COVER, FLEECE BLANKETS, BLANKET, SHOWER CURTAIN OF TEXTILES OR PLASTIC; TOWELS OF TEXTILE, HANDKERCHIEF OF TEXTILES, SILK (CLOTH), QUILT, HOUSEHOLD LINEN, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC AND CURTAIN CLOTH AND WOOLLEN CLOTH & NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, FURNISHING FABRICS, ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL OR KNITTED FABRIC, WALL HANGINGS OF TEXTILE INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
4176440  14/05/2019
EXPLORER TEXTILE PRIVATE LIMITED
7 Master Soc, Near Laxmi Nivas, Shivalay Ganesh Ele Strt, Rajkot GJ 360002 IN
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHRUV PRADIP
OM, Tulsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic
FABLIFE

4176924  15/05/2019
Fabindia Overseas Private Limited
14, N Block Market, Greater Kailash - I, New Delhi - 110048, India
A company organized and existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic; bed and table covers.
SMARTFLIP

4177696   15/05/2019
RAHUL ANAND, PROPRIETOR OF M/S IMPACT DECOR
C-4F/59, IIrd Floor, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058
an Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
517, Kirti Shikhar, District Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles including Covers For Furniture, Bed Spreads, Bed-sheets, Pillow & Cushion Cover, Fleece Blankets, Blanket, Shower Curtain of Textiles or Plastic; Towels of Textile, Handkerchief of Textiles, Silk (Cloth), Quilt, Curtains of Textile or Plastic and Curtain Cloth ad Woolen Cloth & Non-Woven Textile Fabrics, Furnishing Fabrics, Elastic Woven Material or Knitted Fabric, Wall Hangings of Textile; Fabrics for Blinds, Shades, Screens and Screens, Curtains included in class 24.
ANAND BROTHERS
ST.#9, TEJ MOHAN NAGAR, BASTI SHEIKH ROAD, JALANDHAR-144002 (PUNJAB)
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :28/09/2018
DELHI
SLEEPING BAGS, SLEEPING BAGS COVERS, SLEEPING BAGS LINING, SLEEPING BAGS FOR TENTING
INCORPORATING PILLOWS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
4177813    15/05/2019
TUBA N CO., LTD
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Republic of Korea.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Upholstery fabrics; Mosquito nets; Bath linen, except clothing; Shower curtains of textile or plastic; Door curtains; Blankets; Sheets [textile]; Handkerchiefs of textile; Sleeping bags; Cloths for removing make-up.
KARFA

4178024  16/05/2019
KARTIKEYA GOEL MINOR THROUGH HER MOTHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN MRS. MONILA GOEL
D-6/5, Vasant Vihar New Delhi-110057.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic.
4178025    16/05/2019
KARTIKEYA GOEL MINOR THROUGH HER MOTHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN MRS. MONILA GOEL
D-6/5, Vasant Vihar New Delhi-110057.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic.
KARFA BY KARTIKEYA

4178028   16/05/2019

KARTIKEYA GOEL MINOR THROUGH HER MOTHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN MRS. MONILA GOEL
D-6/5, Vasant Vihar New Delhi-110057.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic.
4178029   16/05/2019
KARTIKEYA GOEL MINOR THROUGH HER MOTHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN MRS. MONILA GOEL
D-6/5, Vasant Vihar New Delhi-110057.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic.
TECIDO

4178052  16/05/2019
SURESH S JAIN
311, 504, Mangal Murti Building Road No-13, Jawahar Nagar, Goregoan (West), Mumbai, Maharashtra-400104
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909 , 08/07/2019 Class 24

4178162  16/05/2019
RISHI FASHIONS
24A, Shop No 217, 2nd floor, Raghuvir Textile Mall, Aai Mata Road, Parvat Patia, Surat-395010 (Gujarat)
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Dress Materials, Blouse Piece, Suiting, Shirting, Tapestry Cloth, Furnishing Cloth, Curtain Cloth, Bed Sheets
4178682  17/05/2019
RINA ROY CHOWDHURY
162A /52,Lake Gardens, kolkata 700045
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
No.C-1, 5th Block, 1st-floor, Pari Salai, Mogappair East, Chennai–600037
Used Since :01/05/2019
KOLKATA
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic.
4179917    20/05/2019
GAUTAM VIJ
HARISONS HOUSE NO. 1, FRIENDS COLONY, MODEL TOWN, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic, bed and table covers, furnishing and upholstery fabrics
4180549   20/05/2019
RAM PRAKASH GAUTAM KUMAR
Plot No 77, Ambika Industrial Society-2, Udhana Magdalla Road, Surat-395007 (Gujarat)
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Net Fabrics
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 24

SAMIRBHAI V PATEL (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS INDIAN-E-FASHION
37, SHANTIVAN SOCIETY, L.H ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MOSQUITO NETS, BED LINEN, CURTAINS, COVERLETS, PILLOW COVERS, WOOLLEN BLANKETS, BED BLANKETS, SHOWER CURTAINS, TEXTILE HANDKERCHIEFS, SILK [CLOTH], QUILTS, LINEN [FABRIC], WOOLEN CLOTH, POLYESTER FABRIC
4181147  20/05/2019
UMA INTERNATIONAL
C-214, AKURLI IND. ESTATE, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 101
Partnership Firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYA A MANGHWANI
D-7, SHEEL APTS., 16TH ROAD, BANDRA -W, MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Terry towels, Bath towels, Hand towels, Bed spreads, Bath linen, Handkerchiefs of textile, Blankets (Bed).
4181154   20/05/2019
RITESH HARBAJAN AILSINGHANI
SHUBHAM GALLERIA, SHOP NO.106 & 107, ABOVE PNG,NEXT TO CROMA,PIMPRI,PUNE - 411018,INDIA
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUSHAN SOHANLAL KOTECHA
10, D WING, SECOND FLOOR, KK MARKET, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411043.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOME FURNISHING GOODS, BEDSHEETS, CURTAINS, LINENS, TOWELS.
4181744  21/05/2019
S.KRISHNAVENI TRADING AS M/S. SHREE VARANAMBIGAI STROES
#84, RAMASAMY STREET ERODE 638001
The Trademark Act of 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VRIJ KISHORE CHOUDHARY
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FABRICS
YASKO

4181812  21/05/2019

PEE ESS ENTERPRISES
No : 114 - 1st Floor, South Masi Street, Madurai - 625009, Tamil Nadu
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since :01/04/2018

CHENNAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Bed covers; Table covers
4181816  21/05/2019

PEE ESS ENTERPRISES
No : 114 - 1st Floor, South Masi Street, Madurai - 625009, Tamil Nadu
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Used Since :01/04/2018

CHENNAI

Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Bed covers; Table covers
EFFERENT
4181819  21/05/2019
PADAM KUMAR (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS POORNIMA FUTURE INTERNATIONAL
NO-27, Sajjan Rao Road, Sajjan Rao Circle, V V Puram, Bengaluru - 560004, Karnataka
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Fabrics, textile and textile goods.
BACHAO
4182823   21/05/2019
MS. SUJATA CHANDRAN.
A-6 Krishna, Juhu Road North, Juhu P.O., Mumbai 400 049.
Indian Inhabitant.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; textile piecegoods including suitings, shirtings & textile fabrics; fabrics; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic and textile material; furnishing fabrics, Textile piece goods for clothing, Textile piece goods for making into clothing being goods included in class 24.
EQUILIBRIUM
4185314  23/05/2019
ARVIND LIMITED
NARODA ROAD, NARODA, AHMEDABAD 380025, GUJARAT, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
4186639    24/05/2019
SARITA DEVI GARG
D7/6 GF,ARDEE CITY, SECTOR 52, GURGAON, Haryana, India
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1909, 08/07/2019 Class 24

4188112 27/05/2019
MAXICAN EXPORT
8/132 AandanKovil Road, Amaravathi Nagar, Karur - 639002, Tamil Nadu
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TEXTILES AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES; HOUSEHOLD LINEN; CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC